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A phonological analysis of Modem Standard Arabic has been 
presented in this thesis. This phonological analysis is based on an exhaustive 
list of the monosyllabic words occurring in a contemporary medium Arabic 
dictionary known as 7almufjam-ul-wasi:t 'the medium dictionary', a 
publication of the Academy of Arabic Language, Egypt. 
The present study is based on the phonological principles of forni-
content linguistic theory. This theory regards the discipline of linguistics as a 
tripartite organization. The three entities involved in the linguistic analysis of 
language are orientations, theory and phenomena. 
Phenomena are the observable facts of language. The phenomena of 
the discipline of linguistics are speech sounds. The orientations are the 
common fact about the characteristics of language which serve as an external 
control on hypothesizing. The Theory postulates hypotheses to provide the 
explanatory link between orientations and phenomena. It may be noted that, in 
form-content linguistics, the structure and functioning of the phenomena are 
believed to follow set patterns. That is, they are not random. It is the theory 
which explains the non-random characteristics of phenomena. The theory, in 
turn, is justified by the orientations. 
It is noteworthy that, although the seeds of form-content linguistic 
theory can be seen in the work of Ferdinand de Saussure, it has been developed 
by Professor William Diver and his students at the Columbia University. In his 
phonological tenets, Diver has also been influenced by his teacher Professor 
Andre Martinet. But the phonological theory in its present form is fully 
developed at the Columbia University, New York. 
As pointed out above, this study has been carried out and presented in 
terms of four orienting principles of form-content linguistics, namely, 
physiological mechanism, human behavior, communication, and acoustic 
medium. 
The present phonological analysis of Modem Standard Arabic is 
limited in scope both in the utilization of the data and the application of 
orienting principles. Only the monosyllabic words, collected exhaustively, are 
mainly utilized in the analysis. At the same time, some polysyllabic words are 
also used occasionally as illustrative examples. Further, our analysis on the 
role of acoustic medium in the phonology of Arabic is based on received 
scholarship, for any experimental, acoustic research is beyond the scope of the 
present doctoral thesis. 
The thesis begins with an introduction that contains the theoretical 
background, collection and collation of data, historical setting, and the scope of 
the study. The phonological analysis, as motivated by the four orienting 
principles (physiological mechanism, human behavior, communication, and 
acoustic medium), has taken up in four chapters. The thesis ends with the 
summary and conclusions. 
In Chapter I, we make an effort to briefly highlight the role of 
physiological mechanism, as an orienting principle, in the phonology of 
Modern Standard Arabic. Here, an attempt is made to provide justification for 
the skewings that are encountered in the paradigmatic makeup and the 
syntagmatic distribution of phonological units of Arabic, in terms of the 
physiological parameters of articulators and apertures. 
First, we present the phonological grid of Modem Standard Arabic. 
On the basis of their phonetic substance, 40 phonological units (34 "phonemes" 
plus 6 subphonemic units) of Arabic are projected on the relevant intersections 
of physiologically based articulators and apertures. In addition to these 40 units, 
two highly abstract units - F(oicing) and iV(asality) though they are neither 
phonemes nor positional variants, are postulated for Modem Standard Arabic. 
That is because they are highly significant component entities that are 
superimposed on other simpler supraglottal units to produce more complex 
units. 
For the formation of the phonological grid in Arabic, we postulate 9 
articulators and 7 degrees of aperture. The articulators are the labium, the apex, 
the medium, the front dorsum, the back dorsum, the post dorsum, the velum, 
the pharynx and the larynx. As the adroit organs, these articulators play an 
important role in shaping and exciting the vocal cavity for the production of 
Arabic consonants and vowels. The 7 apertures (0 through 6) are subjected to 
two broad divisions, namely, the constriction versus opening, and the clearly 
audible versus less clearly audible. The former is primarily based on 
physiological mechanism whereas the latter division is mainly based on 
acoustic medium. 
In a separate section, we set up a scale of adroitness for the 
supraglottal articulators with the apex as the most adroit, the dorsum and the 
labium as more adroit, the medium as less adroit, the pharynx as the lesser 
adroit, and the post dorsum as the least adroit. This scale is formed with a de 
facto placement of the labium and the pharynx in relation to the scale of 
adroitness of lingual articulators. Further, we evaluate the impact of the 
hierarchy of adroitness of articulators on the paradigmatic makeup of the 
consonantal units and their frequency of occurrence in the monosyllabic words 
in Arabic. And, we find out that the actual figures are almost in perfect 
conformity with our expectations in terms of our physiological criterion of 
adroitness of articulators. 
In another section, we take up the phonological phenomenon of the 
emphatic consonants in Arabic. After a short review of the various viewpoints 
to tackle this highly complex phenomenon of emphasis, we take the posifion 
that the emphatic consonants are produced by the apex with simultaneous 
coarticulation by the back dorsum. In accordance with the complex formation 
of the emphatic consonants, we predicate that these consonants should be 
disfavored vis-a-vis the simple apical consonants both in the number of units 
and in their frequency of occurrence in the word in Arabic. The real figures 
prove our prediction to be true. 
Towards the end of the chapter, we take up the physiological 
justification for the preference of the medium-dorsum mass as the articulator 
for vowels, arguing that the medium-dorsum mass, with its massy structure, 
wide rectangular shape and central position in the oral cavity, along with the 
labia, is ideally suited for the formation of vowels. We also present the vocalic 
system of Modem Standard Arabic, highlighting its ideal triangular 
configuration (a i u). Finally, we evaluate the impact of the asymmetry of the 
vocal tract on the "back" and "front" vowels of Modem Standard Arabic. We 
prove through statistical support that, though the Arabic vocalic system is 
characterized by its ideal triangular configuration, the impact of the asymmetry 
of the vocal tract is clearly seen in the higher syntagmatic utilization of the 
"front" vowels as compared to their "back" counterparts. 
The second chapter deals with the role of human behavior in the 
phonology of Modern Standard Arabic. The phonological analysis is geared to 
the common human traits of laziness (desire to use minimum possible effort), 
and intelligence (through which maximum output is sought). The two traits 
interact in the use of language, producing phonological skewings that can only 
be explained in terms of human behavior. 
The thrust area of research in this chapter may well be the "preference 
for fewer articulators over more articulators" in the production of phonological 
units in Modem Standard Arabic. It is demonstrated through frequency counts 
that the voiceless consonants (stops and spirants) are preferred over the voiced 
consonants, the simple apicals are highly favored vis-a-vis the emphatic apicals, 
and the front unrounded vowels are preferred over their back rounded 
counterparts in Arabic in terms of the number of articulators. 
Another area of phonology, the assimilative trait, is best explained in 
terms of human behavior. In view of the human avoidance of fine, precisely 
coordinated movement of articulator, we predict a favoring of the combination 
of similar phonological units over that of dissimilar units. These expectations 
are proved true through the actual frequency counts of stops and spirants in the 
Arabic CVC and CVCC words. Supporting evidence for the human behavior 
justification of the phonological grid of Modem Standard Arabic is provided at 
the end of the chapter. 
In the third chapter, we deal with the orienting principle of 
communication to provide justification for the paradigmatic and syntagmatic 
skewings observed in the phonology of Modem Standard Arabic. The chapter 
begins with the communicative justification for 34 of the 40 phonological units, 
as presented in the phonological grid of Modern Standard Arabic. These M 
elemental units of communication ("phonemes") are established by way of 
contrast through minimal and subminimal pairs. 
An important section of this chapter deals with the role of 
communication in combinatory phonology. Here, we illustrate with many 
examples how consonantal interchange in the CVC words may bring about the 
fonnation of two well-defined words with entirely different meanings in Arabic. 
A significant portion of this section deals with the impact of communication on 
the frequency of phonological units on the initial and final positions of the 
word. We argue that the beginning of the word carries greater communicative 
load than the end of the word. The vast skewings with regard to the utilization 
of Arabic consonants in the initial and final positions of the word are 
highlighted through tabular presentations of the frequency counts. It is argued 
that the consonantal preferences in terms of the adroitness of articulators 
(physiology), and the number of articulators (human behavior), are drastically 
skewed in word initial and word final positions. For the communicatively 
important initial position of the word carries a greater communicative 
("functional") load than the final position of the word, which is only marginally 
significant for the communicative distinctiveness. 
The penultimate section of our chapter on communication, deals with 
homonymy as a communicative problem. It is argued that because of the 
communicative problem it creates, a large scale homonymy is supposed to be 
avoided in languages. In the 3134 monosyllabic words constituting the 
database of the present study, only 45 pairs of homonymous words are found. 
In the fourth chapter, we make an effort to gauge the impact of some 
select acoustic aspects that have a bearing on the makeup and distribution of 
phonological units in Modem Standard Arabic. We deal with the acoustic base 
of the clearly audible versus the less clearly audible distinction of apertures. In 
addition, we provide the acoustic rationale for the lip rounding of the back 
dorsal vowels in terms of formant frequencies, as well as for the preference of 
medium-dorsum mass as the articulator for vowels in terms of the formation of 
two resonant cavities within the supraglottal cavity, and the position of the 
medium-dorsum mass that makes it ideally suited for the control of these two 
cavities. Further, a small section is devoted for the acoustic explanation of the 
scarcity of units at aperture 1. 
An important section of this chapter provides an acoustic rationale for 
the absence of the phonemes p and g in Arabic, in terms of the build-up of 
pressure needed for the production of stop consonants. We argue that, the 
production of stops requires a build-up of air pressure for the explosion needed 
for the excitation of the cavity. Whereas voiceless stops are produced by this 
supraglottal excitation only, the glottis is also used in the excitation of the vocal 
cavity during the production of voiced stops. Consequently, in terms of the 
pressure factor for voiceless stops, the smaller the size of the cavity, the faster 
the build-up of pressure, and hence the better. On the contrary, larger cavity is 
preferred for voiced stops to reduce the interference of air pressure with 
voicing. Therefore, the pressure factor entails the preference of voiceless stops 
formed at the back of the vocal cavity, such as, k and q, and the preference of 
voiced stops like b, formed at the front of the vocal cavity. 
These expectations are proved valid for the syntagmatic distribution of 
voiceless and voiced stops in the word of Arabic. The frequency counts of 
these opposing units show that there is an unusually powerful impact of the 
pressure factor of acoustics on the frequency of usage of all stop types in the 
formation of words in Modem Standard Arabic. 
The thesis ends with the summary and conclusions in the last chapter. 
The present phonological analysis of Modem Standard Arabic departs 
radically from the traditional analysis in that here we provide an explanation of 
the non-random distribution of phonological units in both their paradigmatic 
interrelationships in the grid and their combinatory characteristics in the 
7 
syntagm, in terms of independently known and verifiable principles of 
physiological mechanism, human behavior, communication and acoustic 
medium. 
The thesis contains both theoretical and methodological innovations in 
the study of Arabic phonology. The analysis presented in this thesis abandons 
description in favor of explanation, and provides quantitative procedure for the 
attestation of the hypothesis. The results of the present study support our claim 
that phonology is not random but motivated. 
The evidence that we present for the establishment of the phonological 
grid of Modern Standard Arabic with ^ phonological units, and for their non-
random distribution in the various positions of the words in terms of the 
phonological principles of Columbia school of linguistics, seems to prove the 
validity of our analysis beyond doubt. This thesis may not only explain the 
inner mechanism of the Arabic phonology, but may also contribute to our 
understanding of the phonological theory that presents new procedures for the 
validity of phonological units, and their particular distributional patterns. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Introduction 
In this thesis, an attempt is made to present a phonological analysis of 
Modern Standard Arabic. This analysis is based on the phonological principles 
of form-content linguistics. 
In the four sections constituting this introduction, we have made an 
effort to provide proper perspective for the phonological research presented in 
this work. In Section A, we deal with the historical setting and the linguistic 
situation of Modern Standard Arabic. In Section B, we take up the procedures 
followed in the collection and collation of the database. The theoretical 
framework underlying the phonological analysis presented here in terms of 
form-content linguistics, is briefly outlined in Section C. The scope of the study 
is taken up in Section D. 
Section A: Historical Setting of Modern Standard Arabic 
Before the Arab expansion caused by the spread of Islam in the and 
centuries CE, Arabic was the language of the nomadic tribes of north-
western and central Arabia. 
Arabic belongs to the Semitic language family, which also includes 
languages like Phoenician, Assyrian, Syriac or Aramaic, and Hebrew. The 
majority of linguists seems to consider Arabia as the house of Proto-Semitic 
from where the Semitic migrants have started. "One of the most important 
branches of the proto-Semitic languages is that known as South-West Semitic 
which is composed of North Arabic, South Arabic languages and Ethiopic. 
North Arabic is also subdivided into Lihyanite, Thamudic, Safaitic and Arabic 
as we know it today"(Bakalla 1984: 3). 
Arabic is first attested in epigraphic material found in central and north 
western Arabia, possibly dating back to between the 15"^  century BCE and the 
century CE. 
Classical Arabic occurs in some inscriptions from the 2"'' century CE 
onward. However, it appears in its fully developed form in pre-Islamic poetry 
first, and then in the Qur'an during the first half of the century CE. After the 
expansion of Islam, Classical Arabic became the literary language of Islamic 
civilization. It was described and standardized by Arab grammarians during the 
8"' and 9"' centuries. 
As a language of poetry and literature, Classical Arabic has survived 
to the present. In the 19"' and centuries, it went through a process of revival, 
and developed into a linguistic medium appropriate for all areas of modern life, 
namely, Modern Standard Arabic. It is noteworthy that, as early as the 
standardization of Classical Arabic, there emerged some dialects and sociolects 
of Arabic due to the spread of Islam among non-Arabs. These dialects are 
believed to be the origin of the hundreds of colloquial varieties of Arabic 
spoken all over the Arabic countries. (Cf Fischer 1992: 91-98.) 
In view of the above discussion, we can distinguish at least three major 
varieties of the Arabic language. These are: Classical Arabic, Modern Standard 
Arabic, and Colloquial Arabic. These varieties are outlined below. 
Classical Arabic 
As noted above. Classical Arabic refers specifically to the language of 
the Holy Qur'an, the poetry of pre-Islamic Arabia, and the classical literature of 
Golden Age (till the 9"' century CE). 
Colloquial Arabic 
The term Colloquial Arabic lal fa:miyyah or ladda:njah describes the 
native varieties of the Arab masses - the illiterate as well as the educated. It is 
the language of communication at home, in the market, daily life matters, and 
all informal situations. Almost every Arab country has some distinctive dialects 
which vary within that country and across the Arab world. In fact, the 
differences among some of these dialects are so large that many dialects are 
mutually unintelligible. Yet, in general, the Arabic dialects are somewhat 
mutually intelligible in regional clusters. 
Moreover, it is to be noted that, the Arabic colloquial varieties widely 
differ from Classical Arabic, in phonology, grammar, vocabulary and style. 
Ferguson (1959: 616-30) has listed fourteen linguistic features in which 
colloquial Arabic dialects differ form Classical Arabic, and, in view of these 
features, he argued that "Arabic dialects descended from an earlier language 
through a form of Arabic, called here Kome\ which was not identical with any 
of the earlier dialects and which differed in many significant respects from 
Classical Arabic but was used side by side with the classical language during 
early century of the Muslim era" . 
Modern Standard Arabic 
Modern Standard Arabic {fusha:) can be defined as classical, literary 
Arabic which has adjusted to the requirements of modern life, in particular, arts, 
science and technology. It is a variety of Arabic which stems from Classical 
Arabic and which is also influenced by the regional dialects (colloquials), 
especially, in terms of the lexicon and the sound patterns. 
Modern Standard Arabic is "an extension of Classical Arabic plus the 
modern elements which have poured into the main stream of the classical 
Arabic" (Bakalla 1984: 81). It differs from Classical Arabic only in vocabulary 
and stylistic features; the morphology and basic syntactic norms have remained 
unchanged. Except for few sounds, the same can be said about its phonological 
system. 
Modem Standard Arabic is not only a written language employed by 
the press and authors when writing books, but also an oral medium of 
expression used in formal situations ranging from a radio newscast to a lecture 
or other formal address to an international conference. It is the language of 
administration and official correspondence. In addition, Modern Standard 
Arabic is a universal form of Arabic learned in schools across the Arab world. 
A term derived f rom Greek denot ing a lingua franca that develops out o f a mixture o f languages or 
d i a l e c t s 
This non-natively spoken pan-Arab variety of Arabic is, to a very iiigh 
degree, the same throughout the Arab World, at least in its morphology and 
syntax. There are minor differences of pronunciation in its spoken form but 
these differences are insignificant as compared to those between the regional 
(colloquial) dialects. It is also influenced quite readily by the speakers' regional 
background and one can tell without difficulty from which region the speaker 
of Modern Standard Arabic comes from. 
The linguistic situation of Arabic can, therefore, be seen as a spectrum 
or better still a continuum which has at one extreme the purest Classical Arabic 
and at the other the purest type of Colloquial Arabic. In between these two 
extremes, but closer to Classical Arabic, lies Modern Standard Arabic. Such 
co-existence of various types of the same language is technically termed 
''diglossid". This term has been introduced in English by Professor Charles 
Ferguson around 1959. (Cf Ferguson 1959: 325-40.)^ 
Finally, it may here be noted that the research undertaken in this thesis 
is aimed at a comprehensive phonological analysis of one of the above outlined 
varieties of Arabic, namely. Modern Standard Arabic. The uniqueness of this 
study lies in the fact that, the analysis of the phonology of Modern Standard 
Arabic carried out here is, as outlined above, based on the phonological 
principles of Form-Content linguistics. 
Section B: Collection and Collation of Data 
The database for the present phonological analysis consists of all the 
3134 monosyllabic words appearing in a medium Arabic dictionary, known as 
?almufjam-ul-wasi:t_ 'the medium dictionary', one of the 
publications of the Academy of Arabic Language, Egypt. 
^ For more details on the linguistic situation o f Arabic, see Beeston 1981: 178-86; 1991: 69-87; 
Bentahi la and Davies 1991: 69-87; Blau 1981: 187-203; Kaye 1970: 374-391; Mitchell 1980: 7-32 
and Zughoul 1980 :201-212 . 
This particular dictionary was chosen for it is a contemporary 
dictionary that includes the entire range of spoken and written registers. In 
addition, it lists all the words newly added to Modern Standard Arabic due to 
modernization, and leaves out the abandoned words, i.e., the words of Classical 
Arabic that are no more in use or not needed today. Moreover, as mentioned 
above, this dictionary has been compiled under the supervision of the Academy 
of Arabic Language, Egypt, which is a high and authenticated authority in this 
regard. 
At the beginning, we collected all the monosyllabic words. It may here 
be noted that, while collecting these monosyllabic words, we counted each 
entry only once, regardless of the number of meanings it had. We, therefore, 
considered only those words as homonymous which have been enlisted as two 
different entries despite the same phonetic shape. That is, because a clear 
distinction between homonymy (two different words with the same shape) and 
polysemy (one word with different meanings) requires a lot of etymological 
and semantic research, which is beyond the scope of the present study 
Further, each word of the collected data was recorded first in narrow 
transcription, with every discernible phonetic detail for each segment of the 
word. On the basis of data in narrow phonetic transcription, we, then, 
established the phonemic inventory of Modern Standard Arabic in terms of the 
criteria generally followed in traditional American phonemics. 
After that, the data written in phonetic transcription was fed to the 
computer, and by using Ms. Excel, we could calculate the frequency for all the 
phonological units that appear in the various positions of the CVC and CVCC 
words. The figures so obtained provide a quantitative basis to prove the 
favoring of certain phonological units over some others in the validation of the 
analysis for Modern Standard Arabic. 
Section C: Theoretical Background^ 
The phonological analysis of Modern Standard Arabic presented in 
this thesis is based on the phonological principles introduced by Columbia 
school theory. 
"Columbia school of linguistics started in the mid-1960's at Columbia 
University under the leadership of Professor William Diver. He and his 
students formulated a comprehensive framework of linguistic analysis, early on 
called "Form-Content". 
Columbia school linguistics offers a radically functional conception of 
language in which both grammatical and phonological structures are 
profoundly shaped by the exigencies of communication. Lexicon and grammar 
alike are meaning based. Analyses focus on determining the unique semantic 
structure of individual languages. The goal is to explain the appearance of 
linguistic forms in spoken and written discourse by: 
1- their systematic semantic values 
2- general psychological principle of goal-directed behavior 
3- and socio-cultural conventions for the use and interpretation of 
linguistic forms. 
Phonetic facts contribute to accounting for the phonological shape of the forms 
themselves."'* 
This theory of phonological analysis can be seen as part of the 
historical development of a larger twentieth-century structural, functional and 
cognitive linguistics. The first basic concepts of this theory can be traced back 
to Ferdinand de Saussure's Course de linguistique generale (1916). It may also 
be noted that N. S. Trubetzkoy of the Prague school has also been an important 
source of inspiration for the Columbia school, particularly for its phonological 
theory. In addition, in the development of the Columbia school theory, 
^ For a detailed overview of Columbia school linguisics, see H u f f m a n 2001 : 29-68. 
Columbia School Linguisic Society Page. 
Professor Diver has also greatly benefited from his teacher Professor Andre 
Martinet. 
A brief account of the Columbia School linguistic theory, with 
particular reference to phonology, is presented in seven sections. In Section CI, 
we deal with the three parts of the linguistic theory: the observable phenomena, 
the orientations and the hypotheses. In Section C2, we outline briefly the role of 
the orienting principles in the makeup of the theory of phonology, in relation to 
the phonological hypotheses and the phenomena. With a view to distinguishing 
phonology from grammar, the concept of "double articulation of language" is 
presented in Section C3. In Section C4. we introduce the concept of the 
phonological grid, in contradistinction to the traditional "inventory of 
phonemes". The significance of the concepts of "substance" and "value" is 
highlighted in Section C5, and the syntagmatic/paradigmatic relations in 
phonology are dealt with in Section C6. In Section C7, we outline the procedure 
for the validation of phonological analysis. Finally, in Section D, we deal with 
the scope of the study. 
Section CI: Linguistic Theory: The Orientations, the Hypotheses, and the 
Phenomena 
In view of form-content linguistics, the term "theory" refers to "the 
general form of the solution provided to the problem posed by the observation" 
(Diver 1995: Section 1.4.1). The details of the solution are provided by the 
hypotheses through demonstration of a cause and effect relationship between 
the orientations and the observations. Thus, the linguistic theory (the study of 
language), like any other scholarly discipline, is considered as a tripartite 
organization, consisting of three major components: the observations, the 
hypotheses and the orientations. 
The observations are the observable phenomena in a language (i.e., the 
sound waves). The orientations are the immediate causes in which the 
explanation of the observations rests (acoustics, physiology, communication, 
etc.). The explications for the relationship between the observations and the 
orientations are the hypotheses. 
It may here be noted that the observations are independent. They pose 
a problem that we may or may not undertake to solve. Likewise, the 
orientations are bodies of knowledge exist outside the problem that we appeal 
to for understanding the observations. The hypotheses are created by us purely 
and simply to show how the causation takes place. In addition, it is to be 
emphasized that, in this tripartite organization of the discipline, the hypothesis 
occupies a central position. For the task of the investigator is limited to 
demonstrating that the hypothesis he postulates (e.g., a three vowel system of a 
language) fits with the observable data (the associated speech sounds) on one 
hand, and is consistent with the orienting principles (e.g., the human behavior 
traits) on the other. 
Finally, it is noteworthy that the linguistic theory, the overall relation 
among the above mentioned three parts, the observations, the hypotheses and 
the orientations, consists of two sub-theories: the phonological and the 
grammatical. 
Section C2: Orienting Principles for the Theory of Phonology 
As discussed above, the task of the present day linguist is to explain 
the observable phenomena. That is, to find out the causes that produce effect. 
The explanation rests in the immediate causes, not in the ultimate causes. These 
immediate causes are usually referred to as the orientations. 
To be sure, language consists of sound waves produced by the speaker, 
through various manipulation and configurations of the vocal tract, and used as 
signals to communicate messages. It is these common facts about the character 
of language that provide quadruple orienting principles for the study of 
language: physiological mechanism, acoustic medium, human behavior and 
communication. 
It is noteworthy that, although all the four orienting principles 
mentioned above provide the setting for the study of phonology, only two of 
them, namely, communication and human behavior, are relevant to the study of 
grammar. 
The role of the four orienting principles in the makeup of the 
phonological theory is outlined in four sections below. 
Section C2(a): Coniniunication 
Language is generally defined as a means of communication, and like 
other systems of communication, it transmits messages by means of signals. It 
is through communication that we discover distinction in signal and meaning. 
The signals {signifiants) in associations with their meanings (signifies), referred 
to as signes by Ferdinand de Saussure, are considered as the basic units of 
grammar. However, it is to be noted that communication also plays an equally 
important role in phonology. 
Communication, as an orienting principle, is of prime importance for 
us in that it justifies the use of meaning in the establishment of the 
phonological units of a language by contrast through minimally distinctive 
pairs of words. The traditional American phonemicists believed in the 
substitutional-distributional criteria, but resorted to meaning distinction as a 
shortcut method. For us, on the contrary, communication is an orienting 
principle and, thus, phonological units are established communicatively on the 
basis of distinctiveness in meaning, i.e., by contrast through minimal pairs. 
In addition, communication is also instrumental in the syntagmatic 
distribution of the phonological units in the various positions of the word. For, 
it will be generally agreed that, communicatively, the beginning of the word is 
more important than the end of the word. 
Thus, the initial position of the word carries a greater communicative 
load than the word final position. A greater number of phonological units is, 
therefore, expected to be utilized in word initial position, whereas there will be 
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a selective under-utilization of the phonological units of a language in the word 
final position. Moreover, the phonological units with low communicative load 
are either wiped out or merged with other units which have higher 
communicative load. This can easily explain the loss of distinction of voice in 
German and Russian in the final position of the word. 
Finally, it may be noted that the concept of communicative load was 
introduced by Andre Martinet under the term ''functional loacf\ (Cf Martinet 
1964: 163-164.) 
Section C2(b): Physiological Mechanism 
Sounds or phonological units are produced through the various 
manipulations and configurations of the vocal tract. Therefore, the various 
facets of the vocal tract and the dynamics of sound production, serve as a base 
for the phonology of language. It is because of this importance of human 
physiology in the study of speech sound that the first orienting principle in the 
form-content linguistics, i.e., physiological mechanism, explores the 
characteristics and limitations of the human vocal tract. 
Some of the basic physiological parameters that have a direct bearing 
on the theory of phonology are presented in four subsections below. 
Section C2(b)(i): Articulators and Apertures 
The articulators and the apertures are the devices of sound production 
based on the physiology of the vocal tract. The articulators are the adroit organs 
of the vocal tract, and the apertures represent the various degrees of vertical 
openings of the vocal tract that are brought about by the movement of the lower 
jaw. 
The adroit members of the vocal tract are the lips (particularly the 
lower lip) producing labial sounds b f w, the apex, or blade of the tongue 
articulating apical sounds, such as, e t s I r, etc.; the medium of the tongue 
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producing medial sounds - j s y etc.; the dorsum of the tongue producing 
dorsals, such as, k x T, the post dorsum or the root of the tongue articulating 
post dorsal sounds, such as, q; the velum, when it opens the nasal cavity for the 
production of the nasal sounds m n etc.; the pharynx, which, with the help of 
the musculature of its walls, can bring about the production of pharyngeal 
fricatives such as h and T; and the glottis, the vocal folds as the glottal 
articulator producing glottal sounds such as glottal stop Pand h. 
The degrees of aperture (or the vertical openings of the vocal tract in 
relation to the associated articulators), range from the total closure to the 
maximum opening. They may be characterized as follows: 
Apertures 0: With the total closure, there is complete stoppage of the stream 
of air coming from the lungs somewhere in the vocal tract. The stoppage of air 
is caused by firm contact between the articulators and their relevant points of 
articulation. The vocal cavity is excited by the explosion brought about by the 
sudden release of air. The speech sounds produced at aperture 0 are 
traditionally known as "stops" {p t k etc.). 
Apertures 1: This aperture involves partial stoppage of airstream, so the air is 
forced between the articulator and the place of articulation, and escapes with a 
frictional turbulence that excites the cavity. The speech sounds formed at 
aperture 1, for example,/e etc., are traditionally known as "fricatives". 
Apertures 2: There is no stoppage of air passage at this aperture, but the 
articulator approaches the relevant point of articulation forming a sufficiently 
narrow constriction, so that it can control the airstream coming from the lungs, 
and thus excites the vocal cavity by channel turbulence , as in the production of 
^ i x e t c . 
Apertures 3, 4, 5, 6: The articulators are used to produce resonant cavities 
with successively larger degrees of aperture. Aperture 3 is utilized in producing 
what are traditionally known as the "liquids" -y r I w etc., whereas apertures 4 
and above are used in the production of the vocalic sounds, traditionally known 
as "vowels", e.g., i u a. 
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It is noteworthy that apertures are classified into two broad divisions: 
Constrictions versus Openings and Clearly Audible versus Less Clearly 
Audible. 
Constriction apertures are formed in such a way that there is a closer 
contact between the surfaces of articulators and the associated places of 
articulation. Apertures 0 through 2 are constriction apertures. In 
contradistinction, the larger apertures 3 and above are termed opening apertures. 
In the formation of the opening apertures, the opening of the vocal tract is large 
enough so the air coming from the lungs can escape freely without any 
turbulence. 
As pointed out above, besides constrictions versus openings, the 
apertures are also subjected to another classification, namely, clearly audible 
and less clearly audible. This classification is based on the acoustic criterion of 
audibility. Apertures 0 through 3, which are associated with the production of 
consonantal sounds, are less clearly audible apertures. In contradistinction, 
apertures 4 and above, which are ideally suited for the production of vocalic 
sounds, are termed as the clearly audible apertures. (For details on the 
classification of apertures, see Chapter I, Section A (2).) 
Section C2(b)(ii): Role of Larynx in the Production of Speech Sounds 
Larynx contains the glottal articulator, namely, the vocal folds, 
perhaps the most important of all the vocal organs involved in the production 
of speech sounds. The vocal folds "are two parallel transverse banks or bands 
of muscle extending from front to back" (Bloch and Trager, 1942:16). Being 
extremely adroit, the vocal folds may assume many glottal configurations to 
produce a variety of speech sounds. Thus, they bring about the production of 
the glottal stop ? and the glottal h, besides generating "voice", the various 
pitch levels, and aspiration. 
In Modern Standard Arabic, three basic units, namely, V(oicing), 
glottal stop ? and voiceless h, are produced by the glottal articulator. It is 
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noteworthy that V(oicing) plays a significant role in the production of 
supraglottal units in Arabic, as in other languages. This will be taken up, when 
we comment on the phonological grid of Arabic. (Cf Chapter I, Section A2.) 
Section C2(b)(iii): Hierarchy of Adroitness of Lingual Articulators 
Biologically, the tongue is the chief organ of the sense of taste and a 
very important aid to the processes of mastication and deglutition. However, it 
is often spoken of as the organ of speech, and the very words lisa:n Nm/f 
'tongue; language' in Arabic, as in many languages, attest the importance 
which has been attached to its speech functions. The tongue is assigned such 
significant role in the speech production because of its structure and 
musculature attachments, which make it to be exceedingly mobile. However, 
the tongue is not uniformly mobile from its tip to its root. In view of its varying 
musculature and mobility, the tongue can be divided into clearly defined parts 
- the apex, the medium, the dorsum, and the post dorsum (i.e., the upper 
portion of the root). What we wish to emphasize here is that the various parts of 
the tongue are not equally adroit. 
The apex, containing the tip and the blade of the tongue, has a thin and 
light weight structure as well as highly flexible musculature and a triangular shape. 
This unique physiological makeup of the apex enables it to be moved freely across 
the length and breadth of the oral tract. Consequently, the apex is the most adroit 
among lingual articulators. In contradistinction, the medium and the dorsum are 
rectangular in shape, massy in weight and less flexible in musculature. As a result 
they are both less adroit than the apex. Within the medium-dorsum mass, however, 
the musculature of the medium differs structurally from that of the dorsum. As 
compared to the dorsum, the medium has a tight musculature that enables it to be 
used as a hilt for the apex. Inasmuch as the dorsum has a comparatively flexible 
musculature, it is more adroit than the medium. Finally, a word about the 
adroitness of the post dorsum. As the upper portion of the root of the tongue, the 
post dorsum is a fixed organ. Inasmuch as it has extremely tight musculature, the 
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post dorsum functions as a hilt to the entire tongue in general and to the dorsum in 
particular. As such, the post dorsum is the least adroit among lingual articulators. 
On the basis of the above discussion, the four lingual articulators are 
placed on the scale of adroitness, as presented in Diagram 0-1 below. 
Articulators Degrees of Adroitness 
Most Adroit Apex 
Dorsum 
Medium 
Post Dorsum 
More Adroit 
Less Adroit 
Least Adroit 
Diagram 0-1: Scale of Adroitness of Lingual Articulators 
Placing the lingual articulators on the scale of adroitness, we are mainly 
interested in the impact this placement has on the paradigmatic makeup and the 
syntagmatic distribution of phonological units in a language. For, we expect that 
the more adroit the articulator, the more it is utilized in the formation of the 
phonological units, and the more frequent is the usage of those units in the 
syntagmatic organization of the word. 
Finally, it may be noted that the impact of the scale of adroitness of lingual 
articulators is limited to only the consonants. The role the medium-dorsum mass 
of the tongue plays in the production of vowels, is taken up with particular 
reference to the formation of the vocalic units in Arabic in Chapter I, Section D. 
Section C2(b)(iv): Asymmetry of the Vocal Tract 
As Andre Martinet has fonnally introduced as a theoretical concept in 
phonology, the vocal tract, extending from the glottis to the lips, is 
asymmetrical. That is, the makeup of the vocal tract is not uniform. This 
asymmetry is mainly brought about by the angle of the jaws, which is formed 
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at the vertex of the upper and the lower jaws at the back of the oral cavity. 
Further, it may be pointed out that the upper jaw is fixed, and it is only the 
lower jaw that can move up and down. This non-uniform makeup of the vocal 
tract results in a less vertical space in the back than in the front. In other words, 
the medial "front" articulator has more vertical space for maneuver than the 
back dorsal "back" articulator. 
The significance of the asymmetry of the vocal tract lies in its impact 
on the fomiation of phonological units, and their syntagmatic distribution in the 
word. At the same time, it may be noted that this asymmetry plays a more 
significant role in the production of vocalic units than in the production of 
consonantal units of a language. Given the disparity in the vertical space in the 
front and the back of the vocal tract, we expect in terms of physiology that 
more vowels may be formed by the medium than by the back dorsum. This 
particularly happens in languages with a vocalic system comprising five vowels 
or more. (Cf Martinet 1964: 196-197.) However, even when there is a parity in 
the number of units for the back vowels vis-a-vis the front vowels, the impact 
of the angle of the jaws may be seen in a lower frequency of usage for the back 
vowels than for the front vowels. (Cf Chapter I, Section F.) 
Section C2(c): Acoustic Medium 
As mentioned earlier, the use of the signals of a language for 
communication entails the transmitting of these signals from the speaker to the 
hearer through a particular medium, the acoustic medium. The acoustic 
medium is, thus, basically important in the study of both consonantal and 
vocalic speech sounds. 
The vocalic sounds can be acoustically analyzed and properly 
identified in terms of the frequencies of the first three formants (Fl, F2, F3), as 
observed in the sound spectrograms. Similarly, the acoustic cues obtained 
through spectrographic research are helpful in identifying and classifying the 
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consonantal sounds. In fact, the very classification of speech sounds into 
consonants and vowels is also acoustically emphasized in term of clearly 
audible versus less clearly audible sounds. (For details, see Chapter IV, Section 
A.) 
It may also be noted that some vocalic categories can be properly 
analyzed in terms of physiologico-acoustic factors. For example. Taking into 
consideration the asymmetry of the vocal tract and its effect on the size of the 
resonant chambers, caused by the angle of the jaws, the utilization of lip 
rounding in the production of back vowels can comfortably be justified. 
Further, even the absence of some speech sounds in the phonological 
paradigm of a language, such as, the nonoccurrence of g and G in Modern 
Standard Arabic, can be clearly explained in terms of acoustic medium. (Cf 
Chapter IV, Section E.) 
Section C2(d): Human Behavior 
Language can be defined as a system of signs used by human beings to 
communicate. As such, it is greatly influenced by the underlying characteristics 
of human behavior: the human intelligence and the human laziness. As a 
repercussion of intelligence and laziness, human beings seek a minimax 
solution between accomplishment and effort, with minimum input and 
maximum output. 
The human endeavors are different from the performance of 
nonhumans (animals, machines) because of the fact that human beings are 
gifted with many abilities and traits, such as intelligence, memory, reasoning, 
thinking, imagining, etc. However, there are certain weaknesses too in human 
behavior. One of these weaknesses is the human desire to be inert, lazy and do 
nothing. That is, laziness is an integral part of human behavior. The various 
traits mentioned above interact as well as contradict in different situations, 
language being no exception. Thus, they are a determining factor in the 
structure and functioning of language. 
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Manifesting their intelligence, with the help of situation and context, 
human beings can infer the meaning of even complex expressions, and identify 
a word on hearing only its first consonant or syllable. Further, the human 
laziness leads to the economy of effort, i.e., a general avoidance of the use of 
greater degree of precision than is necessary for the accomplishment of a given 
task. The human intelligence and laziness, therefore, provide justification for 
the particular makeup of a language, both phonological and grammatical. 
For example, it is through the human trait pertaining to the economy of 
effort that we explain the preference of voiceless consonants, such as, p t k, 
produced by only the relevant supraglottal articulators, over their voiced 
counterparts, such as, b d g, in the articulation of which the glottis is used as an 
additional articulator. 
Section C3: Double Articulation of Language 
The articulation of language is manifested in two different planes, i.e., 
double articulation (first and second articulation). 
The first articulation is that whereby every effect of experience to be 
communicated, every need that one wants to make known to another, is 
analyzed into a succession of units each of which is endowed with a vocal form 
(signal) and a meaning. These signal-meaning units, which emerge from the 
first articulation, are termed signes. What is even more significant from our 
viewpoint, is the fact that the signal part of each signe, or the signal-meaning 
pair, is further divisible into a series of distinctive sound units, i.e., the 
"phonemes". This is referred to as the second articulation of language. Thus, 
first articulation is related with grammar, whereas second articulation comes 
under phonology. (Cf Martinet 1964: 22-24.) 
It may be noted that, the concept of "the double articulation of 
language" was developed by Andre Martinet. The obvious advantage of double 
articulation is economy. The first articulation is economical in the sense that 
with a large but finite variety of signal-meaning units (signes), it is possible to 
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express an infinite variety of messages through inference on the part of 
language users. These signal-meaning units, both grammatical and lexical, are 
not unique; they recur in different combinations in everyday discourse to 
convey various aspects of human experience. But if we were to set up an 
artificial system of communication, it would require a separate signal-meaning 
unit for each and every individual experience. 
In the same way, the second articulation is economical since only a 
few dozens of distinctive phonological units (or "phonemes") are employed in 
different combinations to form the entire inventory of the signals for the signal-
meaning pairs (or signes) of a language. 
In consequence of the double articulation of language, the general 
linguistic theory of Columbia school is divided into two parts: phonological 
and grammatical. It is only the phonological theory that we deal with in the 
research presented in this thesis. 
Section C4: Phonemic Inventory versus Phonological Grid 
The "phonemic inventory' of the American structuralist school looks 
similar in some respect to the phonological grid of the Columbia school. It may, 
however, be noted that the inventory of phonemes and the phonological grid 
are to be differentiated from each other, for they are based on different 
parameters.. 
The phonemic inventory appears to be a mere listing of the phonemes 
of a language. To be sure, the list of phonemes is presented with reference to 
the points of articulation and the manner of articulation for consonants, and in 
terms of the parts of the tongue raised and the height of the tongue raised for 
vowels. However, the above reference labels are apparently used for 
convenience of identifying the individual phonemes of a language. Furthermore, 
it appears that the phonemic inventory does not emphasize the 
interrelationships of the phonemes. 
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In contradistinction, the phonological grid of a language is organized 
in terms of articulators and apertures as devices of sound production, based on 
physiology and acoustics. (Cf. Section C2(b) above.) Further, the phonological 
grid is basically a network of phonological units representing their 
interrelationships. 
In both Columbia school phonology and American descriptive 
phonemics, the basic phonological units (or the phonemes of a language) are 
established by contrast through minimal and subminimal pairs. However, as 
this procedure involves the recognition of meaning in phonemic analysis, the 
descriptive phonemiscists use it only as a shortcut for discovering the 
phonemes. For they insist that the phonemes must formally be established 
through distributional-substitutional criteria. 
In the Columbia school, on the other hand, it is perfectly all right to 
make full use of meaning for the identification of phonological units. For, the 
phonological unit (or the "phoneme") is recognized as an elemental unit of 
communication, and communication is an important orienting principle for 
phonological analysis. 
Section C5: Substance and Value in Phonological Analysis 
Both "substance" and "value" are important in linguistic analysis. In 
the establishment of the two types of linguistic units of language, i.e., 
phonological units and signes, both substance and value are taken into 
consideration. 
As noted in Section C4 above, the phonological units are not isolated, 
individual entities that are grouped together for ease of reference. Rather, the 
phonological units are interrelated to one another in the network of the grid. 
The interrelationship of phonological units in the grid is known as the "value" 
of these units. Moreover, the phonological units are classified on the basis of 
articulators and apertures (physiologico-acoustic factors) in terms of 
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physiological mechanism. That is, the phonological units are classified on the 
basis of their phonetic substance. 
Similarly, it is both the distinctiveness of meanings for the signes, as 
well as the substantive difference of these signes that count in establishing 
various grammatical systems for a language. 
Thus, equal weight is given to substance and value in linguistic 
analysis in Columbia school theory. It is noteworthy that, it was the French 
scholar Andre Martinet who first talked of weighing substance and value on 
equal scales. In 19"' century, the Neo-grammarians generally neglected value 
and based their monumental works on the Indo-European and historical 
linguistics on substance alone. Ferdinand de Saussure, in reaction to this, 
highlighted the importance of value at the expense of substance. 
Section C6: Syntagmatic versus Paradigmatic Relations in Phonology 
The concept of syntagmatic versus paradigmatic relations was 
developed by Trubetzkoy (1969) of the Prague School of Linguistics, 
particularly for phonological analysis. However, the dichotomy, under the 
terms "syntagmatic" versus "associative" relations was actually introduced 
with particular reference to grammar and lexicon by Ferdinand de Saussure, the 
"father of modern linguistics" (Sassure 1964:122-126). 
According to Ferdinand de Saussure, in a language-state everything is 
based on relations. In discourse, on one hand, words acquire relations based on 
the linear nature of language because they are chained together. This rules out 
the possibility of pronouncing two elements simultaneously. The elements are 
arranged in sequence on the syntagms (Combinations supported by linearity). 
The syntagm is always composed of .two or more consecutive units. In the 
syntagm, a term acquires its value only because it stands in opposition to 
everything that precedes or follows it, or by both 
Outside discourse, on the other hand, words acquire relations of 
different kind. Those that have something in common are associated in the 
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memory, resulting in groups mariced by diverse relations. That is, the 
coordinations formed outside discourse are not supported by linearity. Their 
seat is in the brain; they are a part of the inner storehouse that makes up the 
language of each speaker. They are associative relations. (Cf. Sassure 1964:123.) 
Following Trubetzkoy, combinatory characteristics in the linear 
organization of phonological units (or phonemes) are studied under the 
syntagmatic relations, whereas the interrelationships of these units in the 
phonological paradigm are dealt with under the paradigmatic relations. 
The syntagmatic versus paradigmatic dichotomy is very important for 
the phonological analysis in terms of the Columbia school theory. Thus, we 
will fully deal with both the paradigmatic makeup of the phonological units in 
the grid, and the syntagmatic organization of these units in the formation of 
words, as they appear in the phonology of Modern Standard Arabic. 
Section C7: Validation of the Analysis 
The postulated phonological units which make up the grid and form 
the morphemes and words of a language are the result of the analysis carried 
out on the basis of the observed data on one hand, and in terms of the 
motivating principles (communication, physiology, etc.) on the other. The 
procedure of validating the hypothesized phonological units, both in the 
paradigm and in the syntagmatic organization of the word, is in principle, the 
reverse of the analytical procedure. That is, we proved that what we have 
hypothesized is fully justified in terms of the quadruple orienting principles of 
phonology, and that it provides a close fit with the observed phenomena. In 
practice, both procedures (analysis and validation) go hand in hand, though it is 
only the validated analysis that is presented as the finished product. 
In validating a phonological analysis, we particularly look for 
skewings, for, they are readily observable, both in the formation of units in the 
phonological paradigm and in their frequencies of occurrences in the word. As 
a matter of fact, the frequency counts provide reinforcement, through statistical 
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support, to the validity of the phonological analysis. For the point of validation 
is a demonstration that the skewings are produced by the interaction of the 
orienting principles themselves. 
Section D: Scope of the Study 
In this study, we present an explanatory phonology of Modern 
Standard Arabic. As discussed in Section A above, there are slight differences 
among the varieties of Modern Standard Arabic spoken in different Arab 
countries. We here study Modern Standard Arabic as the modern version of 
Classical (Qur'anic) Arabic, that preserve most of the linguistic features of 
Classical Arabic, especially with respect to phonology. Consequently, in our 
analysis of the phonology of Modern Standard Arabic, we depend on the 
common phonological features among its different varieties that correspond 
with those of Classical Arabic. However, whenever there is contradiction 
among these varieties, we follow the variety of Modern Standard Arabic as 
spoken in Yemen\ which is the native place of the researcher. 
As outlined in the previous section, the explanation of the 
phonological analysis is carried out in terms of the interaction of the 
independently known and verifiable orienting (phonological) principles of the 
Columbia school of linguistics (i.e., communication, physiological mechanism, 
acoustic medium and human behavior). One chapter each is devoted to these 
four orientating principles, with a view to explaining the particular 
"substantive" characteristics of the phonological units, the makeup of these 
units in the phonological paradigm, and the way they combine in building up 
the inventory of lexical morphemes in Modern Standard Arabic. 
However, it may be noted that the phonological analysis of Modem 
Standard Arabic, as presented in this thesis, is limited in three ways: 
1. Whereas both monosyllabic and longer words have been utilized for 
illustrative examples throughout the thesis, and for contrast in word initial, 
5 
A n Arabic c o u n t y l ies in the south-west of the Arabic peninsula 
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medial and final positions in Chapter III, on the communicative orientation of 
the language, the frequency counts used for the quantitative support of the 
analysis, are based on an exhaustive (complete) collection of only the 
monosyllabic words of Modern Standard Arabic. 
2. Only some select aspects of the four orienting principles that have 
profound impact on the Arabic phonology, have been treated in the present 
research. Some other important phonological aspects of Arabic may be added 
to the present work when it is prepared for publication. 
3. In case of acoustic medium, due to the fact that any experimental, 
acoustic work is beyond the scope of the present research, our analysis here is 
based on the updated but secondary sources rather than on original research. 
However, for additional reinforcement of the phonological analysis presented 
in this thesis, original acoustic research may be undertaken in some future time. 
CHAPTER I 
PHYSIOLOGICAL BASE OF THE 
PHONOLOGY IN MODERN 
STANDARD ARABIC 
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Chapter I 
Physiological Base of the Phonology in Modern Standard Arabic 
In this Chapter, we provide a motivated rationale in terms of 
physiology as an orienting principle for the paradigmatic makeup and the 
syntagmatic distribution of phonological units in Modern Standard Arabic. 
Whereas the basic phonological units (the "phonemes") are established by 
communicative contrast through minimal pairs, these units are projected in 
terms of their phonetic substance on the relevant intersections of the 
physiologically based axes of articulators and apertures. The network of 
phonological units so formed is formally termed the phonological grid. It is 
noteworthy that the makeup of the phonological units in the grid is not 
symmetrical; we find that there are clear holes (empty slots) in the network of 
units in Modern Standard Arabic. Further, we find that the phonological units 
do not randomly combine in the formation of morphemes and words. There are 
clear skewings of phonological units in the syntagmatic organization of the 
word in Arabic. All these paradigmatic and syntagmatic asymmetries of the 
phonological units of Arabic are the subject of our analysis here. 
A comment may be made here with regard to the theoretical difference 
between Columbia school phonology and American descriptive phonemics. 
Whereas physiology of speech production is treated as a non-linguistic level 
under articulatory phonetics in "descriptive" phonemics, physiological 
mechanism in Columbia school phonology is a problem solving device, that is, 
an orienting principle, that provides a motivated rationale for the particular 
substantive makeup of the phonological units and the interrelationships of these 
units in the phonological paradigm and in the syntagmatic organization of the 
word in Arabic, as in any other language. 
This chapter is comprised of seven sections. In section A, we present 
the phonological grid of Modern Standard Arabic and explain through 
comments that the particular makeup of this grid is motivated by physiological 
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mechanism. In Section B, we present the scale of adroitness of supraglottal 
articulators and evaluate its impact on the paradigmatic makeup and the 
syntagmatic distribution of the consonantal units in Modem Standard Arabic. 
In Section C, we deal with the phonological phenomenon of emphasis in 
Arabic consonants. In Section D, we provide the physiological rationale for the 
medium-dorsum mass to be the articulator for vowels. In Section E, we 
introduce the vocalic systems of Modem Standard Arabic, highlighting their 
ideal triangular configurations. The impact of the asymmetry of the vocal tract 
on the back vowels vis-a-vis the front vowels is dealt with in Section F. In 
Section G, we present summary and concluding remarks on the physiological 
base of Arabic phonology. 
Section A: The Phonological Grid of Modern Standard Arabic 
The paradigmatic makeup of the phonological units in Modern Standard 
Arabic is presented in the phonological grid as seen in Diagram I-l . The 40 
phonological units postulated for Modern Standard Arabic are placed on the 
appropriate intersections of the articulators and the apertures, the physiological 
devices for the production of speech sounds. 
It must here be noted that of the 40 phonological units in Modem 
Standard Arabic, M units are primarily established as phonemes in terms of 
communicative contrast through minimal pairs. That is, these 34 phonemes are 
motivated by the principle of communication. (For detailed analysis, see 
Chapter III.) On the basis of their physiological (and acoustic) substance, these 
phonemes are then placed on the relevant intersections of the phonological 
paradigm, as seen in Diagram I-1. As for the remaining 6 phonological units, 
they are positional variants that fall on the intersections of the established 
articulators and apertures and are therefore elevated to the status of full-fledged 
phonological units. (For details, see Section A2, comment 4 below.) 
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Section Al : Presentation of the Phonological Grid 
The phonological grid is a paradigm of phonological units, 
characterizing their physiological (and acoustic) substance and highlighting 
their interrelationships. The projection of the 40 phonological units of Modern 
Standard Arabic on the phonological paradigm is presented in the phonological 
grid, as shown in Diagram I-1. 
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Section A2: Comments on the Phonological Grid of Modern Standard 
Arabic 
1. Mechanics of Diagramming 
In Diagram I-l. the phonological units of Modem Standard Arabic are 
projected on the appropriate intersections of the phonological grid. The 
paradigmatic relationships of these units are shown by the horizontal solid lines 
(in terms of articulators) and the vertical solid lines (in terms of apertures). 
The numbers 0 through 6 on the left side of the Diagram stand for the 
oral apertures, whereas the numbers 0 through 3 on the right side signify the 
glottal apertures (0, 1 and 2) and the nasal apertures (0 and 3). 
Oral apertures are further divided into constrictions (0 through 2) versus 
openings (3 through 6). This division is indicated by the double broken lines 
between apertures 2 and 3. The double solid lines classify the apertures into the 
less clearly audible (0 through 3) used for producing consonantal units, versus 
the clearly audible (4 through 6) utilized for producing vocalic units. This 
classification is based on the acoustic characteristics of the phonological units 
produced at these apertures. 
As seen in the phonological grid, the apex as an articulator interacts with 
two places of articulation - the (upper) teeth and the teeth tips. The two axes 
thus formed are further forked into the simple and the emphatic consonantal 
units. In this way, four consonantal orders are produced by the apex as an oral 
articulator. 
Besides the 40 phonological units postulated for Modem Standard 
Arabic, as projected on the phonological grid, there are two very abstract 
entities Vand N, i.e., F(oicing) and A^(asality), that are placed on the axes of the 
larynx and the velum respectively in the grid. As shown by the thick solid lines 
with arrows, the abstract F(oicing) at the larynx is the source of voicing for all 
the voiced consonantal units and all the vocalic units in Arabic, as in almost all 
languages of the world. Likewise, the abstract A^(asality) at the velum is the 
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source of nasality for all the nasal consonants in this language, as in most other 
languages. (For further details, see comment 2 below.) 
It is noteworthy that in Arabic the back dorsal vowels and u: are 
produced simultaneously by two articulators, the back dorsum and the labium. 
This interaction of the two articulators is duly shown in the Diagram I-l. The 
consonantal unit w at aperture 3 is also produced simultaneously by the back 
dorsum and the labium. Whereas w is formally placed under the back dorsum 
in the Diagram, this unit, in view of its labio-dorsality, is also parenthetically 
placed under the labium. (For further details, see comment 6 below.) 
2. Articulators and Apertures; Classification of Apertures - Oral, Nasal, 
Glottal 
In Diagram I-l, the phonological units of Modern Standard Arabic are 
pcojected on the phonological grid in terms of two physiological variables: 
ai 'culators and apertures. Articulators are the adroit organs of the vocal tract 
that shape and excite the vocal cavity, leading to the production of speech 
sounds. The extent of the vocal tract opening controlled by the articulator in 
relation to excitation is referred to as the aperture. 
As shown in the Diagram, the phonological units of Modern Standard 
Arabic are produced by 9 articulators: the lower lip, the apex, the medium, the 
front dorsum, the back dorsum, the post dorsum, the velum, the pharynx, the 
larynx. 
Apertures are classified into glottal versus supraglottal. Glottal apertures 
are formed at the glottis by the larynx as the articulator. In Modern Standard 
Arabic, 3 glottal apertures - 0, 1 and 2 - are utilized to produce 3 glottal units, 
namely, ?, F(oiving) and the voiceless h, respectively. Of these three glottal 
units, only two - ? and A - are phonemes. The F(oicing) produced at glottal 
aperture 1 is a highly abstract unit. (For a deeper understanding of the glottal 
dynamics in the production of these units, see Azim 2002: 278-283.) 
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The supraglottal apertures are further divided into oral and nasal 
apertures. Nasal apertures are the degrees of opening of the nasal cavity 
controlled by the velum as an articulator. Being a less adroit articulator, the 
velum can either close the passage to the nasal cavity at aperture 0 or it can 
open that passage at aperture 3. The nasal aperture 0 is maintained in the 
production of the oral phonological units, such asp t k, although this fact is not 
overtly indicated in the description of these units. At the full opening of this 
cavity at aperture 3, another highly abstract unit N is formed that is 
superimposed on b, d, etc. to produce the nasal consonants - m, n, etc. in 
Arabic. 
Thus, two highly abstract phonological units - K(oicing) and A^(asality) 
- are postulated for Modern Standard Arabic, though they are neither 
phonemes nor positional variants, and they do not appear in the speech chain. 
In fact, in no language that we know of do these two units appear as 
independent phonemes. However, as highly significant component entities, 
they are superimposed on other simpler supraglottal units to produce more 
complex units. Particularly, it is noteworthy that l^(oicing) is superimposed on 
all vowels and all voiced consonants in all languages. 
The amount of the oral cavity opening controlled by the oral articulator, 
along with the movement of the lower jaw, in the production of a particular 
series of speech sounds, is termed the oral aperture. 
The seven oral apertures postulated for the phonological grid in Arabic 
are classified into three constriction apertures (0, 1 and 2) and four opening 
apertures (3 through 6). At constriction apertures, the oral cavity is either 
completely closed or sufficiently narrowed. Because of that the articulators 
both shape and excite the vocal cavity in the production of speech sounds, such 
as, t d,e d,s z, in Modern Standard Arabic, at these apertures. At the opening 
apertures, on the other hand, the distance between the articulators and places of 
articulation is larger. Consequently, the articulators can only shape the cavity 
while the excitation is provided by F(oicing) at the glottis in the production of 
the speech sounds traditionally known as "liquids" (e.g., Arabic r I y w) and 
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"vowels" (e.g., Arabic a i u) at these apertures. Thus, V(oicing) becomes a 
necessary concomitant of the speech sounds produced at the opening apertures. 
In consequence of this classification of apertures, the phonological units are 
divided into stops and spirants at the constriction apertures, and liquids and 
vowels on the opening apertures. 
The seven oral apertures (0 through 6) can also be subjected to a 
different classification. They may be divided into the "less clearly audible" 
versus the "clearly audible" apertures. The speech sounds produced at the 
clearly audible apertures are traditionally referred to as "vowels", whereas the 
speech sounds articulated at the less clearly audible apertures are termed as 
"consonants". This classification in terms of audibility is motivated by 
acoustics as an orienting principle. 
3. Primacy of Articulators over Places of Articulation 
In traditional phonemics, the consonants are generally defined in terms 
of the "points" of articulation, e.g., s "palatal" and x "velar", referring to the 
(hard) palate and the velum as the points of articulation for these consonants. 
On the contrary, the vowels are classified in terms of the articulators, e.g., i and 
/.• "front" and u and u: "back", that refer to the "front" or medium and the 
"back" or back dorsum as the lingual articulators for these vowels. Thus, there 
are two separate yardsticks for the classification of consonants and vowels in 
traditional phonemics. (For further details, see Diagram III-l.) 
In the framework of the Columbia School Phonology, we classify all 
phonological units, both consonantal and vocalic, in terms of articulators. For, 
as the adroit or "active" organs of speech, only the articulators can shape and 
excite the vocal cavity in the production of speech sounds, whereas the points 
or places of articulation are fixed or "passive" organs that are approached by 
the relevant articulators. Thus, the consonant s and the vowel i are both termed 
medial, referring to the medium as the lingual articulator. 
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To be sure, the places of articulation do become relevant when two or 
more of these places are approached by a single articulator in the production of 
distinctly different phonological units. This can be seen in the production of the 
Arabic apico-dental and apico-interdental consonants, e.g., s z versus e 6. 
However, even here the primary role of producing the opposing orders 
of consonants is played by the apex as the lingual articulator. 
4. Phonemes versus Phonological Units 
As noted earlier in this Section, M phonemes are established for Modern 
Standard Arabic in terms of communicative contrast through minimal pairs. 
These phonemes are traditionally presented as a list in the phonemic inventory of 
Modern Standard Arabic. In the present research, these phonemes are placed on 
the appropriate intersections of the phonological paradigm in terms of their 
physiologico-acoustic makeup. The phonemes thus projected on the 
phonological grid to characterize their interrelationships, are termed 
phonological units. 
There is one more difference between the phonemes and the phonological 
units. Given the intersections of the phonological grid in terms of articulators 
and apertures, any positional variant of a phoneme that falls on an empty 
intersection is elevated to the status of a phonological unit in the present work. 
Thus, 6 positional variants, namely, p H n 0 ^ L assume the status of 
phonological units raising the total number of units to 40 in Modern Standard 
Arabic. (For further details, see Chapter III, Section A.) 
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5. Units Formed at Two Places of Articulation with the Same Articulator: 
Apico-dental versus Apico-interdental 
As seen in the Diagram, only the apex among all supraglottal articulators, 
comes in contact with two clearly separated places of articulation - the teeth 
tips and the teeth producing two different series of consonantal units, the 
apico-interdental (e 6 6 h) and the apico-dental (tdtdszsllrn) in Modern 
Standard Arabic. 
Considering the fact that the apex is the most adroit among all the 
supraglottal articulators, it is noteworthy that only this articulator brings about 
the production of distinctly different series of consonantal units at two separate 
places of articulation. (For details, see Section B below.) 
6- Phonological Units Formed with Two Articulators: 
Labio-dorsal u u: fv; Apico-dorsal Emphatic Consonants 
As seen in the Diagram, the vowels u and u: and the "semi-vowel" w in 
Arabic are simultaneously produced by two articulators, the dorsum and the 
labium. For, during the production of these labio-dorsal units, the dorsum is 
raised towards the velum to take up the position of apertures 4 and 3 
respectively, while simultaneously the lips are rounded. (For further details, 
see Section F above and Chapter IV, Section C.) 
Likewise, the emphatic consonants of Arabic, such as, d t d s, are 
produced simultaneously by two articulators, namely, the apex and the dorsum. 
While the apex approaches the interdental or the dental place of articulation, 
the dorsum at the same time is raised toward the velum to affect the 
coarticulation that characterizes the emphatic consonants in Arabic. (For 
details, see Section C below.) 
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7. Scarcity of Consonantal Units on Aperture 1 
As shown in the Diagram, the phonological grid is skewed at aperture 1 
in that only 4 units - f e d d - d x ^ projected at that aperture. The rationale in 
terms of our physiology - acoustic for this clear phonological skewing is 
provided in Chapter IV, Section D. 
Section B: The Hierarchy of Adroitness of Supraglottal Articulators: The 
Makeup and Distribution of Consonantal Units 
In the Introduction, Section C2 (b) (iii), we have presented the scale of 
adroitness of lingual articulators in terms of their physiological makeup. It is 
argued that the apex is the most adroit among the lingual articulators, followed 
by the dorsum, the medium, and the post-dorsum, in that order. In this Section, 
we gauge on a relative basis the physiological makeup of two other 
supraglottal articulators, namely, the labium and the pharynx, for their de facto 
placement, vis-a-vis the lingual articulators, on the scale of adroitness of 
supraglottal articulators. 
To be sure, both the labium and the pharynx differ in their musculature 
from that of the tongue. Nevertheless, it is possible to compare the relative 
adroitness of their musculature with that of the different parts of the tongue. In 
view of the flexibility of their muscles, the labia can easily alter the shape of 
the outer opening of the oral cavity from neutral to spread and to rounded, 
besides creating a lot of facial expressions. (For details, see Section D below.) 
Given their musculature, the labia are thus quite adroit. Further, with the 
movement of the lower jaw, the lower lip becomes a more adroit articulator, 
relegating the upper lip to almost a place of articulation, particularly in the 
production of labio-labial and labio-dental consonants. 
However, it will be generally agreed that even the lower lip is less adroit 
than the apex of the tongue. At the same time, it is reasonable to assume that the 
lower lip is more adroit than the medium. For, as noted in the Introduction, the 
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medium, being less flexible, functions as a hilt for the apex. In terms of the 
adroitness, we can therefore safely place the labium above the medium, below 
the apex, somewhere in the proximity of the dorsum. 
The pharynx is the tube-shaped channel between the uvula and the larynx. 
The lower portion of the pharynx is directly connected to the larynx. On the upper 
side, the front of the pharyngeal tube is closely tied to the lower end of the root of 
the tongue. With the help of its structure and musculature attachments, the 
pharynx can be drawn upward or pushed downward. It can also retract and protract. 
These movements of the pharynx serve primarily the biological function of 
deglutition. The functioning of these muscles becomes important when they 
change the size of the pharyngeal tube and the textures of its walls for the 
production of speech sounds. This takes place when the U-shaped muscles 
surrounding the pharynx contract, constricting the aperture of the pharynx to the 
degree of aperture 2. It is with this sphincteric constriction that the Arabic 
pharyngeal consonants h and Tare produced. As a matter of fact, aperture 2 is the 
only linguistically significant constriction that can be obtained by the pharynx as 
an articulator. Particularly, it must be noted that there can be no blockage of the air 
passage in the pharyngeal tube. As a result, no stop consonant can be produced at 
the pharynx. (For more details, see Heffner 1964: 24-29 and Ayoub 1963: 63-67.) 
In view of its characteristic structure and musculature, the pharynx as a 
tube-shaped articulator stands apart from all other supraglottal articulators. 
Nonetheless, it is possible to make a de facto placement of the pharynx, in 
comparison with the lingual articulators, on the scale of adroitness of supraglottal 
articulators. In view of the limited flexibility of its musculature, it will be 
generally agreed that the pharynx has to be placed below the less adroit medium. 
At the same time, it is reasonable to assume that despite its limited flexibility, the 
pharynx is comparatively more adroit than the least adroit post dorsum, for the 
latter is a fixed organ with extremely tight musculature. 
On the basis of our discussion above, we present in Diagram 1-2 a scale 
of adroitness for supraglottal articulators. 
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Supraglottal Articulators 
Apex -
Dorsum - Labium — 
Medium _ 
Pharynx _ 
Post Dorsum _ 
Degrees of Adroitness 
Most Adroit 
More Adroit 
Less Adroit 
Lesser Adroit 
Least Adroit 
Diagram 1-2: Scale of Adroitness of Supraglottal Articulators 
The degrees of adroitness of articulators, as presented in this Diagram, 
have a direct impact on the formation of consonantal units and their utilization 
in the syntagmatic organization of the word in Arabic. We expect that the apex, 
being the most adroit articulator, should be most productively used to form a 
large number of consonantal units with a high frequency of their usage in the 
word. On the other end of the scale, the least adroit post dorsum should be 
underutilized to form the minimum number of consonantal units with the 
lowest frequency of their usage in the word. 
The number of consonantal units formed by the dorsum - labium, the 
medium, and the pharynx, and the combinatory distribution of these units in 
the word, should commensurate with the position of these articulators on the 
scale of adroitness as seen in the Diagram above. 
The impact of the adroitness of articulators on the paradigmatic makeup 
and the syntagmatic distribution of consonantal units, is taken up in Section B1 
and B2, respectively. 
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Section Bl: Paradigmatic Makeup of Consonantal Units in Terms of the 
Hierarchy of Adroitness of Articulators 
In view of the impact of the hierarchy of adroitness of articulators, we 
expect the apical consonants to be most favored, followed by the dorsal, the 
labial, the medial, the pharyngeal, and the post-dorsal consonants. With a view 
to establishing the validity of this hypothesis, we present in Diagram 1-3 the 
paradigmatic makeup of the consonantal units in Modern Standard Arabic in 
terms of the relative adroitness of supragiottal articulators. 
Adro i tnes s 
A 
Most 
B 
More 
C 
More 
D 
Less 
E 
Lesser 
F 
Least 
Articulators 
A p e r t u r e s \ 
Dorsum Labium Medium Pharynx Post 
Dorsum the teeth tips 
simple emplialic 
teeth 
/ \ 
simple emphatic 
1 Oral Nasal 
0 0 
"Stops" 
0 3 
"Nasals" 
1 0 
"Spirants" 
2 0 
"Spirants" 
3 0 
"Liquids" 
t t 
d d 
k P 
b j 
q 
h n G m n n 
e 
a 6 
f 
s s 
z 
X 
Y 
S h 
S 
r l j W y 
T O T A L 
2 1 8 4 
5 4 4 2 2 
3 12 
15 
Diagram 1-3: The Makeup of the Consonantal Units in Terms of the 
Hierarchy of Adroitness of Supragiottal Articulators 
As seen in the Diagram above, the consonantal types - Stops, Nasals, 
Spirants and Liquids - are presented in rows. The articulators, classified by the 
degree of their adroitness, are presented in columns A through F. The figures 
shown at the bottom row of the Diagram refer to the total number of 
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consonantal units formed by the various articulators. With minor 
inconsistencies (to be taken up shortly), these figures for the number of units 
conform to our expectation in terms of the hierarchy of adroitness of 
articulators. 
First, we take up the role the apex plays in the formation of consonantal 
units in Arabic. Being the most adroit supraglottal articulator, the apex forms 
the largest number of consonantal units (Jo) in this language. As seen in the 
Diagram, this number (15) compares well with the total number of units (17) 
formed by all other articulators combined. Further, in view of its extraordinary 
adroitness, the apex alone comes in contact with two well-defined places of 
articulation - the "teeth tips" and the "teeth" - . forming two distinctly different 
series of consonantal units, the apico-interdental and the apico-dental. Each of 
these two distinctive series of consonants is further divided into two 
consonantal orders, the simple and the "emphatic", the latter produced by the 
apex in coarticulation with the back dorsum. Thus, four consonantal orders are 
formed with the apex as the articulator. 
In contradistinction to the most adroit apex forming 15 consonantal units, 
the more adroit dorsum articulates 5 units, followed by the more adroit labium 
with 4 units, the less adroit medium with 4 units, the lesser adroit pharynx with 
2 units, and the least adroit post dorsum with 2 units. 
It may be noted that despite their approximate placement at the same 
degree of adroitness, the dorsum and the labium form an unequal number of 
consonantal units, 5 and 4, respectively. This inequality in the number of units 
can be justified in terms of our phonological criteria. The dorsum and the 
labium, being different in structure and musculature, are only approximately 
equated with each other, and we do not expect that they will have an identical 
output either in their makeup in the phonological paradigm or their syntagmatic 
distribution in the word. In fact, as we will see in Section B2, the inequality in 
the syntagmatic distribution of the dorsal and the labial consonants is reversed 
in favor of the labial and against the dorsal consonants. Parenthetically, it may 
be noted that w, a "labio-velar semi-vowel", is formally placed under the 
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dorsum as a dorsal unit in the Diagram above. If w is also counted as a labial 
unit under the labium, there will be a complete parity in the number of units for 
both dorsum and labium. 
However, we do fined minor inconsistencies in the makeup of 
consonantal units in terms of the adroitness hypothesis for the more adroit 
labium (4) versus the less adroit medium (4), as well as for the lesser adroit 
pharynx (2) versus the least adroit post dorsum (2). 
The unexpected parity in the fonnation of the pharyngeal and the post 
dorsal units (2 each) in Arabic, may be explained by the fact that whereas the 
pharynx fonns two phonemes (/) and T), the post dorsum produces only one 
phoneme, namely, q. The other post dorsal unit, namely, that occurs in only 
one monosyllabic word, ra}]q (Nm) 'particle of dust in water', is merely a 
positional variant that fills an empty slot in the phonological paradigm. 
However, no similar explanation is available for the parity of units (4 each) 
formed by the labium and the medium. The problem of this inconsistent parity 
can only be resolved when we bring in the role communication plays in the 
makeup of the phonological paradigm. For the principle of communication 
dictates a fuller utilization of the paradigm by forming the largest number of 
units at its intersections. (For details, see Chapter III, Section A.) 
Further, despite the inconsistent parity in the number of units discussed 
above, it is noteworthy that the impact of the adroitness hypothesis has a clear 
manifestation in the frequency of usage for all consonantal types in the 
syntagmatic organization of the word in Arabic. This syntagmatic usage in 
terms of the relative adroitness of articulators is taken up in Section B2 below. 
Section B2: Syntagmatic Distribution of Consonantal Units in Terms of 
the Hierarchy of Adroitness of Articulators 
In this Section, we assess the impact of the hierarchy of adroitness of 
supraglottal articulators on the syntagmatic distribution of consonantal units in 
the monosyllabic words in Arabic. Inasmuch as the apex is the most adroit 
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among the supraglottai articulators, we expect the apical units to have the 
highest frequency of usage in the word in comparison with the units formed by 
other articulators. Further, in terms of the adroitness hypothesis, we expect a 
gradual decrease in the frequency of usage for the labial - dorsal, the medial, 
the pharyngeal and the post dorsal consonantal units. The actual frequencies of 
usage of the consonantal units in the monosyllabic words in Arabic in terms of 
the scale of adroitness of articulators are presented in Table 1-1. 
Consonantal Units —• c v c c c v c Total 
Articulators ^ f No % No % No % 
Apex —^ teeth tips 241 6.53 18 5.70 259 6.46 
Apex • teeth 3450 93.47 298 94.30 3748 93.54 
Apex 3691 46.82 316 49.14 4007 47.00 
Labium 1359 17.24 108 16.80 1467 17.21 
Dorsum 996 12.63 61 9.49 1057 12.40 
Medium 765 9.71 58 9.02 823 9.65 
Pharynx 689 8.74 53 8.24 742 8.70 
Post Dorsum 383 4.86 47 7.31 430 5.04 
Total 7883 100.00 643 100.00 8526 100.00 
Table I-l: Frequency of Consonantal Units in the Monosyllabic Words in 
Terms of the Hierarchy of Adroitness of Supraglottai Articulators 
Comments on Table I-l: 
Comment 1: 
The figures shown in column C - 4 M , i M , 1057. 823. 742, 430 -
represent the total number of the apical, labial, dorsal, medial, pharyngeal and 
post dorsal consonantal units respectively as they appear in the monosyllabic 
words of Modem Standard Arabic. This decreasing frequency of usage (from 
4007 to 430) of the consonantal units formed by the supraglottai articulators 
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(from the most adroit apex to the least adroit post dorsum) fully confonns to 
our expectations in terms of the hierarchy of adroitness of articulators. 
It is also noteworthy that of the 8526 occurrences for all the six 
consonantal types combined, 4007 occurrences or nearly half of the total 
occurrences are produced by the apex alone. This vast skewing in favor of the 
apical consonants is brought about by the extraordinary adroitness of the apex 
as an articulator. 
It may be noted that the figures for the apical consonants are further 
divided into apico-interdental and apico-dental consonants in view of their 
distinctive places of articulation - the teeth tips and the teeth. (Cf upper two 
rows in the table.) Of the 4007 occurrences of the apical consonants, 3748 
occurrences are apico-dental ("dental"), and only occurrences are apico-
interdental ("interdental"). Thus, the apico-dental occurrences appear in a ratio 
of 14 toi the apico-interdental occurrences. This tilt in favor of the apico-dental 
and against the apico-interdental consonants is taken up in Chapter IV, Section 
D. 
As seen in the table above, there is an inequality in the frequency of 
usage for the labial consonants (1467) vis-a-vis the dorsal consonants (1057), 
despite the de facto placement of the labium on a par with the dorsum on the 
scale of adroitness of lingual articulators. As we have explained in Section Bl, 
the dorsum and the labium, with their distinctly different biological makeup, 
can only approximately be equated with each other in their adroitness. 
However, it is noteworthy that whereas the dorsum predominates the labium (5 
to 4) in the makeup of consonantal units, the relation between the two 
articulators is reversed in the frequency of usage here with 1467 occurrences of 
the labial consonants vis-a-vis 1057 occurrences of the dorsal consonants. 
Comment 2: 
As shown under the syntagmatically complex CVCC words in column A, 
of a total of 7883 occurrences of all consonantal units in these words, the apical 
consonants remain on top with 3691 occurrences, followed by 1359 
occurrences of the labials, 9% for the dorsals, 7 ^ for the medials, 6 ^ for the 
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pharyngeals and for the post dorsals. This is what we expect in terms of 
our hypothesis pertaining to the relative adroitness of articulators. 
Comment 3: 
The figures in column B represent the frequency of occurrence of the 
consonantal units produced by the various articulators in the syntagmatically 
simple CVC words in Arabic. These figures - 316, 108, £7- steadily 
decline for the six consonantal types, beginning with the apical, the labial, the 
dorsal, the medial, the pharyngeal, and the post dorsal consonants. As such, 
they are in perfect conformity with our expectations in terms of the scale 
relationship pertaining to the adroitness of articulators. 
Comment 4: 
Finally, when we compare the figures for the CVC words in column B 
with those for the overall monosyllabic words in column C, it is observed that 
the percentage of the apical and the post dorsal consonants goes up, whereas 
the percentage of the labial, the dorsal, the medial and the pharyngeal 
consonants goes down in the syntagmatically simple CVC words. This relation 
is reversed when we compare the figures of the syntagmatically complex 
CVCC words in column A with the monosyllabic figures in column C. For in 
this case, the percentage of the apical and the post dorsal consonants goes down, 
whereas the percentage of the other consonantal types goes up in the CVCC 
words. For this clear skewing in the syntagmatic usage pertaining to the 
consonants produced by the most adroit apex and the least adroit post dorsum 
versus the consonants produced by all other articulators from the more adroit 
labium to the lesser adroit pharynx, we can offer no rationale in terms of our 
phonological principles at this time. 
Section C: Coarticulation of the Apex and the Dorsum in the Production 
of Emphatic Consonants 
The term "emphasis", a translation of the Arabic term ^ ^ tafici:m N^ 
'heaviness, thickness', is commonly used by the Western Scholars for a 
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particular consonantal phenomenon that operates in Arabic and some other 
Semitic languages. This phenomenon is identified as S^l ?itba:q Nm 
'spreading and raising of the tongue" by Sibawayh, the celebrated grammarian 
of Classical Arabic. The other terms used for this consonantal emphasis 
include pharyngealization, uvularization, velarization, etc. Of these various 
terms it appears that .velarization, besides the emphasis, is the most commonly 
used term for the emphatic consonants in Arabic. (Cf. Lehn 1963: 29; 
Sibawaihi 1968: 406 and Semaan 1985.) 
As early as Sibawayh (8''' century A.D.), it was recognized that the 
emphatic consonants are primarily produced by the tip of the tongue in contact 
with the edges of the teeth or the "roof of the teeth". (Cf. Bakalla 1981: 29.) 
Further, it was recognized that there was a simultaneous coarticulation by 
another speech organ that made a characteristic impact on the quality of the 
emphatic consonants. However, there is a scholarly controversy with regard to 
determining the place of the coarticulation in the formation of these consonants. 
Thus, according to Alani (1970: 44-58), the emphatic consonants in Iraqi 
Arabic are pharyngealized, as they are formed by the contraction of the 
pharyngeal cavity. Still another view is that the emphasis of these consonants 
is brought about by uvularization through the movement of the post dorsum.^ 
However, in view of many scholars, the emphatic articulation is affected by the 
velarization through the movement of the dorsum. And we too believe that the 
coarticulation associated with the emphatic consonants is brought about by the 
narrowing of the oral passage through the movement of the back dorsum 
toward the velum. This mode of articulation is clearly attested for Classical 
Arabic in Sibawaihi's Alkitab (1968: 406). Inasmuch as there has been a 
conscious effort to preserve through 'the Qur'anic phonetics' 
and the learning of the Qur'an by musa.fahahN^ 'oral teaching', the 
^For fur ther details, see Jakobson 1957:159-71; Ladefoged 1975; 208; Fateeh 1988: 296-99; Younes 
1994: 216 and L a v e r 2 0 0 0 : 326-30.) 
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original pronunciation of u'j^l huru:f-ul-qur?a:n "the letters of the 
Qur'an" through centuries, and this pronunciation of classical Arabic has been 
maintained in Modern Standard Arabic. 
As outlined in Diagram I-l on the phonological grid and as defined in 
comment 6 on the grid, the emphatic consonants of Arabic are produced 
simultaneously by two articulators, namely, the apex and the dorsum. It is 
noteworthy that the apex acts as the primary articulator in the production of 
these consonants. At the same time, the back dorsum, as the secondary 
articulator, is raised toward the velum, narrowing the passage to effcct the 
coarticulation that characterizes the emphatic consonants in Arabic. 
The emphatic consonants and their "simple" or non-emphatic 
counterparts established for Modern Standard Arabic are systematically 
presented in the excerpt of the phonological grid in Diagram 1-4. 
Ar t i cu l a to r s • 
A p e r t u r e s C o n s o n a n t a l 
Types 
Stops 
Fr icat ives 
(Sp i ran t s ) 
Sibi lants 
(Sp i ran t s ) 
3 Liquids 
Apex ^ 
teeth tips 
Apexl 
teeth 
^ t o ^ d 
" t -
D ^ 
/ / 
'i'e ->6 
lk>S . 
-Jd 
CHS )z 
^ 
Jl 
C o a r t i c u l a t i o n with 
B a c k D o r s u m 
Diagram 1-4: Emphatic Consonants and their Simple Counterparts 
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As seen in Diagram 1-4, there are 5 emphatic consonants, all formed by 
the apex as their primary articulator. Of these 5 units, 4 are apico-dental and 
only i , namely, d, is apico-interdental. Among the 4 apico-dentals, 3, namely, t_ 
d s, are phonemes and i , namely, /, is a positional variant. The emphatic 
component of these consonants is indicated by their coarticulation with the 
back dorsum. Further, the emphatic consonants are systematically presented in 
opposition to their simple, non-emphatic, counterparts, and are classified in 
terms of stops, fricatives, sibilants and liquids. 
It is not coincidental that all the emphatic consonants in Arabic are 
based on the apex as their primary articulator. For apex is the ideal articulator 
for these consonants for two reasons. First, in view of its extraordinary 
adroitness, this articulator is best suited to be used in the formation of complex 
sounds, including the emphatic consonants. Second, the musculature of the 
apex is separate from that of the more adroit dorsum, which acts as the 
secondary articulator in the production of the emphatic consonants. 
Whereas it is fully justified in terms of our physiological principle for 
the apex to be used in the formation of both the apico-dental and the apico-
interdental consonants, we also expect, in terms of physiology and acoustics, 
the apico-dental consonants to be overwhelmingly favored over the apico-
interdental consonants, both in the number of units and the frequency of their 
usage in the word in Arabic, as in any other language. Further, we expect that 
the skewing between the apico-dentals versus the apico-interdentals will be 
increased with the more complex emphatic consonants fonned by the apex 
with the simultaneous coarticulation of the dorsum. 
As seen in the Diagram under column B, we have a perfect 
parallelogram for the apico-dental stops - the simple t d vis-a-vis the emphatic 
t d. For the apico-dental sibilants, the simple voiceless s is opposed to the 
emphatic voiceless s. However there is a hole in the pattern for the more 
complex emphatic voiced sibilant *z in opposition to the simple voiced sibilant 
z. 
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Under column A in the Diagram, we observe tliat two "simple" apico-
interdental fricatives - the voiceless e and the voiced d - are fonned as the 
base of the parallelogram. However, we find there is an empty slot for the 
emphatic voiceless *0 in opposition to the simple voiceless e, whereas the 
emphatic voiced fricative d does appear in opposition to the simple voiced 
fricative d. Thus, a more suitable slot for the emphatic *0 is left unfilled, while 
the highly complex emphatic d fills an intersection on the axes of apex ^ teeth 
tips and aperture 1 in the phonological paradigm. 
Given the parallelograms of the fricatives (e d d) and the sibilants (s z 5) 
under columns A and B respectively, we expect in terms of our phonological 
principles that the highly disfavored apico-interdental d should become apico-
dental *z to fill an ideal hole in the sibilants parallelogram. This phonological 
change can be precipitated by the following factors: 
1. As shown in the phonological grid in Diagram I-l, four units (f 0 d d) are 
formed on aperture 1 in Modern Standard Arabic. Of these four units, the 
emphatic apico-interdental d is the most complex and is therefore prone to 
elimination. For the aperture 1 on which this emphatic consonant stands is 
characterized by scarcity of phonological units in terms of our physiologico-
acoustic criteria. (For details, see Chapter IV, Section D.) 
2. As seen under column A in Diagram 1-4, the voiceless apico-interdental 0 
and its voiced counterpart d are full-fledged phonemes in Arabic. It is however 
noteworthy that these apico-interdental fricatives are not the commonly 
prevalent phonological units in other languages of the world. Even where they 
do appear as phonemes, as they do in English, their frequency of usage in the 
word is quite low as compared to their apico-dental counterparts and z. In fact, 
in some dialects of American English, the disfavored 0 and d have been lost 
and merged with s and z. (Cf Diver: Lecture-notes.) Given the instability of 
the "simple" 0 and d, it can be reasonably argued that the extremely complex 
emphatic d should undergo a change in its place of articulation from the teeth 
tips to the teeth, filling a desired hole in the pattern for the sibilants by 
becoming the emphatic *z. 
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3. As seen in the parallelogram for the apico-interdental consonants under 
column A, there is a hole in the parallelogram for the emphatic voiceless 
consonant *o. In the absence of this emphatic voiceless unit, its more complex 
voiced counterpart d should be destabilized and lost, eliminating the emphatic 
versus non-emphatic opposition altogether at the apico-interdental axis. 
4. As noted by Lehn (1963:30), among others, the articulation of the emphatic 
consonants requires that the tongue in general and the dorsum in particular 
should be retracted and raised toward the velum. This process in turn requires 
the backward retraction of the tongue tip. Given this lingual retraction in the 
production of emphatic speech sounds, it is reasonable to assume that there 
will be a slight retraction of the tongue tip from the teeth tips toward the inner 
side of the upper front teeth. This is a physiologically natural course that 
should lead to the loss of the emphatic apico-interdental d, and its change to 
the emphatic apico-dental *z in time. In fact, this very change has taken place 
in many Arabic dialects, including Cairo Arabic. (Cf. Lehn 1963: 30 and Om.er 
1981: 327.) 
However, it is noteworthy that despite the severe odds against it in 
terms of our phonological criteria, the emphatic voiced apico-interdental d is 
still intact in Modern Standard Arabic. The rationale for its preservation is to 
be found in the sanctity accorded to the proper pronunciation of the Qur'anic 
letters. As argued in the introductory remarks of this section, the classic 
pronunciation of the Arabic letters has been preserved as a valued cultural 
heritage in Modern Standard Arabic. 
Finally, it is noteworthy that whereas the emphatic voiced apico-
interdental consonant d has been preserved through centuries in Arabic, this 
consonant is highly disfavored in the frequency of its usage in the word, in 
comparison with the frequency of usage of the other four emphatic consonants 
produced by the apex with the teeth as the place of articulation. This skewing 
in the frequency of usage is presented in Table 1-2. 
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- .^Frequency 
No % 
E m p h a t i c s ^ 
t 235 32.37 
s 197 27.13 
d 144 19.83 
i 106 14.60 
Apico-dentals 682 93.93 
6 44 6.06 
Apico-interdental 44 6.06 
Total 726 100.00 
Table 1-2: Frequency of Apico-dental versus Apico-interdental Emphatic 
Consonants in Modern Standard Arabic 
As seen in this Table, the frequency of the apico-interdental emphatic 
d (44) is the lowest vis-a-vis the frequency of the apico-dental emphatics that 
range from 235 for the voicless t to for the voiced /. Further, the total 
frequency of usage goes to for the four apico-dental emphatics combined. 
That is, the favored apico-dental emphatics appear in a ratio of 15.5 to i the 
disfavored apico-interdental emphatic d. As we have discussed above, this 
extreme skewing against the emphatic d is fully justified in terms of our 
phonological criteria. 
Finally, we may comment on the skewing that is clearly observable in 
the frequency of usage for the emphatic consonants in comparison with their 
non-emphatic counterparts. As shown in Diagram 1-4 above, there are 5 pairs 
of emphatic - non-emphatic consonants. The frequency of usage for these pairs 
in the syntagmatic organization of the monosyllabic words in Arabic is 
presented in Table 1-3. 
Frequency 
No % 
E m p h a s i s ^ . 
Non-Emphatic 1258 63.41 
Emphatic 726 36.59 
Total 1984 100.00 
Table 1-3: Frequency of Occurrence of Emphatic Consonants and their 
Non-Emphatic Counterparts in Modern Standard Arabic 
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As seen in this Table, the five "simple", non-emphatic consonants 
have 1258 occurrences in the monosyllabic words, whereas their emphatic 
counterparts have only 726 occurrences in these words. That is, the non-
emphatic consonants appear in a ratio of \J_ to i the emphatic consonants. This 
syntagmatic skewing in favor of the "simple" consonants and against their 
emphatic counterparts requires an explanation in terms of our phonological 
criteria. 
As noted earlier in this Section, the emphatic consonants in Arabic are 
formed by complex maneuvering of the oral musculature. Further, two 
different supraglottal articulators are simultaneously used in the production of 
these consonants. This necessary synchronization requires extra effort on the 
part of the human speaker for an effective discourse. (For details, see Chapter 
II, Section A2.) That is why the "simple", non-emphatic consonants are vastly 
preferred over the emphatic consonants by the speakers of Arabic. 
Section D: Medium-Dorsum Mass as the Articulator for Vowels 
As noted earlier, the apex, in consequence of its extraordinary 
adroitness, articulates about half of the consonantal units in Modern Standard 
Arabic. However, in view of its triangular shape, small size, lightweight 
structure, and its far forward position in the oral cavity, the apex does not play 
any significant role in the production of vowels. Rather, it is the medium-
dorsum of the tongue, with its massy structure, wide rectangular shape and 
central position in the oral cavity, along with the labia, that is ideally suited for 
the formation of the supraglottal resonant cavities required for the production 
of what Professor William Diver calls the clearly audible sounds, traditionally 
known as "vowels". In fact, it is in terms of acoustic audibility that the 
phonological units of Modem Standard Arabic, as of any other language, are 
classified into the vocalic units ("vowels") produced at the clearly audible 
apertures and the consonantal units ("consonants") formed at the less clearly 
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audible apertures. (For details, cf. the makeup of the phonological grid in 
Diagram I-l.) 
With its non-uniform musculature, the medium-dorsum mass is 
divided into three articulators, namely, the medium, the front dorsum, and the 
back dorsum, which are traditionally known as the "front", the "central" and 
the "back" of the tongue, respectively. These articulators, along with the labia, 
are used to shape and size the supraglottal cavity which extends form the 
glottis to the labia. However, the preference of the medium-dorsum mass for 
vowels is motivated by both physiology and acoustics. The physiologico-
acoustic rationale for this preference is therefore taken up in Chapter IV, 
Section B. 
Section E: The Makeup of the Arabic Vocalic System 
Following the time-honored vocalic system of classical Arabic, 
Modern Standard Arabic has 6 vocalic units. 3 short {a [a] i u) and 3 long {a: i: 
u:). These 6 vowel phonemes are systematically presented in the excerpt of the 
phonological grid in Diagram 1-5. 
Articulators — ^ Medium Front Dorsum Back Dorsum 
Apertures 
u u: 
a: 
Traditional Terms —• "front" 'central'" "back" 
Diagram 1-5; The Vocalic System of Modern Standard Arabic 
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As seen in Diagram 1-5, the vocalic system of Arabic consists of two 
subsystems: 
1. The short vocalic system, comprising a i u. 
2. The long vocalic system, comprising a: i: u:. 
Each of these systems is made up of a triangle with its base, extending from the 
medium to the back dorsum, on aperture 4. However, whereas the triangle for 
the short vocalic system forms its vertex at the front dorsum on aperture 5, the 
larger triangle for the long v-'ocalic system has its vertex at the front dorsum on 
aperture 6. The triangle for the short vocalic system is indicated by broken lines, 
whereas the triangle for the long vocalic system is drawn in solid lines. 
Parenthetically, it may be noted that the two vocalic systems may not 
even share exactly the same base for their triangles. For, as shown through a 
diagram by Al-ani (1970: 24-28), the short vowels i and u are slightly lower in 
quality than the long vowels i: and u:. 
In terms of quality, the Arabic language forms an ideal three-vowel 
system in a i u. As shown in the Diagram above, the three vowels of this ideal 
vocalic triangle are distinctly opposed to one another in terms of physiology 
(and acoustics). Phonologically, the medium ("front") and the back dorsum 
("back") articulators stand at the opposite ends of the horizontal range of the 
medium-dorsum mass. As such, the "front" and the "back" vowels - i and u -
distance themselves from each other at the opposite extremes, without any 
intervening "central" vowel on their aperture. Thus, the absence of any central 
vowel in between the front and the back vowels provides the maximum 
horizontal space of opposing units. 
In addition to the distance between the extreme points on the horizontal 
axis, there is another factor that helps differentiate the front and the back 
vowels on the same aperture. The rounding of the back vowel u through the 
labia as an additional articulator, and the converse unroudedness of the front 
vowel i, maximize the acoustic difference of these opposing vowels. 
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On the vertical axis, it is noteworthy that there is no opposition to i and 
u, as they are the only front and back vowels formed by the medium and the 
back dorsum. It may be pointed out that the vowels e and o do develop on the 
axes of the medium and the back dorsum respectively in some dialects of 
Arabic. (Cf Cowan 1970: 94-100.) However, the original three-vowel system 
prevails in Modern Standard Arabic through the use of standard pronunciation 
in mass media (newspapers, radio, television). 
Of the three units of the ideal vocalic triangle, the front dorsal ("central") 
a is physiologically (and acoustically) the most favored. Appearing at the 
vertex of this triangle, it keeps its distance from both the front i and the back u 
in a number of ways. In opposition to i and u formed by the "front" and the 
"back" articulators, the vowel a is produced by the "central" articulator. 
Further, this central vowel appears alone on its own aperture without any 
horizontal competition. And this wide open aperture is vertically distant from 
aperture 4 of / and u. 
In addition to the favoring of the "central" a as a unit of the three-vowel 
system, there is a substantive phonetic advantage to the central vowel at the 
wide open aperture. As shown in Diagram 1-4, the central vowel a: of the long 
vocalic system in Arabic is articulated on aperture 6. Of all the clearly audible 
sounds (traditional "vowels") the central vowel a: requires the least precision 
of control in its production by the supraglottal articulators. There is no need to 
raise any articulator of the medium-dorsum mass, or to position the labia in any 
special way. In fact, the vocal tract is wide open, with the tongue lying flat on 
the lower jaw. This is also the position assumed oy the oral cavity in "hard 
breathing" by human beings. This a: that furnishes the undifferentiated 
resonance for the excitation of the vocal folds, becomes a part of a vocalic 
system only when it is maximally differentiated from i: and u:, rather than a 
unique unit. In view of its natural formation, the central a is termed the original 
unit of the basic inventory {a i u) of all the clearly audible sounds. (Cf. Diver 
1995:3.1.1.3.) 
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The central vowel a (schwa) of the short vocalic system in Arabic is also 
the least precise of the clearly audible sounds. For the schwa too is produced 
with the tongue lying flat over the lower jaw, but with a lesser opening of the 
vocal tract. This positioning of the vocal tract is also utilized for normal 
respiration by human beings. Thus, the a (schwa) articulated without any 
precision of control, becomes the original unit for the short vocalic system with 
the basic inventory of a i u. 
Whereas the units of the three-vowel system in Arabic are formed at the 
extreme vocalic positions in the oral cavity and are therefore characterized by 
maximum acoustic differentiation, the question may be raised about the 
differentiation of short versus long vowels in comparing the two vocalic 
systems of Arabic. The a (schwa) of the short vocalic system and the a: of the 
long vocalic system differ in both duration (short versus long) and in quality 
(aperture 5 versus aperture 6). There can therefore be no problem for the 
speaker and the hearer in setting them apart from each other. However, both i 
versus i: and u versus u: share the same quality on aperture 4. They are 
therefore set apart in terms of quantity alone. Nevertheless, as noted by ancient 
scholars of Arabic and as acoustically measured by Al-Ani (1970: 23), the long 
vowels in Arabic are of twice the length compared to their short counterparts. 
The extended duration of the vowels in the long vocalic system keeps them 
apart from their counterparts in the short vocalic system. For the sustained 
duration of the long vowels is an aid in their formation and perception for both 
the speakers and the hearers. 
It is noteworthy that, with the complex formation of Arabic consonants, 
particularly the pharyngeals and the emphatics, as shown in Diagram I-l, the 
Arabic vocalic system is constituted of three physiologico-acoustically simplest 
units. Besides the impact of culture in preserving the original pronunciation of 
Arabic vowels, it is therefore reasonable to argue that the very makeup of the 
Arabic vocalic system, with three ideal units, has been a factor in maintaining 
this system without expansion for centuries. 
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As we have discussed above, the naturally formed central vowels - a: 
and a (schwa) - require the minimum precision of control. We therefore expect 
that both these original units will be more productively utilized than their front 
and back counterparts in the formation of words in Arabic. The actual 
frequency of usage for the central vowels vis-a-vis the front and the back 
vowels is presented in Table 1-4. 
c 
Short Vocalic System 
No % 
Long Vocalic System 
No^ % No 
Total 
% 
Front Dorsal 
"central" 
1712 61.78 181 49.86 1893 60.40 
Medial 
"front" 
631 22.77 100 27.55 731 23.33 
Back Dorsal 
"back" 
428 15.45 82 22.59 510 16.27 
Total 2771 100.00 363 100.00 3134 100.00 
Table 1-4: Frequency of Front Dorsal Vowels vis-a-vis Medial and Back 
Dorsal Vowels 
As seen in Table 1-4 under column C for the total occurrences of the two 
vocalic systems combined, the central vowels - a {schwa) and a: ~ together 
appear in 60.40 % of the monosyllabic words in Arabic. In comparison, the 
front vowels - i and i: - and the back vowels - u and u: - combined occur in 
only 39.60% of these words. As we have explained above, this skewing is 
totally in conformity with our expectations in terms of physiology (and 
acoustics). 
As shown under column A for the short vocalic system in this Table, the 
vast preference for the central vowels is further increased, though slightly, for 
the short central vowel a (from 60.40% to 61.78%), whereas the frequency is 
slightly decreased (from 39.60% to 38.22%) for the front vowel i and the back 
vowel u in this system. Again, this increase in the favoring of the central vowel 
is fully justified in terms of our physiologico-acoustic criteria. 
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However, as seen under column B for the long vocalic system, the 
pattern seems to slightly reverse in favor of the front and back vowels i: and u: 
and against the central vowel a:. Nevertheless, even in this system the central a: 
predominates with almost 50% occurrences alone vis-a-vis the front and back 
vowels i: and u: appearing jointly in 50% words. Even this skewing for the 
opposing units is in conformity with our physiologico-acoustic principles. 
Section F: The Impact of the Asymmetry of the Vocal Tract on the Back 
and Front Vowels of Modern Standard Arabic 
As outlined in Section C2(b)(iv) in the Introduction, the vocal tract that 
extends from the larynx to the lips, is not symmetrical. This asymmetry is most 
striking in the angle of the jaws. When the oral tract is opened by the 
movement of the lower jaw, there is less vertical space for maneuver by the 
back dorsum ("back") than by the m.edium ("front"). This asymmetry in the 
vertical space has a special impact on the formation of vocalic units. There may 
be fewer back vowels than front vowels. Or, even when there is a parity in the 
number of units, the disfavoring for the back vowels may show up in their 
frequency of usage vis-a-vis that for the front vowels. 
As it happens, the Arabic language has an ideal three-vowel system with 
a triangular configuration - 1 front, 1 back, I central. As such, there is no 
vertical competition for either the front vowel i: or the back vowel u: in the 
long vocalic system. Likewise, there is no vertical competition for the front and 
the back vowels in the short vocalic system. 
However, the impact of the angle of the jaws does show up in the clear 
disfavoring in the frequency of usage for the back vowels vis-a-vis the front 
vowels in the two vocalic systems. The actual frequency of usage in the Arabic 
monosyllables for the opposing vocalic types is presented in Table 1-5. 
^ T-^^OZO 
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Short Vocalic System 
No % 
Long Vocalic System 
No % No 
Total 
% 
Medial 
"front" 631 59.58 100 54.95 731 58.90 
Back Dorsal 
"back" 428 40.42 82 45.05 510 41.10 
Total 1059 100.00 182 100.00 1241 100.00 
Table 1-5: Frequency of Occurrence of Medial versus Back Dorsal Vowels 
in Modern Standard Arabic 
As seen under column C in the Table above, the front vowels in the two 
vocalic systems combined appear in a ratio of almost 3 to 2 the back vowels in 
these systems. With minor difference, the disfavoring of the back vowels vis-a-
vis the front vowels is clearly manifest in the frequency of usage presented for 
the short and the long vocalic systems under columns A and B respectively. 
This disfavoring of the back vowels vis-a-vis the front vowels is of course 
motivated by the principle of physiology in terms of the angle of the jaws. 
However, the skewings presented in Table 1-5 are also motivated by 
another phonological principle, the human behavior. The explanation of these 
skewings by human factor is taken up in Chapter II, Section A3 . 
Section G: Summary and Conclusions 
In this Chapter, the paradigmatic makeup and the syntagmatic 
distribution of the phonological units of Modern Standard Arabic are gauged in 
terms of the physiological mechanism as an orienting principle. We have 
discussed all the physiological characteristics of the vocal tract that help us 
provide justification for the skewings that are observable in the phonological 
paradigm and the syntagmatic organization of the word in Modem Standard 
Arabic. 
In Section A, we presented the phonological grid of Modem Standard 
Arabic and briefly justified its makeup through comments with reference to the 
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physiology of the vocal tract. On the basis of their phonetic substance, 40 
phonological units (34 "phonemes" plus 6 subphonemic units) of Arabic are 
projected on the relevant intersections of physiologically based articulators and 
apertures. Thus, the phonological grid identifies the phonetic substance of each 
of these phonological units in terms of physiology. At the same time, the grid 
highlights the interrelationships of these units in the phonological paradigm. 
It is noteworthy that in addition to these 40 units, two highly abstract 
units - K(oicing) and A^(asality) though they are neither phonemes nor 
positional variants, were postulated for Modern Standard Arabic. In fact, in no 
language that we know of do these two units appear as independent phonemes. 
However, as highly significant component entities, they are superimposed on 
other simpler supraglottal units to produce more complex units. Particularly, it 
is noteworthy that F(oicing) is superimposed on all vowels and all voiced 
consonants in all languages. 
For the formation of the phonological grid in Arabic, we postulated nine 
articulators - the labium, the apex, the medium, the front dorsum, the back 
dorsum, 'the post dorsum, the velum, the pharynx and the larynx. As the adroit 
organs, these articulators play an important role in shaping and exciting the 
vocal cavity for the production of Arabic consonants and vowels. 
The apertures are the degrees of openings of the vocal tract controlled 
by the particular articulators in the fomiation of phonological units. Three 
glottal apertures (0, 1, and 2), two nasal apertures (1 and 3), and seven oral 
apertures (0 through 6) were postulated for the phonological grid of Modern 
Standard Arabic. The seven oral apertures are classified into three constriction 
apertures (0,1, and 2) and four opening apertures (3 through 6). Through this 
classification, the phonological units are divided into stops and spirants at the 
constriction apertures, and liquids and vowels on the opening apertures. On the 
basis of acoustics, on the other hand, the seven oral apertures are divided into 
less clearly audible (0 through 3) and clearly audible (4 through 6). In terms of 
this division, the phonological units are divided into what are traditionally 
known as "consonants" and "vowels". 
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In Section B, we set up the scale of adroitness for supragiottal 
articulators with the apex as the most adroit, the dorsum and the labium as 
more adroit, the medium as less adroit, the pharynx as the lesser adroit, and the 
post dorsum as the least adroit. This scale was formed with a de facto 
placement of the labium and the pharynx in relation to the scale of adroitness of 
lingual articulators. On the basis of their structure and musculature, the labium 
was placed in the level of the dorsum, and the pharynx was gauged to be below 
the medium and above the post dorsum on the scale of adroitness of 
supragiottal articulators 
In view of the hierarchy of adroitness of the supragiottal articulators, we 
made some predictions with regard to its impact on the paradigmatic makeup of 
the consonantal units and their frequency of usage in the word in Modern 
standard Arabic. We expected the apical units, formed by the most adroit apex, 
to be most favored among all consonantal units. We also expected the apical 
units, in terms of their number and their frequency of usage in the word to be 
followed by the labial - dorsal, the medial, the pharyngeal, and the post dorsal 
units, in that order. 
We evaluated our predications in terms of the scale of adroitness of 
supragiottal articulators with regard to the number of consonantal units and 
their frequency of usage, and found out that the actual figures were almost in 
perfect conformity with our expectations in terms of our physiological criterion 
of adroitness of articulators. 
In Section C, we dealt with the phonological phenomenon of the 
emphatic consonants in Arabic. After a short review of the various viewpoints 
to tackle this highly complex phenomenon of emphasis, we took the position 
that the emphatic consonants are produced by the apex with simultaneous 
coarticulation by the back dorsum. 
In view of the complex formation of the emphatic consonants, we 
predicated that these consonants should be disfavored vis-a-vis the simple 
apical consonants with regard to both the number of units and their frequency 
of usage in the word in Arabic. We found ample evidence for this prediction to 
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be true. Of the 15 apical consonants, 10 are simple and only 5 are emphatic. 
Further, even when we compared the frequency counts of these 5 emphatic 
consonants with that of only their 5 non-emphatic counterparts, we found an 
extreme skewing in favor of the non-emphatic and against the emphatic 
consonants. 
Moreover, we argued that in view of its extraordinary complexity, the 
voiced emphatic apico-interdental consonant d, should be the most disfavored 
emphatic consonant, and should be prone to elimination by its change to the 
emphatic apico-dental *z to fill an ideal slot on the grid for the emphatic 
consonants in Modern Standard Arabic. As the figures show, the emphatic 
apico-interdental 6 does have the lowest frequency of usage among all the 
emphatic consonants. However this highly disfavored emphatic consonant has 
maintained its original, Qur'anic pronunciation in conformity with the tradition. 
In Section D, we briefly presented the physiological justification for the 
preference of the medium-dorsum mass as the articulator for vowels. It is 
argued that, with its massy structure, wide rectangular shape and central 
position in the oral cavity, along with the labia, the medium-dorsum mass is 
ideally suited for the formation of vowels. 
In Section E, we presented the vocalic system of Modern Standard 
Arabic, highlighting its ideal triangular configuration. We argued that of all the 
three units of the ideal vocalic triangle {a i u), the front dorsal "central" vowel 
a is physiologically more favored vis-a-vis the medial " f ronf vowel i and the 
back dorsal "back" vowel u. Further, the central vowel a by itself is the most 
favored clearly audible sound, for it requires the least precision of control in its 
formation by the supraglottal articulators. In consequence, it was argued that 
the centrals vowel a: of the long vocalic system should be more productively 
utilized than the front i: and the back u: of that system, in the formation of 
morphemes and words in Arabic. The similar preference, it was argued, should 
prevail in the frequency of usage in the word in Arabic for the central a (schwa) 
in comparison with the front i and the back u of the short vocalic system. As it 
turns out, there is a vast skewing in favor of the central vowel and against their 
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front and back counterparts in the two vocalic systems of Modern Standard 
Arabic. 
In Section F, we evaluated the impact of the asymmetry of the vocal 
tract on the back and front vowels of Modern Standard Arabic. Inasmuch as 
there is a shorter vertical space in the back of the oral cavity than in the front of 
that cavity in consequence of the angle of the jaws, it was argued that 
notwithstanding the parity in the number of units, the back vowels in the two 
vocalic systems should be disfavored vis-a-vis their front counterparts. As 
expected, there is a substantial skewing in favor of the front vowels and against 
the back vowels in the two vocalic systems of the Arabic language. 
To conclude: 
1. The phonological grid of Arabic is a systematic presentation of all its 
phonological units formed in terms of the physiological parameters of 
articulators and apertures. The grid both identifies, in tenns of physiology, the 
phonetic substance of the phonological units and highlights their 
interrelationships in the phonological paradigm. Thus, equal weight is given to 
both the phonetic substance and the phonological value in the present research. 
2- A total of 40 phonological units have been established for Modem Standard 
Arabic. Of these 40 units, only M have been established as phonemes by 
communicative contrast through minimal pairs. The remaining 6 units, though 
positional variants, are raised to the status of phonological units for they fill the 
empty slots in the phonological paradigm. 
3. The scale of adroitness of supraglottal articulators is an important 
physiological yardstick for evaluating the paradigmatic makeup and the 
syntagmatic distribution of consonantal units in Arabic, as in any other 
language. It is not coincidental that more than 50% (15 out of 34) consonantal 
units are formed by the most adroit apex alone, whereas only 2 units are 
produced by the least adroit post dorsum. 
4. Emphasis in consonantal units is a typical phonological characteristic of 
Arabic, as of all other Semitic languages. In consequence of their complex 
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formation, the emphatic consonants are highly disfavored in comparison with 
the simple, non-emphatic consonants. 
5. In view of its massy structure, rectangular shape, and central position in the 
vocal cavity, the medium-dorsum mass is ideally suited for the formation of 
vocalic units. 
6. The three-vowel system of a i u, as employed in Arabic, is an ideal triangle 
of vocalic units. For these three units are formed at the extreme vocalic 
positions in the oral cavity and are therefore characterized by maximum 
acoustic differentiation. Further, these units require the minimum precision of 
control by the supraglottal articulators. In fact, the vowels a, i and u constitute 
what professor Diver calls the basic inventory of the clearly audible sounds. 
7. In this chapter, we have provided only a physiological explanation for the 
phonological skewings observed in Arabic. However, it is noteworthy that the 
phonological skewings observable in Arabic or in any other language, are not 
always explainable in terms of one orienting principle alone. In many cases, the 
phonological asymmetries are brought about and explained jointly by two or 
more orienting principles. Besides assessing the impact of individual orienting 
principles on the phonology of Arabic in the following chapters, we will also 
deal with the interaction of orienting principles in motivating particular 
phonological skewings in Arabic. 
CHAPTER II 
HUMAN BEHAVIOR ORIENTATION 
IN THE PHONOLOGY OF MODERN 
STANDARD ARABIC 
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Chapter II 
Human Behavior Orientation in the Phonology of Modern 
Standard Arabic 
Human behavior is one of the quadruple orienting principles for the 
theoretical framework of Columbia school of linguistics. In the present chapter, 
we make an attempt to evaluate the impact of the human behavior orientation 
on the paradigmatic makeup and syntagmatic distribution of phonological units 
in Modem Standard Arabic. 
As discussed in the Introduction, human beings resort in their daily 
activities to their underlying behavioral characteristics-intelligence and 
laziness. As repercussion of these traits, human beings seek a minimax solution 
between accomplishment and effort, with minimum input and maximum output. 
It is to be noted that, human beings through the utilization of their 
intelligence or problem solving ability infer the meaning of even complex 
expressions, with the help of situation and context. Meanwhile, the human 
laziness results in the economy of effort, that is, a general avoidance of the use 
of a greater degree of precision than is necessary for the accomplishment of 
any given task. Thus, the power of inference and the economy of effort are the 
products of human intelligence and laziness. And it is both inference and 
economy that interact to exert tremendous pressure on language. As noted 
earlier, the particular skewings (readily observable favorings and disfavorings) 
as encountered in the phonology of Modern Standard Arabic are explained in 
terms of the quadruple orientations of the Columbia school phonological theory. 
In this chapter, we deal with some of the phonological skewings that are clearly 
motivated by the human trait of intelligence (power of inference) and laziness 
(economy of effort). 
The human behavior-oriented analysis of the phonology of Modern 
Standard Arabic is presented in four sections in this chapter. In Section A, we 
take up the preference for fewer articulators over more articulators in the 
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production and distribution of phonological units. In Section B, we evaluate the 
impact of assimilative trait of neighboring units on the combinatory phonology 
of Modem Standard Arabic. Section C deals with the human behavior 
justification for the phonological grid of Modern Standard Arabic. In Section D, 
we present summary and conclusions. 
Section A: Preference for Fewer Articulators over More Articulators 
As we mentioned in the Introduction, Section C2(d), the human 
laziness leads to the economy of effort, that is, a general avoidance of the use 
of a greater degree of precision than is necessary for the accomplishment of 
any given task. It is therefore, reasonable to anticipate that phonological units 
using fewer articulators will be preferred over units using more articulators. For 
the simultaneous use of greater number of articulators requires fine and precise 
coordination of articulators that is disfavored due to the laziness factor of 
human behavior. 
The human behavior orientation dictates that, in a language, the 
phonological units produced with fewer articulators are favored over those 
produced by more articulators. In view of this we expect skewings both in the 
paradigmatic makeup and syntagmatic distribution of the phonological units in 
Modem Standard Arabic. 
In the following subsections of this section, we deal with the 
phonological units of Arabic that are produced by the use of an extra articulator. 
These are voiced versus voiceless consonants, emphatic versus simple apical 
consonants, and back rounded versus front unrounded vowels. These three 
types of opposing units will be dealt with in subsections Al , A2 and A3, 
respectively. 
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Section Al: Glottis as an Additional Articulator: Voiced versus Voiceless 
Consonants 
As we discussed earlier in Chapter I, though voicing is a necessary 
concomitant of all the phonological units produced at aperture 3 and above (i.e., 
liquids and vowels), it is superimposed on the voiceless phonological units 
formed at apertures 0, 1 and 2 (stops and spirants). Thus, the distinction of 
voiced and voiceless in Modern Standard Arabic, as in any other languages, is 
restricted only to the stops and the spirants. 
This distinction of voiceless and voiced is significant in terms of the 
human trait of fewer versus more articulators. Whereas voiceless consonants 
are produced only by the supraglottal articulators, an additional articulator, 
namely the glottis, is involved in the production of their voiced counterparts. 
The simultaneous use of the glottal articulator makes the voiced consonants 
less favored than their voiceless counterparts in terms of the number of 
articulators. We, therefore, expect a skewing, commensurate with this criterion, 
in the make up and distribution of the voiceless and voiced consonants in 
Arabic, as in any other language. 
The impact of fewer versus more articulators in Arabic phonology is 
taken up in Sections A 1(a) and A 1(b) below. In Section A 1(a), we examine the 
makeup of the voiceless and voiced consonants (stops and spirants) in the 
phonological paradigm of Arabic in terms of the number of articulators. In 
Section A 1(b), we present and evaluate, in terms of the same criterion, the 
occurrences of voiceless and voiced stops and spirants in the syntagmatic 
organization of the word in Arabic. 
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Al(a): Makeup of Voiceless and Voiced Consonants in the Phonological 
Paradigm 
Al(a)(i): Makeup of Voiceless and Voiced Stops 
As seen in the phonological grid, Diagram I-l, there are 10 stop 
consonants in Arabic. The classification of these 10 stops in terms of voicing is 
presented in Diagram I-l below. 
A B C D E F G 
Labial Apical Medial Back Dorsal 
Post 
Dorsal Glottal 
No of 
Units 
Voiceless P t t • k q ? 6 
Voiced b d d j • • 4 
Diagram II-l: Makeup of Stops in Terms of Voiceless versus Voiced 
Comments on the Diagram: 
Comment 1: 
As shown in the Diagram, of the 10 stops in Modem Standard Arabic, 
6 are voiceless {p t tk q ?) and only 4 are voiced {b d dj). Thus, the voiceless 
stops appear in a ratio of to 1 their voiced counterparts. This clear skewing 
in favor of the simpler voiceless stops and against the more complex voiced 
stops is fully justified in view of the overall human preference for simpler 
phonological units over more complex units in Arabic, as in any other language. 
Comment 2: 
As shown in the Diagram, under columns D and E, there is a total 
skewing in favor of the simpler voiceless back dorsal k and q, and against their 
more complex voiced counterparts *g and *G, respectively. This skewing is 
produced jointly by the human trait of preference for fewer articulators, and the 
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acoustically based pressure factor disfavoring voiced stops at the back and post 
dorsal axes. (For details, see Chapter IV, Section E.) 
Further, it may be pointed out that in addition to the human factor and 
the acoustic medium, the absence of the voiced post dorsal *G is also 
motivated by the adroitness of articulators of the physiological mechanism, 
disfavoring the consonants produced by the least adroit post dorsum. 
Comment 3: 
In contradistinction, there is an empty slot for the voiceless medial 
at the axis of medium (under column C). This total skewing in favor of the 
voiced stop j and against its voiceless counterpart is clearly against our 
expectations from the viewpoint of fewer versus more articulators. However, 
this skewing is brought about by the interaction of physiological mechanism, 
namely, the adroitness of articulators' principle, disfavoring consonants 
articulated by the less adroit medium, and of the acoustic medium, i.e., the 
build-up pressure factor. (Cf Chapter IV, Section E.) 
Al(a)(ii): Makeup of Voiceless and Voiced Spirants 
Here we examine the impact of fewer versus more articulators in the 
makeup of voiceless and voiced spirants in Arabic. We, therefore, present 
Diagram II-2 which shows the paradigmatic makeup of spirants in terms of 
voicing. 
A B C D E F G 
Labial Apical Medial Back Dorsal Pharyngeal Glottal 
No. of 
Units 
Voiceless f e • s s V s X t) h 8 
Voiced • 6 3 z • • y o 5 
Diagram II-2: Makeup of Spirants in Terms of Voiceless versus Voiced 
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Comments on Diagram II-2: 
Comment 1: 
As seen in the Diagram, under column G, of a total of 13 spirants, 
there are 8 voiceless ifesssxtih) and 5 voiced {d dz y ?). This vast skewing 
in favor of the voiceless spirants and against their voiced counterparts is in 
conformity with our expectations in terms of the human preference for simpler, 
less complex phonological units. 
Comment 2: 
As shown in the Diagram, empty slots for the voiced spirants *v, 
*j, *fi at the axes of labium, apex, medium and glottis respectively do also 
conform to the human trait of disfavoring the more complex voiced consonants. 
Yet, it may be noted that the total skewing against some of these voiced 
spirants, such as, the medial * j , is also motivated by the adroitness factor of the 
physiological mechanism, in consonance of which the medial consonants 
produced by the less adroit medial are disfavored. (See Chapter I, Section B.) 
Comment 3: 
The total skewing against the voiceless emphatic apical *e and in 
favor of its voiced counterpart d, represented by the empty slot at the axis of 
the apex under column B, contradicts with our expectation in terms of the 
number of articulators. That is to say, being highly complex in terms of the 
number of articulators (apex + dorsum (emphasis) + Larynx (voicing)), d is 
expected to be highly disfavored vis-a-vis its less complex voiceless 
counterpart *e (apex + dorsum (emphasis)). (For more details, see Section A2 
below.) For, as discussed in Chapter I, Section C, the highly complex d is 
preserved in Arabic only for cultural reasons, namely, the sanctity of the letters 
of the Holy Qur'an. The impact of the human factor of fewer versus more 
articulators is clearly shown in the very low frequency of occurrence of the d in 
the word in Arabic (only 44 occurrences). 
Finally, as pointed out earlier, the impact of the human trait of fewer 
versus more articulators is also expected to show up in the frequency of 
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occurrence of consonants (stops and spirants) in the syntagmatic organization 
of the word in Arabic. This distribution of consonants in terms of voiceless 
versus voiced is taken up in Section A 1(b) below. 
Section Al(b): Distribution of Voiceless versus Voiced Consonants 
In this Section we deal with the impact of fewer versus more 
articulators on the frequency of usage of the voiceless and voiced consonants 
(stops and spirants) in the organization of the word in Modem Standard Arabic. 
The syntagmatic distribution of these opposing units is dealt with in three 
subsections pertaining to (i) the consonants (both stops and spirants) in their 
entirety, (ii) the stops and (iii) the spirants. 
Section Al(b)(i): Voiceless versus Voiced Consonants (stops and spirants) 
In view of our expectations with regard to the impact of the number of 
articulators on the frequency of occurrence of voiceless and voiced consonants 
in the monosyllabic words in Arabic, we here compare the frequency counts of 
the voiceless and voiced consonants (stops and spirants combined) as presented 
in Table II-1 below. 
c 
CVCC CYC Total 
No % No % No % 
Voiceless 3286 60.92 344 66.28 3630 61.39 
Voiced 2108 39.08 175 33.72 2283 38.61 
Total 5394 100.00 519 100.00 5913 100.00 
Table II-l: Frequency of Voiceless versus Voiced Consonants in 
Monosyllabic Words 
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Comments on the Table: 
Comment 1: 
As seen in Table II-1, under column C for the total number of the 
voiceless and voiced consonants (stops and spirants), the voiceless consonants 
occur in 61.39% (3630 occurrences) of the monosyllabic words in Modern 
Standard Arabic. In comparison, the voiced consonants occur in only 38.61% 
(2238 occurrences) of these words. This skewing fully conforms to our 
expectations in terms of fewer versus more articulators. 
Comment 2: 
As shown under the syntagmatically complex CVCC words in column A, 
of a total of 5394 occurrences of all stops and spirants in these words, the 
voiceless consonants have 3286 occurrences, whereas their voiced counterparts 
have only 2108 occurrences. That is, the voiceless consonants appear in a ratio 
of more than L5 to 1 the voiced consonants. This is what we expect in terms of 
our hypothesis pertaining to the human preference for simpler less complex 
consonants. 
Comment 3: 
The figures in column B represent the frequency of occurrence of the 
voiceless and voiced consonants in the syntagmatically simple CVC words in 
Arabic. These figures, with the voiceless consonants occurring in a ratio of 
almost 2 to 1 their voiced counterparts (344 and 175 occurrences respectively), 
are in perfect confonnity with our expectations in view of the human trait of 
disfavoring phonological units with more articulators. 
Comment 4: 
Finally, when we compare the figures for the CVC words in column B 
with those for the overall monosyllabic words in column C, it is observed that 
the percentage of the voiceless consonants (stops and spirants) goes up, 
whereas the percentage of the voiced consonants (stops and spirants) goes 
down in the syntagmatically simple CVC words. This relation is reversed when 
we compare the figures for the syntagmatically complex CVCC words in 
column A with the monosyllabic figures in column C. Here, in the CVCC 
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words, we observe that the percentage of the voiceless consonants goes down, 
whereas the percentage of their voiced counterparts goes up. This clear 
skewing is explained in terms of the interaction of human preference for fewer 
articulators with that of assimilative trait, in Section B2 below, while 
commenting on Table II-7. 
Section Al(b)(ii): Voiceless and Voiced Stops 
Here we compare the impact of fewer versus more articulators on the 
voiceless and voiced stops in their frequency of usage in the monosyllabic 
words of Modern Standard Arabic. The frequencies of the opposing units are 
presented in Table II-2 below. 
No 
CVCC 
% No 
CVC 
% No 
Total 
% 
Voiceless 1201 48.12 153 60.24 1354 49.24 
Voiced 1295 51.88 101 39.76 1396 50.76 
Total 2496 100.00 254 100.00 2750 100.00 
Table II-2: Frequency of Voiceless versus Voiced Stops in Monosyllabic 
Words 
As seen in the Table, under Column C, of the 2750 stops used in 
monosyllabic words, 1354 (49.24%) are voiceless and 1396 (50.76%) are 
voiced. These figures show that the voiceless and the voiced stops are 
competitively used in the Arabic monosyllabic words. However, these figures 
still reflect a slight skewing in favor for the more complex voiced stops and 
against their simpler counterparts. This skewing goes against our expectations 
in terms of the human disfavoring of more complicated units. The rationale for 
the skewed occurrence of the voiced stops in the CVCC type of monosyllabic 
words in Modem Standard Arabic may be attributed to the assimilative trait of 
neighboring phonological units 
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As shown by the figures for the occurrences of the opposing 
voiceless/voiced stops in the CVCC words, under Column A, while the simpler 
voiceless stops have 1201 (48.12 %) occurrences, their more complicated 
counterparts, voiced stops have 1295 (51.88%) occurrences. That is, the voiced 
stops, produced by more articulators, fare well in the CVCC words against our 
expectations. The clear skewing in favor of the more complex voiced stops and 
against their simpler counterparts is justified in terms of the assimilative trait of 
the neighboring units. This justification is taken up in Section B2 below. 
Finally, among the 2M occurrences of the stops in the CVC words, 
shown under column B, there are 153 (60.24%) instances of voiceless stops 
vis-a-vis only J ^ (39.76%) instances of voiced stops. That is, the voiceless 
stops occur, in the CVC words, in a ratio of more than to i their voiced 
counterparts. This clear skewing in favor of the voiceless stops (with fewer 
articulators) and against the voiced stops (with more articulators) fully 
conforms to our expectations in terms of number of articulators. 
Section Al(b)(iii): Voiceless and Voiced Spirants 
In this Section, we take up the frequencies for the voiceless and voiced 
spirants. The actual occurrences of the opposing spirants in monosyllabic 
words are presented in Table II-3 below. 
A B C 
No 
CVCC 
% No 
CVC 
% No 
Total 
% 
Voiceless 2085 71.95 191 72.08 2276 71.96 
Voiced 813 28.05 74 27.92 887 28.04 
Total 2898 100.00 265 100.00 3163 100 
Table II-3: Frequency of Voiceless versus Voiced Spirants in Monosyllabic 
Words 
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Comments on Table II-3: 
Comment 1: 
As seen in column C of the table above, of the 3163 occurrences of 
spirants in the monosyllabic words, 2276 are voiceless and only are voiced. 
That is, the voiceless spirants occur in a ratio of more than to i their voiced 
counterparts. This vast skewing in the frequency of occurrence in favor of 
simpler voiceless spirants and against their voiced counterparts is fully justified 
in terms of the human trait of preferring less complex consonants. 
Comment 2: 
As shown in the Table, under column A, in the CVCC words with 
2898 spirants, there are 2085 (71.95%) occurrences of the voiceless spirants 
and M l (28.05%) occurrences of the voiced spirants. This vast skewing against 
the voiced spirants and in favor of their voiceless counterparts may again be 
attributed to the human trait of disfavoring more complicated consonants. 
Comment 3: 
Finally, of the 265 spirants used in the CVC words, m (72M%) are 
voiceless and only 74 (27.92%) are voiced. The skewing in favor of the 
voiceless spirants (with fewer articulators) and against the voiced spirants (with 
more articulators) is thus slightly increased among the CVC words, as 
compared to the monosyllabic words in their entirety. 
Section A2: Dorsum as an Additional Articulator: Emphatic versus Simple 
Apical Consonants 
As we have discussed in Chapter I, Section C, the apical consonants in 
Modem Standard Arabic are classified, in view of their articulation, into simple 
and emphatic. The production of the emphatic apicals entails the raising of 
the apex towards the relevant point of articulation as well as the pushing of the 
tongue further back towards the velum (i.e., raising the back dorsum). That is, 
the emphatic apicals in Arabic are formed by complex maneuvering of the oral 
musculature, and simultaneous use of two different articulators (the apex and 
the dorsum). This necessary synchronization requires extra effort on the part of 
the speaker for an effective discourse, and thus makes the emphatic apicals 
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more complex as compared to their simple counterparts. We therefore expect 
that the simple apicals would be favored over the emphatic apicals in terms of 
the human preference for the simpler less complex phonological units. The 
disfavoring of these highly complex emphatic consonants is expected to show 
up in both their paradigmatic makeup and syntagmatic distribution in the word 
in Arabic. 
In view of the above, we now evaluate the impact of the dorsum, as an 
additional articulator, on the makeup of simple and emphatic apicals as well as 
their frequency of usage in the word in Arabic. 
First a word about the paradigmatic makeup of the opposing simple 
and emphatic apicals. As seen in the phonological grid (Diagram I-l), of the 15 
apical consonants, there diXt \Q{6 d t d h n s z r I) simple and only S {did si) 
emphatic. That is, the simple apical units are twice the number of their 
emphatic counterparts. This clear skewing in favor of the simple apicals and 
against the emphatic apicals fully conforms to our expectations in terms of 
number of articulators. 
Further, the impact of the dorsum as an additional articulator is more 
clearly manifest in the frequency of usage for the simple and emphatic Arabic 
apicals. The frequencies of the opposing units are presented in Table II-4. 
A B C 
CVCC CVC Total 
No % No % No % 
Simple 3019 81.79 262 82.91 3281 81.88 
Emphatic 672 18.21 54 17.09 726 18.12 
Total 3691 100.00 316 100.00 4007 100.00 
Table II- 4: Frequency of Occurrence of Simple versus Emphatic Apical 
Consonants 
Comments on Table II-4: 
Comment 1: 
As seen under column C in the Table, of the 4007 occurrences for the 
apical consonants in all the Arabic monosyllabic words, 3281 occurrences are 
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simple and only 726 are emphatic. That is, the simple apicals appear in a ratio 
of more than ^ to i the emphatic apicals. This tilt in favor of the simple 
apicals and against their emphatic counterparts is justified in view of the use of 
an additional supraglottal articulator, the dorsum, in the production of emphatic 
apicals. 
Comment 2: 
The vast skewing in favor of the simple apicals and against the 
emphatic apicals is also reflected in the frequency counts for these opposing 
units in the CVCC words. As shown in the Table, under column A (for the 
CVCC words), there are 3019 (81.79%) occurrences for the simple apical 
consonants as opposed to £72 (18.21%) for their emphatic counterparts. These 
figures are in complete conformity with our expectations in terms of fewer 
versus more articulators. 
Comment 3: 
Of the 316 occurrences for the apical consonants in the CVC words 
given under column B, the simple apicals, with 2 ^ occurrences, appear in a 
ratio of almost 5 to i the emphatic apicals. with only M occurrences. Again, 
we have an extreme skewing in favor of the simple apical units and against 
their emphatic counterparts. This skewing can also be explained in terms of the 
human trait of disfavoring more complex units. 
Section A3: Labium as an Additional Articulator: Back Rounded versus 
Front Unrounded Vowels 
As discussed in Chapter I, Section F, the back dorsal "back" vowels in 
Arabic, as in many other languages, are rounded. In other words, the labium is 
used as an additional articulator in the formation of the back dorsal vowels. The 
utilization of lip rounding in the production of back dorsal vowels is justified 
both in terms of physiology, i.e., the asymmetry of the vocal tract (Cf Chapter 
1, Section F), and acoustics (See Chapter IV, Section C.) 
Yet, it is to be pointed out that the articulation of the back dorsal vowels 
with the labium, as an additional articulator, requires greater effort and more 
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precision of control. This causes the back dorsal vowels to be more complex and, 
hence, less favored in terms of the fewer versus more articulators principle, as 
compared to the medial "front" and the front dorsal "central" vowels, formed with 
only one articulator, the medium and the front dorsum, respectively. The disfavoring 
of these more complicated vowels, i.e., the back dorsals, is expected to show up 
both in their paradigmatic makeup and syntagmatic distribution in the word in 
Arabic. 
In view of the above discussion, we here evaluate the impact of the use of 
the labium, as an additional articulator, on the formation of the opposing back 
rounded / front unrounded vocalic units and their usage in the organization of the 
word in Arabic. It may here be pointed out that, though unrounded, the central 
vowels are not included in this evaluation. That is because, as discussed in Chapter I, 
Section E, and shown in Diagram I-l, while for all the front and the back vowels 
only one aperture is utilized (aperture 4), each one of the two central vowels, the 
short a and the long a:, is produced at its own aperture (5 and 6 respectively). This 
makes the central vowels highly preferred as compared to their front and back 
counterparts. 
As it happens, the Arabic language has an ideal three-vowel system with a 
triangular configuration - i front, i back, i central. That is, the front and the back 
vowels in the two vocalic systems of Arabic, short and long, are equal in number. 
As such, the use of the labium, as an additional articulator, in the production of back 
vowels has no impact on the paradigmatic makeup of these units, as opposed to that 
of the front vowels. To be sure, the parity between the front and the back vowels in 
the number of units goes against our expectations in terms of the human trait of 
fewer versus more articulator. However, as mentioned above, the utilization of 
labium as an additional articulator in the formation of back vowels is favored both in 
terms of physiology (Chapter I, Section F) and acoustics (Chapter IV, Section C). 
Nevertheless, we still expect the impact of the human factor pertaining to 
the number of articulators to show up in the syntagmatic distribution of the front and 
the back vowels in the word in Arabic. With the view to evaluate the validity of this 
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expectation, the frequency counts for the opposing front unrounded and back 
rounded vowels in the Arabic monosyllabic words are presented in Table II-5 below. 
Vowels No % 
Medial "front" 731 58.90 
Back Dorsal 
"back" 510 41.10 
Total 1241 100.00 
Table II-5: Frequency of Medial and Back Dorsal Vowels in Terms of Number 
of Articulators 
As seen in the Table, of the 1241 Occurrences of the medial "front" and the 
back dorsal "back" vowels in the monosyllabic words in Arabic, the front vowels 
have 73i (58.90%) occurrences, and the back vowels have only 510 (41.10%) 
occurrences. In other words, the front vowels occur in a ratio of more than 1.4 to 1 
their back counterparts. This clear skewing in favor of the simpler (i.e., produced by 
only one supraglottal articulator, the medium) front vowels and against the more 
complex (formed with the labium as an additional articulator) back vowels is in 
conformity with our expectations in terms of fewer versus more articulators. 
Section B; Assimilative Trait of Neighboring Phonological Units 
The phonological units in a particular language are combined to form 
signal-meaning units (signes). These phonological units are marked by distinction of 
articulator, aperture, points of articulation, relative mobility of articulators and their 
muscular tension. In addition, the phonological units may also be differentiated on 
the basis of some other features, such as, the use of an additional articulator for 
voicing, aspiration or nasality. Two successive phonological units may share some 
of these features, or may be different in all of them. For example, in the combination 
St, the phonological units s and t share two features of articulation, namely, 
articulator (apex) and voicelessness. On the other hand, in a combination like gt, the 
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two units e and t do not share such features,\%ihce ^ is a front doDS^ voiced unit v.? ^ ^ 
whereas / is a voiceless apical unit. "vriiTtr^^X^ 
It may here be noted, if two successive phonological units are ver>' different 
from each other, such as, gt, then fine and precise manipulation of articulators is 
required to distinguish these segments. However, if the two successive segments 
share some features of articulation, as in st, then movement of the articulators during 
the production of these successive units becomes easier and requires less precision 
of control. Thus, in view of the general avoidance of fine and precisely coordinated 
movement of articulator, we may expect the combinations of phonological units 
which share some features of articulation to be favored. 
The impact of assimilative trait is manifest in the combination of 
phonological units in the word. The fine precisely coordinated movement of 
articulator is avoided by making certain phonological changes in the neighboring 
phonological units, such as, assimilation, devoicing, etc., as a result of which these 
neighboring segments become similar. 
The impact of the assimilative trait on the syntagmatic distribution of the 
phonological units in the monosyllabic words of Arabic is dealt with in two 
subsections below. In Section CI, we take up the occurrence of the Arabic 
phonological units in CVC and CVCC words of Arabic, highlighting the role the 
assimilative trait of neighboring units plays in the distribution of these phonological 
units. In Section C2, with a view to justify the higher frequency counts of voiced 
stops in CVCC words, as compared to their voiceless counterparts (Cf. Table II-2 
above), we examine the occurrence of stops in the CVCC words in terms of the 
assimilative trait of neighboring units. 
Section Bl: Assimilative Trait and the Occurrence of the Phonological Units 
The assimilative trait of the neighboring phonological units is manifest in 
the syntagmatic distribution of the voiceless and voiced units as they appear in the 
CVC and CVCC types of monosyllabic words in Modern Standard Arabic. The 
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occurrences of these opposing units in CVC and CVCC words are presented in 
Table 11-6 below. 
A B 
Voicing 
No 
C,VC2 
% No 
CVC1C2 
% 
Stops 
C1C2 similar^ 
C1C2 dissimilar^ 
22 
19 
53.66 
46.34 
205 
78 
72.44 
27.56 
Total stops 41 100.00 283 100.00 
Spirants 
C1C2 similar 
C1C2 dissimilar 
28 
16 
63.64 
36.36 
208 
78 
72.73 
27.27 
Total spirants 44 100.00 286 100.00 
Table II-6: Occurrences of Voiceless and Voiced Stops and Spirants in 
Monosyllabic Words in Terms of Assimilative Trait 
As seen in the Table, under column A, of the ^ stop occurrences in the 
C1VC2 words (where both C, and C2 are stops), there are 22 (53.66%) occurrences in 
which both C] and C2 share the same feature of articulation with regard to voicing, 
i.e., both are either voiceless or voiced. In comparison, there are only 19 (46.34%) 
instances of stops in C1VC2 words in which Ci and C2 are different in terms of 
voicing, when one is voiced, the other is voiceless. That is, the combination of 
physiologico-acoustically similar units is preferred over the combination of 
dissimilar units. This is perfectly in conformity with our expectation in terms of 
assimilative trait. 
There is a sharp skewing in favor of the combination of similar units and 
against dissimilar units in the occurrences of spirants in C1VC2 words. The figures 
of these combinations are given under column A. The combination of spirants, 
which share the same feature with regard to voicing, occurs in a ratio of 3 ^ to 2 the 
combination of dissimilar spirants in terms of voicing (28 and 16, respectively). 
Again, this clear skewing is in full harmony with our expectations pertaining to the 
preference of easy movements of articulator. 
^Both C | and C2 are either voiceless or voiced. 
^If C | is voiceless, C2 is voiced and vice versa. 
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As seen in the CVC]C2 words, of the final consonant clusters, the 
combination of similar stops (both Cj and C2 are either voiceless or voiced) obtains 
in 205 words, and the combination of dissimilar stops (If Ci is voiceless, C2 is 
voiced, and vice versa.) appear in only 78 words. That is, the combination of similar 
stops occurs in a ratio of more than to 1 the combination of dissimilar stops. This 
vast skewing is fully motivated by the assimilative trait of neighboring phonological 
units. 
The figures, under column B, for the occurrence of spirants in the final 
consonant cluster of CVC1C2 words show a slight increase in the skewing against 
combination of dissimilar units. For, whereas there are (72.73%) instances of 
similar combination of spirants (in terms of voicing), there are only 78 (27.27%) 
instances of the dissimilar combination of spirants. 
Section B2: Assimilative Trait and the Occurrence of Stops in CVCC Words 
As seen in Table 11-2, under column A, the more complicated voiced stops, 
with 1295 occurrences in CVCC words, are preferred over their simpler voiceless 
counterparts, with only 1201 occurrences. We could not justify the skewing in favor 
of the voiced stops and against the voiceless stops in terms of the human preference 
for simpler units. However, we believe that the rationale for this skewing may well 
be found in the assimilative trait of neighboring phonological units. In this Section, 
we look for an explanation for this skewing in terms of the assimilative trait. The 
syntagmatic distribution of the opposing voiceless/voiced stops in the CVC1C2 
words is, thus, presented in Table II-7 below. 
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_ B C ^ 
Ci C2 Total 
No % No % No % No % 
Voiceless 458 53.01 381 48.17 362 43.04 1201 48.12 
Voiced 406 46.99 410 51.83 479 56.96 1295 51.88 
Total 864 100.00 791 100.00 841 100.00 2496 100.00 
Table II-7: Occurrences of Stops in CVC,C2 Words in Terms of Voicing 
Comments on Table II-7: 
Comment 1: 
As seen in the table, under column D, of the 2496 occurrences of stops of 
the CVC1C2 words, 8M appear in word initial position, 791 appear in Ci position, 
and M i occur in Cj position. 
Comment 2: 
Among the occurrences in the initial position of the CVC1C2 words, 
there are (53.01%) instances of voiceless stops and (46.99%) instances of 
voiced stops. This skewing in favor of the voiceless stops vis-a-vis their voiced 
counterparts may well be attributed to the preference in terms of fewer versus more 
articulators. It may however be noted that despite the slight preference for voiceless 
stops, the use of both voiceless and voiced stops in the initial position is still 
competitive. That is because of the communicative factor. For we expect fair 
competition between the opposing phonological units in the communicatively 
important initial position of the word. (For details, see Chapter III, Section B2.) 
Comment 3: 
As shown under column B, of the 79i occurrences of stops in Cj position in 
the CVC,C2 words, m {A%A1%) are voiceless and 410 (51.83 %) are voiced. This 
skewing in favor of the voiced stops and against the voiceless stops is clearly 
contrary to our expectations in terms of the human trait of favoring fewer 
articulators over more articulators. The rationale for this unexpected skewing may 
well be found in the assimilative trait of neighboring phonological units. We present 
the syntagmatic distribution of these 791 occurrences in Table II-8. 
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B D 
Before Before 
Before C^ Before C^ Other Other Total 
Voiceless Voiced 
No % No % No % No % No % 
Voiceless 46 51.69 122 49.19 144 62.88 69 30.67 381 48.17 
Voiced 43 48.31 126 50.81 85 37.12 156 69.33 410 51.83 
Total 89 100.00 248 100.00 229 100.00 225 100.00 791 100.00 
Table II-8: Frequency of Stops in C, Position of CVCjCa Words in Terms 
of Voicing 
The figures in Table II-8 represent the occurrences of voiceless and 
voiced stops in C| position in the CVC1C2 words in terms of their environments, 
i.e., the types of consonants following them. These environments are as follows: 
nasal consonants (C* )^, liquids (C''), voiceless consonants (voiceless stops and 
spirants) and other voiced consonants (voiced stops and spirants). 
As shown by the figures under column A, of the ^ occurrences of 
stops appearing after nasal consonants, 46 are voiceless and 43 voiced. This 
skewing in favor of the voiceless stops and against their voiced counterparts, 
though marginal, can be explained in terms of the human preference for 
simpler units. It seems here that the preference in terms of number of 
articulators is more functional than the assimilative traits. This, in our judgment, 
may be referred to the fact that nasals are in themselves complex units 
produced simultaneously by three articulators (the relevant supraglottal 
articulator, the velum (for N(asality)), and the glottis (for V(oicing)). 
The assimilative trait of neighboring units is, however, fiilly 
instrumental in the rest of the occurrences of stops in C] position in the 
CVC1C2 words. For, as seen in the Table, under column B, of the 248 
occurrences of stops after liquids, for which voicing is a necessary concomitant, 
there are 122 (49.19%) voiceless stops and 126 (50.81%) voiced stops. The 
slight favoring of the more complicated voiced stops over their simpler 
voiceless counterparts, though against our expectations in terms of number of 
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articulators, is brought about by the assimilative traits of the following voiced 
consonants in this syntagmatic context. It is due to the interaction of the two 
human traits, namely, the preference for simpler units and the assimilative trait 
of neighboring units, that the difference in the frequency counts for voiced and 
voiceless stops is marginally increased (only 4 more occurrences for the voiced 
stops). 
The figures for the occurrences of stops before voiceless consonants, 
given under column C, provide a different picture of interaction between the 
two above mentioned human factors pertaining to the number of articulators 
and assimilative trait, in which they jointly support each other. That is, in this 
syntagmatic context, both these human traits are in favor of the simpler similar 
voiceless stops and against their voiced counterparts. The harmony between 
these factors is reflected in the figures for the frequency counts of voiceless and 
voiced stops in Ci position in the CVCC words, where Cj is a voiceless 
consonant, in which the voiceless stops occur in a ratio of almost JL7:i their 
voiced counterparts (144 and ^ respectively). 
As seen in the table, under column D, of the 225 occurrences of stops 
in C] position of the CVC1C2 words where C2 is a voiced stop or spirant, there 
are ^ (30.67%) instances of the simpler voiceless stops and 156 (69.33%) 
instances of the more complex voiced stops. That is, the voiced stops occur in a 
ratio of more than 2 to i their voiceless counterparts. This vast skewing in 
favor of voiced stops, produced by two articulators, and against the voiceless 
stops, produced by only one articulator, is clearly against our expectations in 
terms of the human disfavoring of more complex units. However, it may easily 
be explained in terms of the assimilative traits of the following voiced 
consonants. It may here be noted that, the figures show that the influence of the 
human trait pertaining to number of articulators does not seem to be 
instrumental. This, in our judgment, is due to the fact that in this syntagmatic 
context (CVCiC2'''^) the stop consonant in Ci is surrounded by voiced units 
(preceded by a vowel and followed by a voiced consonant). Thus, it is believed 
that in this syntagmatic context the assimilative trait is highly functional. 
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Comment 4: 
As seen in Table II-7 above, under Column C, of the M i occurrences 
in C2 position of the CVCC words, (43.04%) are voiceless and 479 
(56.96%) are voiced. This unexpected favoring of the more complicated voiced 
stops and against their simpler voiceless stops is against our expectations in 
terms of the human preference of simpler units. However, we expect this clear 
skewing to be motivated by the human trait of fewer versus more articulators. 
In view of the above, we present the syntagmatic distribution of these 
841 stops in Table II-9 below. 
A B C D _ E 
A A /^ N A After Other After Other „ ^ , 
After C After C , , • , • j Total 
Voiceless Voiced 
No % No % No % No % No % 
Voiceless 34 46.58 130 46.10 156 54.74 42 20.90 362 43.04 
Voiced 39 53.42 152 53.90 129 45.26 159 79.10 479 56.96 
Total 73 100.00 282 100.00 285 100.00 201 100.00 841 100.00 
Table II-9: Frequency of Stops in C2 position of CVC1C2 Words in Terms 
of Voicing 
The figures in Table 11-9 represent the occurrences of the voiceless and 
voiced stops in C2 position in the CVC1C2 words in terms of the types of 
consonants preceding them. These consonants are as follows: nasal consonants 
(C'^), liquids (C^), voiceless consonants (voiceless stops and spirants) and other 
voiced consonants (voiced stops and spirants). 
As shown in the Table above, under column A, among the 73 stops in 
C2 position in the CVC1C2 words where C| is a nasal consonant, 39 
occurrences are voiced and only 34 are voiceless. This skewing in favor of the 
voiced stops and against the voiceless stops is motivated by the assimilative 
trait, where the voiced nasal consonants precede stops. 
Of the 2S2 occurrences of stops in C2 position, preceded by a liquid 
consonant, 152 are voiced and only 130 are voiceless. (Cf. column B.) Again, 
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though this clear skewing in favor the more complex voiced stops is against our 
expectation in terms of preference for fewer articulators, it is brought about by 
the assimilative trait. 
The figures for stops in C2, preceded by a voiceless consonant, given 
under column C, are in conformity with our expectations in terms of both the 
human preference for fewer articulators, and the assimilative trait of 
neighboring units. For, as shown by these figures, the simpler voiceless stops, 
which are similar to their preceding consonants in respect of voicing, are 
preferred over their more complex, and articulatorily dissimilar to their 
preceding consonants, which are voiced stops. The figures for the voiceless and 
the voiced are 156 and 129, respectively. 
As seen in the Table II-9, under column D, whereas the more 
complicated voiced stops appearing in C2 position of the CVCC words, 
preceded by a voiced consonant, have 159 occurrences, their simpler voiceless 
stops have only 42 occurrences. That is, the voiced stops occur in a ratio of 
almost to i the voiceless stops. To be sure, this vast skewing in favor of the 
voiced stops, produced by two articulators simultaneously, and against voiced 
stops, articulated by only one articulator, is clearly against our expectations in 
terms of fewer versus more articulators. However, the clear preference for the 
voiced stops, which are preceded by a voiced consonant, is fully justified by 
the assimilative trait of neighboring units. 
Section C: Human Behavior Justification of the Phonological Grid of Arabic 
In this Section, we deal with the psychological (human behavior) factors 
which provide reinforcement to the validity of the phonological grid in Modem 
Standard Arabic, which is primarily established by physiological mechanism 
(Chapter I, Diagram I-l) and communication. (Chapter III, Section A.) 
It is generally agreed that the principle laid down below represents a 
common trait of human behavior: 
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"It is easier to leam the use of a smaller number of tools than of a larger, 
and up to a certain point, it is easier to learn to perfomi a given task of combining 
the resources of tools with which one is familiar than by learning the use of a new 
tool" (Diver: Lecture-notes). 
The makeup and distribution of the phonological units of a language are 
thus motivated by the above principle. The discussion follows: 
"It is well-known that the phonological system tends to be organizations of 
a relatively small number of units used in varying combinations, rather than 
collection of a relatively large number of non-combining phonological units" (Diver: 
Lecture-notes). 
It is to be pointed out here that, as shown in Diagram I-1, the phonological 
paradigm in Modem Standard Arabic consists of only 40 phonological units, 34 
consonantal and 6 vocalic. It is these rather small number of distinct units which 
recur in different permutations and combinations to form the entire inventory of 
signals of the signal meaning pairs (signs) of Arabic. This is one way in which 
human language minimizes the effort on the specific part of the memory. The 
economy so achieved in the formation of signals, is actually developed by Andre 
Martinet under "double articulations". (Cf. Martinet 1964: 22-24.) 
Moreover, the phonological units in their entirety are formed by the 
combination of a relatively small number of apertures and articulators. In the 
language under investigation, i.e., Arabic, the 40 phonological units, constituting its 
phonological paradigm, are formed by combination of only 7 degrees of apertures (0, 
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) and 9 articulators (labium, apex, medium, front dorsum, back dorsum, 
post dorsum, velum, pharynx, larynx). 
Furthermore, along with the physiological mechanism, the human behavior 
principle provides a rationale for the asymmetrical nature of the grid. For, due to the 
impact of the human behavior factors, the physiologico-acoustically simple, less 
complex phonological units that are produced with less effort and precision are 
greater in number than those units which are more physiologically complicated and 
require more precision of control in their production. 
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Finally, it may be pointed out that though we here deal with the human 
behavior justifications for the lack of symmetry in the number of units placed on the 
various intersections of the axes of articulators and apertures in the grid, it is beyond 
the scope of the present study to explain the absence of each and every potential 
phonological units in Arabic. So, we will take up only these gaps or holes that are 
found relative to some existing phonological units in the grid (See Diagram I-l.) 
1- Absence of the voiced counterparts of some voiceless stops and spirants 
As seen in the phonological grid of Arabic (Diagram I-l), there are holes in 
the paradigm of stop consonants at aperture 0 for the voiced counterparts of the 
voiceless stops k and g. Likewise, there are empty slots in the phonological 
paradigm of spirants for the voiced *v at aperture 1, and the voiced *z and * j at 
aperture 2.The non-occurrence of these more complex voiced units may partly be 
attributed to the use of an additional articulator, the glottis for voicing, in their 
production. 
2- Four Axes of the Apex in opposition to one each for other articulators 
The human behavior interplay is clearly visible in the asymmetrical use of 
articulators in the formation of phonological units. Of all the supraglottal articulators, 
the most adroit apex comes in contact with two well-defined places of articulation -
the teeth tips and the teeth forming two distinctly different series of consonantal 
units, the apico-dental and the apico-interdental. Each of these distinctive series of 
consonants is further divided into two consonantal orders, the simple and the 
emphatic. 
The use of the apex on two distinct points of articulation to form four 
consonantal orders is due to the greater adroitness of the apex among all the lingual 
articulators. This extraordinary adroitness of the apex makes the formation of apical 
units easier and requires less effort and control. 
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It is therefore concluded that the human behavior orientation provides 
reinforcement to the validity of the phonological grid of Arabic, which is established 
earlier in terms of physiological mechanism. 
Section D: Summary and Conclusions 
In this Chapter, an attempt has been made to explain both the paradigmatic 
makeup and the syntagmatic distribution of the phonological units of Modern 
Standard Arabic in terms of the human behavior orientation. 
In Section A, we have taken up the impact of the human preference of 
fewer versus more articulators in the formation of the phonological units and their 
usage in the word in Arabic. We expected the phonological units of Arabic, in the 
production of which fewer articulators are involved, to be greater in number and 
more frequently used vis-a-vis those units produced by more articulators. The 
validity of this hypothesis was evaluated for the three main dichotomies, among the 
phonological units of Arabic, brought about by the use of an extra articulator -
voiced versus voiceless consonants, simple versus emphatic apicals, and rounded 
versus unrounded vowels. And through the actual frequency counts of these 
opposing dichotomies of units, we have successfully demonstrated that their 
paradigmatic makeup and the syntagmatic distribution clearly conform to our 
expectations. 
In Section B, we have dealt with the assimilative trait of neighboring 
phonological units and its impact on the combinatory phonology of Modern 
Standard Arabic. As noted, because of the human trait pertaining to the economy of 
effort, the fine and precisely coordinated movement of the articulator is avoided by 
making certain phonological changes in the neighboring phonological units. We, 
thus, expected the combination of units that are similar to be more favored as 
compared to that of dissimilar units, i.e., the voiceless unit should preferably occur 
with voiceless unit, and the voiced unit should preferably combine with voiced unit. 
The validity of these expectations was proved true through the actual frequency 
counts of stops and spirants in CVC and CVCC words. 
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In Section C, we have highlighted the impact of the human behavior 
orientation in the distribution of phonological units on the intersections of axes of 
articulators and apertures in the phonological grid of Arabic (Diagram I-l) .We have 
shown that the human factors provide reinforcement to the validity of phonological 
units in the paradigm. The phonological skewings in the grid have been explained in 
view of human preference for the physiologico-acoustically simpler, less complex 
phonological units. In this regard, we have argued that the absence of the voiced 
counterparts of some voiceless stops and spirants is motivated by the human 
behavior orientation, particularly, the human preference for fewer articulators. 
Furthermore, we have demonstrated that asymmetrical use of articulators in the 
formation of phonological units can also be explained in terms of human behavior. 
For, as seen in Diagram I-1, the most adroit apex has 4 axes, vis-a-vis only ^ axis 
for each one of all other supraglottal articulators. This was explained in view of the 
relation between the adroitness of articulators and the human trait of laziness 
(economy of effort). 
To conclude: 
1. Human beings' underlying behavioral characteristics, i.e., intelligence and 
inference, interact to exert tremendous pressure on- language, producing 
phonological and grammatical skewings. Thus, these human traits play an important 
role in the production of phonological units and their distributive patterns in Modem 
Standard Arabic. 
2. The use of an extra articulator is disfavored in terms of human behavior, because 
it requires additional effort on the part of speaker. Thus, the phonological units 
produced by fewer articulators are preferred over those produced by more 
articulators, voiceless over voiced, non-emphatic over emphatic, unrounded over 
rounded vowels, etc. 
3. The neighboring phonological units become similar in view of the assimilative 
trait to avoid the precisely coordinated movement of articulator. 
4. The human behavior orientation provides reinforcement for the validity of the 
phonological units in the grid. 
CHAPTER 
ROLE OF COMMUNICATION IN 
THE PHONOLOGY OF MODERN 
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Chapter III 
Role of Communication in the Phonology of Modern Standard 
Arabic 
It will be generally agreed that communication lies at the heart of 
language. Here, it may be emphasized that the role of communication is not just 
limited to grammar alone. For, as an orienting principle, communication plays a 
significant role in phonology, both syntagmatically and paradigmatically. In fact, 
the phoneme is a minimal unit of communication in the phonology of a language. 
The phonological analysis of Modern Standard Arabic in terms of 
communication is presented in this chapter in four sections. In Section A, we 
establish the phonemic inventory of Modern Standard Arabic, and relate this 
inventory to the paradigm of phonological units as presented in the 
phonological grid in Diagram I-l . In Section B, dealing with the combinatory 
phonology, we evaluate the impact of communication on the syntagmatic 
distribution of the phonological units in Modem Standard Arabic. Section C 
analyzes homonymy as a communicative problem. Finally, in section D, we 
present summary and conclusions. 
Section A: Communicative Base of Phonological Grid in Modern Standard 
Arabic 
In this section, we evaluate the impact of communication on the 
paradigm of phonological units as presented in the phonological grid in 
Diagram I-l. 
It is noteworthy that of the ^ phonological units of Arabic as 
presented in the phonological grid, only 34 units can be established as 
phonemes on the basis of the distinctiveness of meaning in terms of the 
"phoneme" principle.' Inasmuch as the distinctiveness of meaning is a clear 
9. For the remaining 6 units see Chapter I, Section A2 , comment (4) 
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manifestation of the communicative intent, the phonemes of Arabic, as of any 
other language, are established in terms of the communicative principle of 
phonology. 
The M phonemes so established are signaled by the physiologico-
acoustic gestures as produced by the speaker and perceived by the hearer. On 
the basis of their phonetic substance, the 34 phonemes are placed on the 
intersections of the relevant axes of articulators and apertures in the 
phonological grid. In fact, the physiological axes of articulators and apertures 
are postulated on the basis of the phonetic substance of the phonemes 
established in terms of communication. Thus, the very makeup of the 
phonological grid is brought about by the interaction of physiology and 
communication. 
The phonemes of a language are traditionally placed in the "phonemic 
inventory". In view of the fact that the physiological references to the 
phonemes are merely labels for the identification of individual phonemes, it is 
clear that the phonemic inventory is basically a list of all the phonemes in a 
language. As such, the 34 unit inventory of phonemes of Modem Standard 
Arabic is basically a complete list of all the phonemes present in this language. 
It may here be noted that, whereas the phonological grid of a language 
represents interrelationship of all the phonological units in the phonological 
paradigm, the inventory of phonemes does not represent any "value" relationship 
among the phonemic units of a language. 
The inventory of the 34 phonemes of Modem Standard Arabic is 
presented in Section Al . In Section A2, we provide the communicative 
justification of these phonemes in terms of communicative (phonemic) contrast 
through minimal and subminimal pairs. 
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Section Al: The Phonemic Inventory of Modern Standard Arabic 
The inventory of phonemes is generally presented with reference to 
physiological parameters. The consonant phonemes are arranged in ternis of 
the "points of articulation" and the "manner of articulation". The vowel 
phonemes are presented with reference to the part and height of the tongue 
raised. 
The 34 phonemes of Modern Standard Arabic are presented in the 
phonemic inventory in Diagram III-1. 
Consonants 
Points of 
Articulali |^n 
M a n n e r of 
Art icula t ion 
Bilabial 
In te rden ta l 
Labio-
denta l 
Dental 
Simple Emphatic Simple Emphatic 
Palatal Velar Uvu la r Pharyngea l Glottal 
Stops 
Sp i ran t s 
e 
a 
X 
Y 
Nasals m 
Late ra l s 
Trills 
Semivowels W 
Vowels 
C l a s s I: S h o r t V o w e l s C l a s s II : L o n g V o w e l s 
H i g h 
L o w 
F r o n t C e n t r a l B a c k F r o n t C e n t r a l B a c k 
U n r o u n d e d U n r o u d e d R o u n d e d U n r o u n d e d U n r o u d e d R o u n d e d 
a : 
Diagram III-l: The Phonemic Inventory of Modern Standard Arabic 
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Comments on the Phonemic Inventory 
As seen in the Diagram above, of the 34 phonemes in Modern 
Standard Arabic, 28 are consonants and 6 are vowels. On the basis of the points 
of articulation involved in their production, the 28 consonants are divided into 
nine series - bilabial, labiodental, interdental, dental, palatal, velar, uvular, 
pharyngeal, glottal. In addition, consonants are also classified into six types -
"stops", "spirants", "nasals", "laterals", "trills" and "semi-vowels". It may here 
be noted that the liquids, I r w y, are placed in different rows with reference to 
their mode of production, i.e., "laterals", "trills", "semi-vowels". The vowels 
are placed in two classes (3 short and 3 long). Both short and long vowels are 
classified in terms of the part of the tongue raised, the height of the tongue 
raised and the position of the lips, into 3 categories, namely, the "front 
unrounded", the "central unrounded" and the "back rounded". 
The 34 phonemes of Modern Standard Arabic, as presented in the above 
phonemic inventory, are duly established in Section A2 below. 
Section A2: Phonemic Contrast 
The phonemes of a language are traditionally established by contrast 
through minimal and subminimal pairs. There is thus an implicit recognition of 
the use of meaning in the establishment of the phonemic inventory. But inasmuch 
as the traditional American phonemicists consider the use of "meaning" as a 
taboo, they formally employ the distributional-substitutional criteria for the 
establishment of phonemes in a language. 
However, we make full use of meaning in phonology without any 
apology. For, in terms of the Columbia School theory, the phoneme is an 
elemental unit of communication, which is an orienting principle of phonology. 
We are therefore fully justified in establishing phonemes in terms of 
communicative contrast through minimal and subminimal pairs 
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Section A2(a) : Consonantal Contrast 
As seen in the phonemic inventory in Diagram III-l, 28 consonantal 
phonemes are postulated for Modem Standard Arabic. Here, these phonemes are 
justified by consonantal contrast through minimal and subminimal pairs. 
(i) Contrast of Consonants in Terms of Voicing : 
Contrast Initial Medial Final 
t/d ti:n 
'fig' 
di:n 
'religion' 
Nm mata: 
'when' 
Nm mada: 
'extent" 
Nn, bayt Nm/f 
'house' 
Nm bayd N,,, 
'but' 
t/d tayf 
'spectrum' 
dayf 
'guest' 
Nm axtar adj marbit 
'more risky' 
Nm axdar 
'green' 
'stair 
adj marbid 
'pen' 
Nf 
Nf 
e/6 ea:ba 
'returned' 
6a:ba 
'melted' 
Vpt Taeu.-l adj Tawe 
Vpt Sa6u:l 
N m 
'thick palm' 'dissuasion' 
adj <?aw6 Nm 
'blamer' 'refuge' 
s/z su:r 
'fence' 
zu:r 
'false' 
Nf qasam Nf xass 
'oath' 'lettuce' 
adj qazam Nm xazz 
'dwarf 'silk' 
N. 
N, m 
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X/Y x a m r 
' w i n e ' 
Yamr 
' i nunda t ion ' 
Nf 
N. 
yaxi :b 
' f a i l ' 
yaYi:b 
' d i s appea r ' 
V pre 
V, pre 
sawx 
' s u b s i d e n c e ' 
sawY adj 
' s u i t a b l e ' 
ti/*i hamd N^ qurhah 
'praise' 'ulcer' 
Tamd N,„ qur*^ah 
'premeditation' 'lot' 
Nf ? iq t i r a :h N,, 
' s u g g e s t i o n ' 
Nf ? iq t i r a :^ N„ 
'voting' 
(ii) Contrast of Consonants in Terms of Points of Articulation 
Contrast Initial Medial Final 
b/t baxt 
'fortune' 
taxt 
'bed' 
N m 
Nni/f 
mabru:k adj sakb Nm 
'blessed' 'shedding' 
matruik adj sakt N^ 
'abandoned' 'silence' 
t/k tibr Nn, fitr Nn, 
'gold' 'small span' 
kibr fikr N 
'pride' 'intellect' 
m 
samt 
'way' 
samk 
'ceiling' 
Nf 
Nn 
t/k tifl 
'child' 
kifl 
'share' 
N, m 
N m 
ratb 
'wet' 
rakb 
'caravan' 
a d j 
Nn 
samt 
'poor' 
samk 
'ceiling' 
a d j 
N„ 
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k/q kalb 
'dog' 
qalb 
'heart' 
N„ 
N. 
nakb 
'disaster' 
naqb 
'hole' 
Nf 
N. 
sawk 
'thorns 
sawq 
'yearning' 
Nn 
q/? qa:b N„ 
'space' 
?a:b Nn 
'August' 
faqr N,„ xurq N, 
'poverty' 'penetration' 
fa?r Nr xur? N„ 
'rat' 'stool" 
b/d bu:r adj Sah\ 
'wasteland' 'chubby" 
du:r Nm(pi) <iadl 
'houses' 'justice' 
adj 
N„ 
?ajrab 
'mangy' 
?ajrad 
'bald" 
adj 
adj 
d/j dars 
'lesson' 
jars 
'sound' 
N, 
N m 
Tadam N,. sard N, 
'nihility" 'narration' 
•lajam Nni(pi) sarj Nf 
'non-arab' 'saddle' 
d/j damr 
'slim' 
jamr 
'embers' 
adj 
Nf 
hadama 
'digested' 
hajama 
'attacked' 
V pt 
V, pt 
hawd 
'trough' 
hawj 
'need' 
Nf 
Nf 
f/e fa?r 
'rat' 
Ga?r 
'revenge' 
Nf 
Nf 
kufr 
'disbelief 
kuer 
'plenty' 
N„ 
adj 
harf 
'letter" 
hare 
'tillage' 
Nf 
N„ 
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e/s eammana Vp, 
'estimated' 
sammana Vpt 
'fatten' 
raea: V pt 
'elegized' 
rasa: Vpt 
'anchored' 
yahrue 
'blow' 
yahrus 
'guard' 
V, pre 
V, pre 
s/s sara:b Nm 
'mirage' 
sara:b Nm 
'drink' 
Tusr 
'pinch' 
Tusr 
'tithe' 
N m 
N. 
fira:s 
'lion' 
fira:s 
'mattress' 
N. 
Nf 
s/s safi:r 
'wistle' 
safr.r 
'edge' 
N„ 
Nf 
*iusbah Nf haws N„ 
'league' 'colic' 
<fusbah Nf haws Nf 
'herb' 'backyard' 
s/x sari:f adj nasr 
'noble' 
xari:f N^ 
'Autumn' 
N 111 
'publishing' 
naxr N,, 
'snort' 
fars 
'carpet' 
farx 
'nestling' 
Nf 
x/fi xafi:f adj baxt 
'light' 
hafi:f 
'whish' 
Nn 
'fortune' 
baht 
'pure' 
N, m 
sarx Nn 
'bloom' 
sarh N 
'explanation' 
m 
ti/h hawl 
'field' 
hawl 
'terror' 
N, 
N. 
maha: 
'erased' 
maha: 
'addax' 
V pt 
N f(pi) 
sabah N 
'ghost' 
sabah N^ 
'resemblance' 
m 
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6/z 6a:da V 
'defended' 
za:da V 
'exceeded' 
pt 
pt 
na6r 
' v o w ' 
nazr 
' l i t t le ' 
N. 
adj 
law5 
'side' 
lawz 
'almonds' 
Nn 
N f (pl) 
6/z dahr 
'back' 
zahr 
' f l o w e r s ' 
N. 
N r{pi) 
Ta6m 
' bone ' 
Tazm 
' resolut ion ' 
Nr 
N. 
w a x d 
' t r i f l e ' 
w a x z 
' s t ing ing ' 
Nn 
Z/Y pt zamara V 
' b l e w ' 
Yamara Vpt 
' i m m e r s e d ' 
yazf i r 
' exha le ' 
yaYfir 
' f o rg ive ' 
V pre 
V pre 
fa:r iz 
' ev iden t ' 
fa:riY 
' e m p t y ' 
adj 
adj 
r/S Ya:li: adj 
' expens ive ' 
Ta:li: 
' h i g h ' 
adj 
yaYtis 
' i m m e r s e ' 
yaTtis 
' sneeze ' 
V, pre 
V pre 
fa:riY 
' e m p t y ' 
fa:riT 
' l o f t y ' 
adj . 
ad j 
m/n ma:s N, m 
' d i a m o n d ' 
na:s Nm(pi) 
' p eop l e ' 
rama: 
' cas t ' 
rana: 
' gazed a t ' 
V, pt 
V pt 
l a w m 
' b l a m e ' 
lawn 
' co lo r ' 
N, 
N, m 
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(iii) Contrast of Consonants in Terms of Manner of Articulation 
Contrast Initial Medial Final 
b/f barq N^ 
'lightning' 
farq N ,^ 
'difference' 
rabii'f 
'spring' 
rafi:T 
'exalted' 
Nn 
adj 
1iali:b 
'milk' 
tiali:f 
'ally' 
N. 
N„ 
b/m bayt 
'house' 
mayt 
'dead' 
adj 
raba: 
'grew' 
rama: 
'cast' 
V pt 
V, pt 
Yayb 
'unseen' 
Yaym 
'clouds' 
adj 
m/f mawz 
'success' 
fawz 
'bananas' 
N m ( p l ) haml N 
'gestation' 
hafl N, 
'celebration' 
m 'i'alam 
'flag' 
'falaf 
'fodder' 
N. 
N. 
m/w maraq 
'soup' 
waraq 
'paper' 
N. 
N f(pi) 
*iamd N. 
'intention' 
Tawd N 
'resumption' 
m 
tilm N m 
'goldsmith' 
tilw adj 
'following' 
t/s ta:?ib 
'repentant' 
sa:?ib 
'loose' 
adj 
adj 
ra:tib 
'salary' 
ra:sib 
'dregs' 
N. 
N m 
naht N„ 
'sculpture' 
nahs adj 
'ominous' 
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d/z du:r 
'houses' 
zu:r 
'false' 
N f(pi) 
adj 
qadam 
'foot' 
qazam 
'dwarf 
Nf 
N. 
fawd 
'temple' 
fawz 
'success' 
Nn 
N. 
n/1 nawm 
'sleep' 
lawm 
'blame' 
N„ 
N. 
jms 
'kind' 
jils 
'friend' 
N. 
N. 
qayn 
'blacksmith' 
qayl 
'chief 
1/r lahm 
'meet' 
rahm 
'womb' 
N. 
N„ 
kali:m 
'injured' 
kari:m 
'generous' 
adj fa?l 
adj 
omen 
fa?r 
'rat' 
N m 
Nf 
jamT 
'addition' 
samT 
'wax' 
N. hajr 
'restraint' 
hasr 
'gathering' 
N„ hawj Nf 
'need' 
haws Nf 
'backyard' 
s/y samm 
'smell' 
yamm 
'sea' 
N m 
N. 
nasi 
'picking' 
nayl N,,, 
'getting' 
naTs 
'bier' 
naTy 
'obituary' 
Nf 
N m 
k/x karm 
'qrapes' 
xarm 
'hole' 
N„ 
N„ 
sa:kin 
'calm' 
sa:xin 
'hot' 
adj silk Nf 
wire 
adj silx N m 
'slough' 
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w/l wayl 
'woe' 
layl 
'night' 
N„ 
N m 
hawj 
'need' 
halj 
'ginning' 
N. 
Nf 
hamw 
'heat' 
haml 
'gestation' 
N„ 
N., 
w/r waTd 
'promise' 
raTd 
'thunder' 
N. 
N m 
eawb 
'dress" 
earb 
'omentum' 
N f/m 
N„ 
badw N„ 
'nomads' 
badr N„ 
'full moon' 
w/y wasm 
'figure' 
yasm 
'jade' 
N m 
Nf 
hawl 
'field" 
hayl 
'power' 
N m jarw 
'puppy' 
jary N,„ 
'running' 
(iv) Contrast of Consonants in Terms of Simple versus Emphatic 
t/t taraf Nn, xatm N^ hayt 
'luxury' 'seal' 'oh!' 
taraf N^ xatm Nm hayt 
'end' 'nose' 'din' 
intrj 
N m 
d/d darb 
'way' 
darb 
'hitting' 
Nf 
N, m 
fadiim 
'void of 
Tadi;m 
'great' 
adj 
adj 
fard 
'sole' 
fard 
'duty' 
adj 
N, m 
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6/a 6ali:l adj 
'humble' 
6ali:I adj 
'shady' 
ba6r 
'seeds" 
badr 
'clitoris" 
N„ 
N„ 
s/s sayf Nnvf Tasiir adj. 
'sword' 'hard' 
'sayf Nm Tasirr 
'summer' 'juice" 
xirs 
'vat' 
xirs 
'eardrop' 
Nf 
Nn 
Section A2(b): Vocalic Contrast 
As shown in the phonemic inventory in Diagram III-l, there are 6 
vocalic phonemes in Modern Standard Arabic. These vocalic phonemes are 
also established by vocalic contrast through minimal and subminimal pairs. 
(1) Short versus Long Vowels : 
Contrast 
i/i: 
Medial 
lin 
'be wieldy' 
Ii:n 
'lenity' 
Vi imp 
N, m 
Final 
fi 
'fill' 
fi: 
'in' 
V; imp 
prep 
u/u: Tud 
'come back' 
Tu:d 
V; imp 
Nf 
'aloes' 
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a/a: barr Nm 
'land' 
ba:rr adj 
'dutiful' 
(ii) Front versus Back Vowels: 
Contrast Medial 
i/u birr N^ 
'charity' 
burr Nm 
'wheat' 
i:/u: ji:d Nf 
'neck' 
ju:d Nn, 
'bounty' 
(iii) Central Vowels versus Front and Back Vowels: 
Contrast Medial 
a/i barr Nm 
'land' 
birr Nm 
'charity' 
a/u barr Nm 
'land' 
burr Nm 
'wheat' 
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a:/i: 'ja:r N^ 
'neighbor' 
ji:r Nf 
'lime' 
a:/u: ra:h 
'wine' Nf 
ru:h 
' soul ' Nf 
It is noteworthy that the 34 phonemes in the phonemic inventory, as 
established above, constitute merely a list of phonemic units. Only when they 
are placed on the phonological grid in terms of articulators and apertures, do 
they represent paradigmatic relations of phonological units. And it is 
noteworthy that these relations are brought about by the interaction of 
communication with physiology (and acoustics) in tenns of articulators and 
apertures. 
Section B: Role of Communication in Combinatory Phonology 
In the previous section, we established all the phonemes of Modern 
Standard Arabic as the minimal units of communication and referred to the 
paradigmatic placement of these phonemes on the phonological grid in terms of 
their physiologico-acoustic substance. In the present section, we take up the 
syntagmatic relations of the phonological units of Modem Standard Arabic in 
terms of communication, in two subsections below. 
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Section Bl: Pair of Words with the Same Phonological Units in Reverse 
Order 
In the collection of monosyllabic words in Modem Standard Arabic, it 
is noted that in some instances the interchange of initial and final consonants in 
the CVC words brings about a change in meaning. That is, C1VC2 and C2VC1, 
involving syntagmatic interchange of consonants, signal two distinct words 
with different meanings. 
This syntagmatic interchange of consonants is illustrated by the 
following pairs of monosyllabic words. 
Consonants 
Interchanged 
Pairs of Words Gloss 
?/b ?a:b 
ba:? 
August 
2"'' Arabic letter 
?/h ?a:h 
ha:? 
albumen 
6"' Arabic letter 
j/z ji:z 
zi:j 
valley side 
ephemeris 
h/r hu:r 
ru:h 
houris (nymphs) 
soul 
d/r da:r 
ra:d 
house 
pioneer 
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d/s di:s brave 
si:d wolf 
6/1 aa:I Arabic letter 
laid silk garments made in China 
r/? ra:? lO"^  Arabic letter 
?a:r disgrace 
r/z ra:z ganger 
za:r kind of dance performed to send 
out ghosts from somebody's body 
rA ri:<i dust 
'i^ i-r caravan 
r/q ri:q saliva 
qi.T tar 
r/m ru:m rum 
mu:r dust 
r/n ra:n thick veil 
na:r fire 
r/n rum hardship 
nu:r light 
z /y za :y 
Ya:z 
crow 
gas 
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s/q sa:q leg/stem 
qa:s measure 
su:q market 
qu:s hermitage 
s/m sa:m death 
ma:s diamond 
t/q taq cracking sound 
qat only/just 
t/1 ti:i going to excess in doing 
something 
li:t skin 
q/b qu:b eggs 
bu:q horn/trumpet 
q/f qu:f upper part of the ear 
fu:q luck 
q/1 qi:l speecii/utterance 
li:q black thing put in kohl 
k/y kay in order to 
yak one 
1/m la:m 23"' Arabic letter 
ma:l property/money 
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1/m li:m matching 
mi:l mile 
n/b na:b canine tooth 
ba:n kind of trees 
n/1 ni:l Nile 
li:n softness 
h/? ha:? 26"^  Arabic letter 
?a:h alas 
h/f hu:f hurricane 
fu:h mouth 
The above listed words of Modern Standard Arabic are very good 
examples of communicative economy achieved through combinatory 
phonology. It may be noted that, we get two words having different meanings 
by employing the same number of phonological units in the reverse order. 
However, the above presented word list includes only selected monosyllabic 
words, a fuller utilization of phonological units in different order with change 
in meaning, can be seen in the organization of polysyllabic words in Arabic. It 
is to be pointed out that the concept of communicative economy through 
combinatory phonology is fully developed in terms of "double articulation" of 
language by Andre Martinet (1964: 22-24). 
Section B2: Communicative Load: Initial versus Final Position in the 
Word 
Communication plays a vital role in the combinatory phonology of a 
language. It is a common experience that the beginning of the word carries a 
greater communicative load than does the end of the word. In addition, the 
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communicative load decreases by degrees as we move from initial to the final 
position of the word. We, therefore, expect the phonological units to be 
maximally utilized in the word initial position, whereas these units could be 
selectively under-utilized at the final position of the word. 
On the basis of the above discussion, we, in this section, make an 
attempt to evaluate the role of communication in the combinatory phonology of 
Arabic, by examining the occurrences of various categories of consonants in 
the initial and final positions of the word. 
Section B2(a): Communicative Load and the Hierarchy of Adroitness of 
Articulators 
In Chapter I, Section B, we dealt with the impact of hierarchy of 
adroitness of articulators on both the paradigmatic makeup and syntagmatic 
distribution of the phonological units of Modern Standard Arabic. We found 
that the apicals articulated by the most adroit apex were most favored, followed 
by the labials and the dorsals, produced by the more adroit labium and dorsum, 
the medials produced by the less adroit articulator medium, the pharyngeals 
produced by the lesser adroit pharynx and the post dorsals produced by the 
least adroit post dorsal. 
Here we assess the effect of communicative load on the distribution of 
consonantal units in the initial and final positions of the CVCC words in terms 
of the hierarchy of adroitness of articulators. As stated earlier, the initial 
position of the word is characterized with more communicative load than the 
final position. Therefore, communication suggests that there should be a 
competifive use of phonological units in the word initial position. On the 
contrary, a selective use of these units is expected in the word final position. 
In the following subsections, we examine the communicative impact 
on the relative preference for the consonantal units in the initial and final 
positions of the words in terms of hierarchy of adroitness of articulators. 
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Section B2(a)(i): Impact of Communication on the Relative Preference of 
the Consonantal Units in Terms of Articulators in the 
CVCC Words 
As discussed in Chapter I, Section B, the syntagmatic distribution of 
the phonological units are also affected by the hierarchy of the adroitness of 
articulators. Therefore, the apical, the labial-dorsal, the medial, the pharyngeal 
and the post-dorsal consonantal units are arranged in this order according to 
their preference in terms of the hierarchy of adroitness of articulators. Now 
here we analyze the distribution of consonantal units from the viewpoint of 
communication in the initial and the final positions of the CVCC words in 
terms of articulators through Table III-1. 
B c 
Initial 
% No % 
Final 
% No 
Total 
No % 
Apical 
38.46 
1056 
42.22 
51.64 
1445 
57.78 
45.11 
2501 
100.00 
Labial 
18.90 
519 
44.97 
22.69 
635 
55.03 
20.82 
1154 
100.00 
Dorsal 
16.61 
456 
68.78 
7.40 
207 
31.22 
11.96 
663 
100.00 
medial 
9.21 
253 
56.35 
7.01 
196 
43.65 
8.10 
449 
100.00 
Pharyngeal 
11.11 
305 
60.04 
7.26 
203 
39.96 
9.16 
508 
100.00 
Post-Dorsal 
5.71 
157 
58.36 
4.00 
112 
41.64 
4.85 
269 
100.00 
Total 
100.00 
2746 
49.53 
100.00 
2798 
50.47 
100.00 
5544 
100.00 
Table III-l: Frequency of the Consonantal Units in the Initial and Final 
Positions in the CVCC Words in Terms of Articulators 
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Comments on Table III-l 
Comment 1: 
As seen in Column C in the table above, of the 5544 consonantal 
occurrences appearing in the CVCC, 2501 are apicals, 1154 are labials, 663 are 
dorsals, 449 are medials, 5 ^ are pharyngeals, and are post dorsals. As 
these figures show, except for pharyngeals, the number of occurrences decline 
as we move down from the most adroit apex to the least adroit post dorsum. 
That is, the frequency of occurrence for the apical, labial, dorsal and post dorsal 
phonological units is fully in conformity with our expectations in terms of the 
hierarchy of adroitness of articulators. (For details, see Chapter I, Section B.) 
Only the pharyngeals produced by the lesser adroit articulator pharynx, 
with 5M occurrences, are not in conformity with our expectations in terms of 
the adroitness of articulators, as compared to the medials produced by the less 
adroit medium, with only 4 ^ occurrences. It is noteworthy that, in the Table 
above, only the occurrences of consonantal units in C (initial) and C2 (final) 
positions in the CVC1C2 words are counted. That is, the occurrences of these 
units in C] position (316 for medials and 181 for pharyngeals) are not included. 
When they are included, the total occurrences of medials become in 
comparison with 6 ^ for pharyngeals, which clearly agrees with the preference 
of units in terms of the hierarchy of adroitness of articulators. (For details, see 
Chapter I, Section B2.) At this point in time, we can not provide justification 
for this skewing. 
Comment 2: 
When we examine the figures under column A, representing the 
occurrences of the consonantal units in the communicatively important word 
initial position, the skewings we get there also respond to the high 
communicative load attributed to the beginning of the word. There is more or 
less a competitive use of all the six types of consonants. That is, out of the 2746 
occurrences of consonants in the initial position of the CVCC words, there are 
1056 (38.46%) apicals, 519 (18.19%) labials, 4 ^ (16.61%) dorsals, 253 
(9.21%) medials, m (11.11%) pharyngeals and 157 (5.71%) post dorsals. The 
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apicals are the highest with 519 occurrences, which is basically due to the 
greater adroitness of the apex. 
Comment 3: 
As shown in Table III-1, of the 2798 occurrences of consonants in the 
final position of the CVCC words, there are 1445 (51.64%) apicals, 
(22.69%) labials, 207 (7.40%) dorsals, 1% (7.01%) medials, 203 (7.26%) 
pharyngeals and 112 (4.00%) post dorsals. In this communicatively least 
important position of the word, it is noteworthy that there is a strong impact of 
the hierarchy of adroitness of articulators in the distribution of these types of 
consonantal units. As seen in the figures, the apicals alone here appear in over 
half the occurrences of all the consonantal types combined. 
Section B2(b): Impact of Communication on the Initial and Final Positions 
of the Word in Terms of Number of Articulators 
In terms of human behavior orientation, we expect that the 
phonological units involving fewer articulators are preferred over those 
utilizing more articulators. (Cf Chapter II, Section A.) 
However, it is noteworthy that from communicative viewpoint, we 
expect a rather competitive utilization of all the phonological units in the 
communicatively important word initial position, and a selective under-
utilization of these units in the communicatively least important word final 
position. 
In the two subsections constituting this section, we make an attempt to 
examine the effect of communication on the frequency of occurrence of the 
consonantal units utilizing both fewer and more articulators in the initial and 
final positions of the CVCC words in Modem Standard Arabic. In Section 
B2(b)(i) we examine the effect of communication in the initial and final 
positions of the CVCC words on the voiceless and voiced consonants, stops 
and spirants. And, in Section B2(b)(ii), we take up the emphatic and non-
emphatic apicals in the CVCC words. 
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Section B2(b)(i): Voiceless and Voiced Consonants in the CVCC Words 
As pointed out above, here we assess the impact of communication on 
the difference of the frequencies of the voiceless and voiced consonants in the 
initial and final positions of the CVCC words through Table III-2. 
c 
Initial 
% No % 
Final 
% No % 
Total 
% No % 
Voiceless 
61.17 
1128 
56.34 
54.83 
874 
43.66 
58.23 
2002 
100.00 
Voiced 
38.83 
716 
49.86 
45.17 
720 
50.14 
41.77 
1436 
100.00 
Total 
100.00 
1844 
53.64 
100.00 
1594 
46.36 
100.00 
3438 
100.00 
Table III-2: Frequency of Occurrence of Stops and Spirants in Initial and 
Final Positions of CVCC Words in Terms of Voiceless versus Voiced 
Comments on Table III-2 
Comment 1: 
As seen under column C in the table above, of the 3438 occurrences of 
stops and spirants in the CVCC words, 2002 occurrences are voiceless and 
1436 are voiced. This vast skewing in favor of the voiceless stops and spirants, 
and against their voiced counterparts is fully justified in view of the human 
behavior orientation. (Cf. Chapter II, Section Al(b).) 
Comment 2: 
As shown in this table, of the 1844 occurrences of stops and spirants in 
the initial position of the CVCC words, there are 1128 voiceless and 716 
voiced. In this communicatively important position of the word, we see that 
both voiceless and voiced units are more or less being competitively utilized. 
Comment 3: 
As seen in Table III-2, of the 1594 occurrences of the voiceless and 
voiced stops and spirants in the final position of the CVCC words, 874 are 
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voiceless and 720 are voiced. It is noteworthy that this clear skewing in favor 
of the voiceless stops and spirants, and against their voiced counterparts is 
again in conformity with our expectations in terms of both human behavior and 
communication. 
However, comparing the figures under columns A and B, for the 
voiceless and voiced spirants in the initial and final positions of the word, 
respectively, we find that they, to some extent, contradict with our expectations 
in terms of communication. For, as these figures show, in the communicatively 
less important final position of the word, the frequency of occurrence for the 
simpler voiceless stops and spirants (874) goes down as compared to their 
occurrences in the communicatively important initial position (1128). However, 
for the complex voiced stops and spirants we encounter with a totally opposite 
situation. This skewing is motivated by the assimilative trait of neighboring 
units. (For details, see Chapter II, Section B2.) 
Section B2(b)(ii): Simple and Emphatic Apicals in the CVCC Words 
As discussed earlier (Chapter II, Section A2), the emphatic apicals in 
Arabic are formed by complex maneuvering of the oral musculature, and 
simultaneous use of two different articulators (the apex and the dorsum). This 
makes them more complex as compared to the simple apicals, and hence, 
highly disfavored in terms of the human behavior orientation. 
In this section, we evaluate the impact of communication on the 
syntagmatic usage of the simple and emphatic apicals in the initial and final 
positions of the CVCC words through Table III-3. 
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Initial Final Total 
Simple 
78.88 
833 
40.5 
84.71 
1224 
59.50 
82.25 
2057 
100.00 
Emphatic 
21,12 
223 
50.23 
15.29 
221 
49.77 
17.75 
444 
100.00 
Total 
100.00 
1056 
42.22 
100.00 
1445 
57.78 
100.00 
2501 
100.00 
Table III-3: Frequency of the Simple and Emphatic Apical Consonants in 
the Initial and Final Positions in the CVCC Words 
Comments on Table III-3 
Comment 1: 
As seen in the table above, under column C, of the 2501 occurrences 
of the apical consonants in the initial and final position of the CVCC words, 
2057 (82.25%) occurrences are non-emphatic (simple) and only (17.75%) 
are emphatic. That is the non-emphatic apicals appear in a ratio of more than 
^ to i their emphatic apicals. This tilt in favor of the simple apicals and 
against the emphatic apicals is fully justified in terms of the human trait of 
preferring fewer articulators over more articulators. 
Comment 2: 
As shown in this table, under column A, of the 1056 occurrences of 
the apical consonants in the initial position of the CVCC words, 833 instances 
are simple and 223 are emphatic. Here again we find that both simple and 
emphatic apicals are more or less being competitively utilized in this 
communicatively important position of the word. It may, however, be noted 
that, the human trait of preference for simpler units seems here to be so 
instrumental that it marginalized the impact of the communicative factor. This, 
in our judgment, is due to the high complexity of the emphatic consonants. 
Nevertheless, the impact of the communicative factor becomes clear when 
comparing the figures in column A, for the occurrences of the apical 
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consonants in the communicatively important initial position of the CVCC 
words, with those in column B, for the occurrences of the same units in the 
communicatively less important final position of the CVCC words. (Cf. 
comment 3 below.) 
Comment 3: 
As seen in Table III-3, of the 1445 occurrences of the apical 
consonants in the final position of the CVCC words, 1224 (84.71%) are simple 
and 221 (15.29%) are emphatic. That is the simple apicals appear in a ratio of 
over than ^ to i the emphatic apicals in this communicatively least important 
word final position. The rationale for this extreme skewing in favor of the 
simple apicals and against the emphatic apicals may well be attributed to the 
joint interaction of lesser communicative load in the final position of the word, 
and human trait of preferring simpler phonological units. 
Section C: Homonymy 
Unlike other communication systems, languages do not always have 
one to one correspondence with form and meaning. For, languages exhibit a 
certain degree of homonymy. 
Homonymy, i.e., a process whereby a word acquires the same fonn of 
another but remains different in meaning, creates a communicative problem for 
the speakers of a language. For, they have to differentiate between these two 
completely different meanings that are conveyed through same phonic form. 
Human beings utilize their intelligence to infer the correct meaning of the word 
through context. Furthermore, some degree of homonymy is tolerated in 
languages, but there is a tendency to avoid large-scale homonymy nevertheless. 
In view of the above discussion regarding the problematic nature of 
homonymy in terms of communication, a list of all the homonymous pairs of 
words found in all the monosyllabic words collected as the database for this 
research is given below. It is noteworthy that, in this list only those pairs of 
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words which are introduced as different entries in the dictionary, are considered 
as homonymous. That is, because a clear distinction between homonymy (two 
different words with the same shape) and polysemy (one word with different 
meanings) requires a lot of etymological and semantic research, which is 
beyond the scope of the present study. 
Serial No. Homonymous Pairs 
1 ?abb 
?abb 
Gloss 
grass 
father 
?axx 
?axx 
brother 
dirt 
?uss 
?uss 
foundation 
exponent 
burt 
burt 
white sugar 
skillful guid 
ba:? 
ba:? 
Arabic letter 
marriage 
badr 
badr 
a valley between Makkah 
and Madinah 
full moon 
7 baTl 
ba^l 
husband/wife 
idol 
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8 bayd bad food 
bayd but 
9 bayn between 
bayn separation 
10 hawe wherein 
hawe lever and its surroundings 
11 xalT luxation 
xalT repudiation (wife/husband 
relation) 
12 xa:i uncle (mother's brother) 
xa:l uninhabited 
13 xitb fiance/fiancee 
xitb a word used before Islam 
to ask for a girl's hand 
14 6a:t self, person 
6a:t owner of (fern.) 
15 radd rejected 
radd reply (N) 
16 ray*i bloom 
rayT high place 
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17 ra:? 
ra:? 
lO"' Arabic letter 
kind of trees 
18 ri:q 
ri:q 
prime 
saliva 
19 
20 
sabT 
sab^ 
sail 
sail 
seven (fern.) 
predatory animal 
frail 
tuberculosis 
21 samT 
samT 
hearing 
earwitness 
22 samm 
samm 
poison 
threading hole 
23 sawf 
sawf 
procrastination 
will/shall 
24 sidl 
sidl 
necklace 
curtain/veil 
25 s i ^ 
siss 
fishhook 
skilled thief 
26 Tabr 
Tabr 
river bank 
suitable 
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27 Sayn 1S"'Arabic letter 
Tayn eye 
2 8 *^ibr r iver bank 
<^ibr sui table 
2 9 <furf conven t ions 
<^urf pa t ience 
30 Yayn 1 A r a b i c let ter 
Yayn thick ( trees) 
3 J Ya:q sound of c r o w 
Ya:q 
q a z z 
co rmoran t 
3 2 q a z z o n e w h o fee ls d i sgus ted 
of food 
silk 
33 qasr palace 
qasr decolorization 
34 kitr small howdah 
kitr hump 
35 Ia:m 23"^  Arabic letter 
la:m terror 
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36 mu:q canthus 
mu:q far points of a land 
37 najd highland 
najd an area in the Arabic 
peninsula 
38 naft oil/naphtha 
naft blisters 
39 naql shortcut 
naql mixed nuts or crackers 
40 nahy interdiction 
nahy brook 
41 nidh opulence 
nidh heaviness 
42 ha:S miser/greedy 
haiT coward 
43 ha:l cardamom 
ha:l heaped sand 
44 wadT grave 
wadT cowries 
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45 wukd intention/aim 
wukd endeavor 
As seen in the list above, of all the 3134 monosyllabic words, there are 
only 45 homonymous pairs. To be sure, the marginal number of homonymous 
words reflects the human avoidance of homonymy which creates the 
communicative problem. 
Section D: Summary and Conclusions 
In this Chapter, an attempt has been made to assess the role of 
communication, as an orienting principle, in the phonology of Modern 
Standard Arabic. In view of this, we examined the paradigmatic and 
syntagmatic distribution of the phonological units of Arabic. 
In Section A, by way of contrast through minimal and subminimal 
pairs of words, we established the phonemic inventory of Modern Standard 
Arabic. A total of 34 phonemes (28 consonants and 6 vowels) were established 
and presented systematically in the phonemic inventory. Diagram III-l. In 
addition, we highlighted the relation between the phonemic inventory and the 
paradigm of phonological units as presented in the phonological grid in 
Diagram I-1. 
In Section B, we dealt with the role that communication plays in the 
combinatory pattern of the phonological units. We illustrated with many 
examples how consonantal interchange in the CVC words may bring about the 
formation of two well-defined words with entirely different meanings in Arabic. 
In addition, we assessed the impact of communication and the 
hierarchy of adroitness of articulators for the relative preference among 
consonantal units in the C VCC words of Modem Standard Arabic. Furthermore, 
we have shown through statistical support that the voiceless stops and spirants 
are preferred over their voiced counterparts in the word final position which is 
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clearly motivated by the low communicative load attributed to this position. 
The impact of communication is clearly reflected by the figures for the 
occurrences of simple and emphatic apicals in the initial and final positions in 
the CVCC words. 
In all these instances we also found that the favored phonological units 
are additionally favored at the expense of the disfavored units in the word final 
posifion. Nevertheless, the preference of favored units is slightly reduced to the 
advantage of the disfavored units in the initial position of the word. This 
disparity in the distribution of phonological units in the two positions of the 
word is brought about by communicative factor. 
Section C is devoted to dealing with the homonymy which creates a 
communicative problem. Therefore, languages have a tendency to avoid large 
scale homonymy. In support of this claim, we have listed all the pairs of 
homonymous words found in the database of the present research, i.e., 
monosyllabic words. The very little number of homonymous pairs, which we 
could find, clearly reflects the disfavoring of homonymy. 
To conclude: 
1. The phonological units of Modern Standard Arabic are established 
through contrast in minimal and subminimal pairs of words in terms of 
meaning (communication). 
2. The different permutations and combinations of these phonological 
units may form a new word in a language. Thus, the interchange of consonantal 
order may also produce separate signals for the signal-meaning (signes) units in 
Arabic. Therefore the multiplicity of signals achieved through the economic 
use of the phonological units in combinatory phonology is responsible for 
effective and successful communication. 
3. The word initial position is characterized with greater 
communicative load. In contrast, the word final position is communicatively 
less important. As a result, even the disfavored phonological units in terms of 
other orienting principles, are quite substantially utilized in the initial position 
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of the word. The process is, however, reversed in word final position, which is 
communicatively less important, where the favored phonological units are 
additionally favored and the disfavored phonological units are additionally 
disfavored. 
4. Finally, because homonymy is responsible for creating 
communicative problem, there is a tendency in Arabic to avoid it. Yet, some 
degree of homonymy is tolerated in languages. 
CHAPTER IV 
ACOUSTIC BASE OF THE 
PHONOLOGY IN MODERN 
STANDARD ARABIC 
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Chapter IV 
Acoustic Base of the Phonology in Modern Standard Arabic 
As we have outlined under the theoretical background in the 
Introduction, acoustic medium is one of the four orienting principles of 
phonological analysis in the Columbia school theory of phonology. 
As demonstrated by contrast through minimal pairs in Chapter III, the 
phonological units ("phonemes") of Modern Standard Arabic, as of any other 
language, are established as the elemental units of communication. However, 
the substantive "phonetic" characteristics of these units are jointly determined 
by physiology and acoustics. In Chapter I, we have shown how the substantive 
characteristics of the phonological units in Arabic are determined by the 
physiology of the vocal tract. In the present chapter, we selectively identify the 
substantive characteristics of some of the phonological units in terms of 
acoustics, and assess as to how the substantive acoustic makeup of the 
phonological units contributes to the justification of the phonological grid, and 
shows its manifestation in the syntagmatic organization of the syllable and the 
word in Arabic. 
Here, it must be noted that our analysis on the role of acoustic medium 
in the phonology of Arabic is based on received scholarship, for any 
experimental, acoustic research is beyond the scope of the present doctoral 
thesis. 
The impact of acoustic medium is presented in six sections in this 
Chapter. In Section A, entitled "Acoustic Base of the Phonological Grid: 
Clearly Audible versus Less Clearly Audible Apertures", we provide an 
acoustic justification for the classification of phonological units into 
consonants and vowels. In Section B, we present an acoustic rationale for the 
preference of medium-dorsum mass as articulator for vowels. In Section C, we 
deal with the acoustic justification for the rounding of the "back" vowels and 
the converse unroundedness of the "front" vowels. In Section D, we provide 
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physiologico-acoustic rationale for the scarcity of consonantal units on 
aperture 1. In Section E, we present the acoustic rationale for the 
nonoccurrence of the voiceless p and the voiced g in Arabic. The Chapter ends 
with the summary and conclusions in Section F. 
Section A: Acoustic Base of the Phonological Grid: Clearly Audible 
Versus Less Clearly Audible Apertures 
As seen in the phonological grid (Diagram I-l), the seven oral 
apertures postulated for Modern Standard Arabic (0 through 6) are divided into 
the "less clearly audible'" versus the ''clearly audible" apertures. Thus, the 
phonological units placed at the clearly audible apertures (4 through 6) and less 
clearly audible apertures (0 through 3) are termed as the clearly audible and the 
less clearly audible units of sound, respectively. The clearly audible sounds are 
traditionally referred to as "vowels"' and the less clearly audible as 
"consonants". This classification in terms of audibility is based on the acoustic 
substance of these speech sounds. To be sure, the audibility of speech sounds is 
the basic requirement for any verbal communication. 
The production of clearly audible sounds "vowels" is characterized by 
the following: 
1. The oral cavity is sufficiently open for the flow of air coming from the lungs 
through the vocal cavity to escape freely, without any blockage. 
2. Whereas both the front and back cavities are excited by the vocal folds at the 
glottis, the supraglottal articulators only shape these cavities. For, the back 
cavity, extending from the glottis to the medium-dorsum mass, is shaped by the 
medium-dorsum mass as articulator, and the front cavity, extending from the 
medium-dorsum mass to the lips, is shaped by both the medium-dorsum mass 
and the labium. The clearly audible sounds, having such characteristics, can be 
produced only at aperture 4 and above. 
A change in either of the above mentioned characteristics of the 
clearly audible sounds-the free flow of air and the glottal excitation-will result 
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in the production of the less clearly audible sounds. As it happens, in the 
production of speech sounds at oral apertures 0, 1, 2 and 3, the air coming from 
the lungs is either fully or partially blocked by some kind of stricture. This 
blockage of the air flow is complete at oral aperture 0 (zero), partial resulting 
in frictional turbulence at aperture 1, incomplete producing channel turbulence 
at aperture 2, and non-turbulent at aperture 3. That is to say, at the oral 
apertures 0 , 1 , 2 and 3 the air passing through the vocal tract is impeded, with 
the highest degree at aperture 0 (zero) and the lowest degree at aperture 3. 
Consequently, all the sounds produced at oral apertures 0, 1, 2 and 3 (stops, 
fricatives, spirants and liquids, respectively) are termed as less clearly audible 
sounds. 
The classification of speech sounds in terms of audibility is significant 
for it has a profound impact on the syntagmatic use of the clearly audible and 
less clearly audible sounds in the formation of lexical morphemes. Diver states 
that "because of their audibility, the clearly audible sounds (the "vowels") of a 
language regularly form the keystone in the arch of the structure of the 
morpheme. It is rare indeed for a "word" to be constructed without one of the 
clearly audible members as keystone. The clearly audible sounds, as the 
keystones, are flanked by the less clearly audible sounds (the "consonants'"). 
That is to say, the less clearly audible sounds occur before and after the 
keystone in the formation of morphemes and words. Hence, they are termed as 
the flanking members:' (Cf. Diver 1995: 3.1.6 and 3.1.7.) 
It is in terms of the classification of apertures into clearly audible 
versus less clearly audible, that the 40 phonological units of Modern Standard 
Arabic are classified into 6 clearly audible (vocalic) units and 34 less clearly 
audible (consonantal) units. This distinction is clearly shown in the makeup of 
the phonological grid of Modem Standard Arabic, Diagram I-l. It is 
noteworthy that one of the characteristics that make the vocalic system of 
Arabic ideal is that it consists of the most audible members of the inventory of 
vowels -a iu. 
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Finally, it is on the basis of the clearly audible versus less clearly 
audible distinction, that the syllabic structure of a language is identified. That 
is, a syllable is characterized by the existence of only one keystone (vocalic 
unit). We, therefore, have the theoretical basis to divide the lexical units into 
the monosyllabic, the bisyllabic or the longer words in Arabic, as in any other 
language. At the same time, it is in terms of the number and the position of the 
flanking units (consonants) in a syllable in relation to the keystone, that we 
identify the different syllabic structures, such as V, CV, VC, CVC, CCVC, 
CVCC, etc. It may, however, be noted that languages may have differing 
organization of the syllable in terms of the number of syllables for the lexicon, 
and the makeup of each syllable with respect to the number of flanking 
members on each side of the keystone. For instance, no syllable in Arabic can 
begin with a keystone and, thus, the syllabic structures V and V- are not 
possible in Arabic. 
Section B: Acoustic Rationale for Preference of Medium-Dorsum for 
Vowels 
As discussed in Chapter I, Section D, the preference of medium-
dorsum mass for the articulation of vowels is physiologico-acoustically 
motivated. The physiological factors, such as the musculature of the medium-
dorsum, its wide rectangular shape and central position in the oral cavity, 
motivating the preference of the medium-dorsum mass for vowels, have been 
dealt with in Chapter I, Section D. We now, in this section, take up the acoustic 
factors. 
At high apertures, excitation can no longer be produced by turbulence, 
but entirely by the glottis, and differentiation of one unit from another is 
obtained by varying the characteristics of the two supraglottal resonant cavities, 
one in front and one behind the mass of the tongue (front and back cavities), 
fonned by the medium-dorsum mass as an articulator. The medium and 
dorsum are ideally positioned for the control of the size of the back cavity and 
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the size of its opening; at the same time they control the size of the front cavity, 
with the size of its opening being controlled by lip-rounding. And in terms of 
acoustics, it is the size and the opening of a cavity that determines its resonant 
frequency. (Cf Ladefoged 1962: 55-70.) Thus, the resonant frequency of back 
cavity is determined by the cavity size and the size of the opening of back 
cavity. Likewise, the resonant frequency of the front cavity is determined by 
the cavity size and the size of the opening of front cavity. 
The apex, on the other hand, despite being the most adroit among 
supraglottal articulators, is too far fonvard to control the two cavities in the 
same way the medium-dorsum mass does. Thus, the apex not being utilized at 
all in the production of vocalic units is acoustically motivated. 
Finally, as we have discussed earlier, because of the asymmetry of the 
vocal tract, there is a less vertical space available for maneuver for the dorsum 
as an articulator than for the medium. As a result, the front resonant cavity, 
characterized with larger space, is sufficient enough for the easy production 
and clear perception of the medial (the "front") vowels. However, due to the 
smaller back cavity caused by the angle of the jaws, the back dorsal vowels 
require greater precision of control in their production and extra effort in their 
perception. Thus, another cavity is formed in the front of the oral chamber 
through the lip rounding to save the extra effort required on the part of speaker 
as well as hearer. For the vocalic distinctions made at the back dorsum are 
amplified through this front cavity. The acoustic justification for the lip 
rounding of back dorsal vowels is discussed in details in Section C below. 
Section C: Acoustic Justification for the Lip Rounding of Back Dorsal 
Vowels 
As discussed in Section B above, the back dorsal vowels are 
generally produced with rounded lips. For this lip rounding phenomenon, there 
is a clear-cut physiologico-acoustic rationale. It may be pointed out that the 
asymmetry of the vocal tract caused by the angle of the jaws is responsible for 
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the formation of a smaller cavity at the back. Due to this smaller cavity, the 
production of back dorsal vowels requires an extra effort on the part of speaker 
to maintain acoustic distinction. Through utilization of the lips as an additional 
articulator, a larger front cavity is formed which amplifies the acoustic 
distinction among the back dorsal vowels. Thus, the use of labia neutralizes the 
impact of the asymmetry of the vocal tract caused by the angle of the jaws. 
That is why it becomes acoustically natural for the "back rounded" vowels to 
have parity with the "front unrounded" vowels. 
The above discussed acoustic explanation for the utilization of lips in 
the production of back vowels is also supported by the formant frequencies 
obtained through spectrographic analysis. As discussed in the previous Section, 
each vowel is characterized by a differing combination of the formant 
frequencies of the two resonant cavities, namely, the first formant frequency F1, 
and the second formant frequency F2. The basic inventory of distinct units is 
developed by varying these two frequencies and combining the variants in 
different ways. Thus, the vocalic units can be acoustically analyzed and 
properly identified in terms of the formant frequencies (Fl, F2, etc.), as 
observed in the sound spectrograms. We here concentrate only on Fl and F2 
because they are closely related to the shape and size of vocal tract as the 
medium-dorsum mass move to articulate the vocalic units of speech. 
It may, however, be pointed out here that, it is beyond the scope of the 
present study to carry out any experimental acoustic research. We therefore 
depend on received scholarship in our analysis on the role of acoustic medium 
in the phonology of Arabic. The figures for the formant frequencies (Fl and F2) 
that we present for short and long vowels in Table IV-1, have been taken from 
Al-Ani (1970: 23). Al-Ani has obtained figures for the formant frequencies Fl 
and F2 in isolation for the vowels of Contemporary (Modem) Standard Arabic 
as spoken in Iraq. 
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B 
Vocalic System Fl F2 
Long 
i: 285 2200 
u: 285 775 
Short i 290 
2200 
u 290 800 
Table IV-1: Formant Frequencies of Long and Short Vocalic Systems of 
Arabic: Front versus Back Vowels (Source: Al-Ani 1 9 7 0 : 2 3 ) 
Comments on Table IV-1 
Comment 1: 
As seen in the Table above under column A, the first formant (Fl) 
frequencies, for the front vowel i: and the back vowel u: of the long vocalic 
system in Arabic are the same (285 Hz.). It is therefore difficult to distinguish 
these vowels in particular, and the front from the back vowels in general on the 
basis of the acoustic cues of Fl . 
The same thing is to be said about the first formant (Fl) frequencies of 
the front vowel i and the back vowel u of the Arabic short vocalic system. 
Similarly, the front vowel / and the back vowel u have the same Fl frequency 
(290 Hz.).Thus, again Fl has no significance in distinguishing front vowel 
from back vowels. 
Comment 2: 
As shown under column B, there is sharp difference between the 
second formant (F2) frequencies of the front vowel i: (2200 Hz.) and the back 
vowel u: (775 Hz.) of the long vocalic system. Consequently, it is easier to 
distinguish front vowels from the opposing back vowels in terms of the 
acoustic cues of second formant (F2) frequencies. 
Likewise, the font vowel i and the back vowel u of the short vocalic 
system are clearly distinct from each other in tenns of their second formant (F2) 
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frequencies, as the second formant (F2) frequencies of the front vowel i and the 
back vowel u 2200 Hz. and ^ Hz., respectively. 
It is noteworthy that the acoustic distinction between front and back 
vowels in both the long and short vocalic systems of Arabic, as of many other 
languages, is obtained by bringing down F2 frequencies of the back dorsal 
("back") vowels by expanding the front cavity through the rounding of the lips 
in the production of the back dorsal vowels. In consequence, lip rounding 
becomes an essential device for making acoustic distinction between the medial 
("front") and the back dorsal ("back") vowels in Arabic, as in many other 
languages. That is why the rounding of the back vowels and the converse 
unroundedness of the front vowels is so naturally widespread in the languages 
of the world. 
Section D: Physiologico-Acoustic Rationale for the Scarcity of Units on 
Aperture 1 
A quick glance at the phonological grid of Arabic (Diagram I-l) shows 
that there are fewer consonantal units on aperture 1 than on other consonantal 
apertures (0,2 and 3). As shown in the grid, only 4 units - the labio-dental/and 
the apico-interdental e d d - are formed on aperture 1, whereas 10 units are 
formed on aperture 0 (zero), 9_units on aperture 2, and 5 units on aperture 3. 
There is thus a clear but modest skewing against aperture 1 consonants in Arabic. 
The same type of skewing is manifest in English, which also has 4 consonants (f 
V e (5) on aperture 1. However, the skewing against aperture 1 consonants 
becomes much sharper in other languages. In Urdu, for example, only 2 
consonants are formed on this aperture, the labio-dental / a n d v. It is noteworthy 
that only the fricatives are produced on aperture 1. 
Scarcity of consonantal units on aperture 1 is justified in terms of both 
physiology and acoustics. For apertures 0 and 1, where there is contact between 
articulator and place of articulation, the available places of articulation play a 
role in the formation of particular units. For 0 aperture, an air tight seal is 
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required in order to build up pressure for explosion. Any point from the upper lip 
to the velum-uvula provides a surface that is clearly sealed off by the lower lip or 
tongue, except the tips of the teeth. Hence we do not usually have apico-
(inter)dental or labio-dental stops. But, the hard and porous tips of the teeth 
furnish the ideal surface for aperture 1; the hardness and irregularity of surface 
do not provide a natural seal, so that excitation can easily be produced by forcing 
air through the contact. That is why we find the typical preference on aperture 1 
for labio-dental / and apico-(inter)dental e, both in English and Arabic, rather 
than labio-labial or apico-alveolar. But, behind the teeth there is no other surface 
as well suited to aperture 1; sounds that are sometimes regarded as being on the 
same axis a s / such as German ch, are actually formed at our aperture 2. For, in 
the formation of these sounds, excitation is produced by turbulence through a 
small opening. And channel turbulence is a defining characteristic of aperture 2 
spirants {s z, s, x Y, etc.). In general, then, less precision of control is required in 
the formation of a consonantal unit whose place of articulation is well-suited to 
the aperture. 
As discussed above, only the teeth tips among all the supraglottal places 
of articulation are ideally suited for the formation of aperture 1 consonants. It is, 
therefore, no coincidence that aperture 1 is characterized by scarcity of 
consonantal units. 
Section E: Acoustic Rationale for the Nonoccurrence of p and g in Arabic 
As shown in the phonological grid (Diagram I-1), there are holes in the 
paradigm of stop consonants at aperture 0 (zero). Whereas both voiceless k and q 
appear at the axes of back dorsum and post dorsum, respectively, there are empty 
slots in the phonological paradigm for their voiced counterparts *G. This 
total skewing against the voiced dorsal stops can be justified in terms of the 
human trait of favoring phonological units with fewer articulators over those 
with more articulators. 
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However, this human factor cannot justify the entirely opposite 
formation in Arabic of the voiced b and j at the axes of the labium and the 
medium, in the absence of their simple voiceless counterparts *p and *c. 
As noted earlier, p is not a phoneme in Modern Standard Arabic. 
Although it is used as a positional variant in only 6 words in Arabic, the 
voiceless p has been raised to the status of a unit only because it fills an empty 
slot in the phonological grid for the stops. 
For the apparently diametrically opposed skewings in the formation of b 
j and k q'm Arabic, we resort to acoustic medium for a motivated rationale. This 
may be termed the pressure factor - the build-up of air pressure at zero aperture, 
with and without the use of the glottis. 
As noted in the preceding section, the production of stops requires an air 
tight seal which is necessary for the build-up of air pressure for the explosion 
that will excite the cavity at 0 aperture. The voiceless stops {p, t, k, etc.) are 
produced by this supraglottal excitation alone. Efficiency of build-up will vary 
with the size of the vocal cavity; the smaller the cavity, the quicker the build-up. 
Hence among the voiceless stops p, t, and k, the dorsal ("velar") k, fonned with 
the smallest vocal cavity from the larynx to the dorsum, will be most favored, 
and the labial p, produced with the largest vocal cavity extending from the larynx 
to the labium, will be least favored. 
However, when the glottis is also used for the excitation of the vocal 
cavity, as in the production of the voiced stops (b, d, g, etc.), cavity size plays a 
different role. In order for the glottis to vibrate, there must be a pressure drop 
across the vocal folds. With zero aperture, back pressure is quickly built up 
within the oral cavity above the glottis, resisting the pressure drop. The smaller 
the cavity, the quicker the build-up of air pressure, and the greater the 
interference with voicing. Hence, among the voiced stops b, d, and g, the labial b, 
formed with the largest vocal cavity from the larynx to the labium, will be most 
favored, and the dorsal g, produced with the smallest vocal cavity from the 
larynx to the dorsum, will be least favored. 
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The preference of the voicing or voicelessness with the labial versus 
dorsal ("velar") stops in terms of the pressure factor, as outlined above, generally 
shows its manifestation in the frequency of usage for the opposing stops in the 
syntagmatic organization of the word in many languages, including English. 
However, the figures for the frequency of usage for the opposing stops also 
reflect the interaction of the orienting principles. The impact of this interaction 
on the syntagmatic usage of the labial versus dorsal stops in English is evaluated 
in Table IV-2. The figures for the actual frequency of usage for the opposing 
stops in the monosyllabic words of English, as presented in the bottom row of 
this Table, are extracted from Professor William Diver's classroom notes. 
A B 
Stop Types • 
Motivating Factors 
1 
Voiceless 
Labial Dorsal 
P k 
Voiced 
Labial Dorsal 
b g 
Pressure Factor 
(Acoustics) 
Adroitness Factor 
(Physiology) 
Fewer vs. More Articulators 
(Human Behavior) 
+ 
+ + 
+ 
Predictions Disfavored Favored Favored Disfavored 
Actual Occurrences 479 625 381 247 
Table IV-2: Confluence of Predictions in the Frequency of Occurrence of 
Labial versus Dorsal Stops in English 
As seen in the Table above, the favoring and disfavoring of the labial 
versus dorsal stops in English is gauged in terms of three orienting principles -
acoustics, physiology, human behavior. The signs +, -, and = are used to indicate 
respectively the favoring, the disfavoring, and the neutral position of the 
opposing stops in response to the orienting principles. The predictions represent 
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the overall impact on the opposing stops brought forth by the interaction of the 
three orientations. 
Thus, as seen in the Table, the pressure factor favors k and b and 
disfavors p and g. The adroitness factor, on the other hand, has no positive or 
negative impact on the opposing stop phonemes. However, the human preference 
in terms of the number of articulators shows its manifestation in favoring the 
voiceless p and k, and disfavoring the voiced h and g. 
By simple count of the pluses and minuses in the interaction of the three 
principles, it is predicted that voiceless k and voiced b should be favored, 
whereas voiceless p and voiced g should be disfavored. These predictions are 
fully confirmed by the actual frequency of occurrence for the opposing stops as 
presented at the bottom of the Table. 
It is noteworthy that the predictions with regard to the favoring and 
disfavoring of the opposing labial and dorsal stops in terms of the interaction of 
the three principles, are the same as those made in terms of the pressure factor 
alone. The impact of the pressure factor in terms of acoustics is thus clearly 
discernible in the syntagmatic organization of the word in English. 
In contradistinction to English, the Arabic language shows a profound 
impact of the pressure factor of acoustics on the very makeup of its paradigm of 
stops, and the syntagmatic distribution of these stops in the word. 
In both Classical Arabic and Modem Standard Arabic, we find the 
extreme manifestation of the pressure factor in the phonological paradigm with 
the empty slots for the stops *p and *gm opposition to the frequently used stops 
b and k, respectively. That is, there is a total skewing in favor of the labial b and 
the dorsal k and against the labial *p and the *g. 
Further, it is noteworthy that there is a total skewing in Arabic against 
the voiceless *c and in favor of the voiced j, both formed by the medium as an 
articulator. It appears that the pressure factor of acoustics that favors voiced b at 
the expense of voiceless *p, also goes in favor of j and against *<?. 
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Finally, it is no coincidence that a highly productive post dorsal stop q, 
far behind the back dorsal stop k, is formed in Arabic with an empty slot for its 
voiced counterpart *G. It can reasonably be argued that the pressure factor of 
acoustics that favors voiceless back dorsal k at the expense of the voiced back 
dorsal also goes in favor of the voiceless post dorsal q and against the voiced 
post dorsal *G. 
To be sure, the post dorsal voiceless q is disfavored in terms of some 
other orienting principles. This stop is physiologically disfavored, for it is 
produced by the least adroit post dorsum. Inasmuch as it is the only phoneme 
fonned at the axis of post dorsum, this lone phoneme {q) is prone to elimination 
and merger with a neighboring phonological unit in terms of the principle of 
communication. 
However, an extraordinary impact of the pressure factor of acoustics on 
the phonology of Arabic makes the post dorsal q a highly productive stop 
phoneme of this language. As we have argued earlier, the smaller vocal cavity is 
well suited for the fonnation of the voiceless stops. As it happens, the cavity for 
the post dorsal q is even smaller than that for the back dorsal "velar") k. That is 
why q is used more frequently than k in the formation of words in Arabic. 
Finally, we may evaluate the impact of the pressure factor of acoustics 
on the frequency of usage in Arabic words for the simple, non-emphatic stops in 
terms of voicing and voicelessness. The frequency of the voiceless and voiced 
stops in Arabic is presented in Table IV-3. 
B D 
Labium Apex Medium Back Dorsum Post Dorsum Total 
Stop Types 
N o % N o % N o % N o % N o % N o % 
Voiceless 0 [ 6 ] 1.12 193 31.54 0 0.00 244 100.00 4 2 9 100.00 872 41.05 
Voiced 529 98.88 419 68.46 304 lOO.OO 0 0 .00 0 0 .00 1252 58.95 
Total 535 100.00 612 100.00 304 lOO.OO 244 100.00 4 2 9 100.00 2124 100.00 
Table IV-3; Pressure Factor in the Frequency of Voiceless and Voiced Stops in 
Modern Standard Arabic 
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As seen in columns D and E of Table IV-3, there is a total skewing in 
favor of the voiceless and against the voiced for both the back dorsal and post 
dorsal stops. That is, there are empty slots for the voiced and *G in the stop 
paradigm in Arabic. As discussed earlier in this Section, this total skewing in 
favor of the voiceless dorsal stops, and against their voiced counterparts, is in 
perfect harmony with the pressure factor of acoustics. 
Further, it is noteworthy that the frequency of the post dorsal ("uvular") 
q, with 429 occurrences, is much higher than that of the back dorsal ("velar") k, 
with 244 occurrences. The substantial skewing in favor of q and against k in the 
syntagmatic organization of the word in Arabic is also in conformity with the 
principle of acoustics. For, as outlined above, q is favored over k in terms of 
pressure factor. 
As seen in columns A and C in the Table above, there is a total skewing 
in favor of the voiced and against the voiceless among the labial and medial 
stops in Arabic. Notwithstanding the 6 occurrences of as a positional variant, 
the labial *p and the medial *c do not occur as phonemes in Arabic. The total 
favoring of the voiced b and j as labial and medial stops at the expense of their 
voiceless counterparts *p and *c is fully justified in terms of the pressure factor. 
Further, it is not coincidental that the frequency of the labial b, with 529 
occurrences, is much higher than that of the medial j ("palatal"), with 304 
occurrences. As outlined above, the substantial skewing in favor of b and against 
j in the syntagmatic organization of the word in Arabic is partly motivated by the 
pressure factor of acoustics. However, as explained in Chapter I Section B, the 
preference of b over j is reinforced by physiological mechanism in terms of the 
hierarchy of adroitness of supraglottal articulators. 
Finally, we must justify the distribution of the apical stops t and d, as 
presented under column B of the Table above. As seen in this column, the voiced 
apical stop d, with the frequency of 419, appears in a ratio of over 2 to 1 the 
voiceless apical stop t, with the frequency of only J ^ . This skewing is certainly 
against our expectation in terms of human behavior (preference for fewer 
articulators). However, the preference of the voiced d over the voiceless t is fully 
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justified in terms of the pressure factor of acoustics. As shown in the Table under 
discussion, the pressure factor operates in favor of the voiced stops from labium 
to medium, whereas this factor favors voiceless stops from back dorsum to post 
dorsum. Notwithstanding the powerful impact of the pressure factor, it is not a 
coincidence that the voiceless t is not totally eliminated from the paradigm of 
Arabic stops. As it happens, there is an equally powerful impact of the 
physiologically based apex as the most adroit articulator. In consequence of the 
interaction of physiology and acoustics, the voiceless t survives as a stop 
phoneme in Arabic, but with a far lower frequency of occurrence than that of its 
voiced counterpart d. 
We may conclude this section by the statement that there is an unusually 
powerful impact of the pressure factor of acoustics on the paradigmatic makeup 
of all stop types and their frequency of usage in the formation of words in 
Modern Standard Arabic. 
Section F: Summary and Conclusions 
In this Chapter, we have made an attempt to selectively identify the 
substantive characteristics of some of the phonological units of Modem Standard 
Arabic, and analyzed their impact on the makeup of the grid as well as on the 
syntagmatic organization of the syllable in the word. 
In Section A, we have provided an acoustic justification for the 
classification of oral apertures into clearly audible and less clearly audible. The 
phonological units produced at these apertures are also named after them. 
It was noted that the clearly audible phonological units ("vowels") are 
formed on the clearly audible apertures (aperture 4 and above) when the 
following conditions obtain: 
1. The excitation of the vocal tract is provided by the larynx through the 
vibration of the vocal folds, and the supraglottal articulators only shape the 
resonant cavities. 
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2. The Air coming form the lungs escapes through the vocal tract freely without 
any impediment. 
In contradistinction, the less clearly audible units ("consonants"), 
fomied on the less clearly audible apertures (0 through 3) are produced by 
impeding the air flow through the supraglottal articulators. 
In terms of this acoustic criterion of audibility, we classify the 40 
phonological units of Modern Standard Arabic into 6 vocalic and 34 consonantal 
units. 
It is to be noted that the classification of the phonological units into 
clearly audible versus less clearly audible units has a profound impact on the 
combinatory pattern of the phonological units in the formation of the syllable. 
For, it is in terms of the classification of phonological units into clearly audible 
and less clearly audible units that the syllable is defined and the syllabic 
structure of a language is analyzed. 
In Section B, we have provided acoustic explanation for the preference 
of the medium-dorsum mass as the articulator for vowels. 
The medium-dorsum mass of the tongue is utilized in the shaping of the 
two resonant cavities which ultimately determines the quality of the vowel, 
whereas the excitation is provided by the larynx alone. 
We have argued in this section that the medium-dorsum mass is ideally 
suited for the production of vowels as it occupies the appropriate position for 
controlling the opening and size of the two cavities in the oral chamber. 
In Section C, we dealt with the acoustic justification for the lip rounding 
in the production of back dorsal vowels. Here, we have argued that due to the 
angle of the jaws, the back vowels are characterized with lesser space for 
maneuver as compared to the front vowels. As a result, back vowels require 
more precision of control in their production. This problem is solved by 
increasing the size of the front cavity through the rounding of the lips. This front 
cavity amplifies the distinction between the "front and the "back" as well as 
within the "back" vowels. 
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This justification of the rounding of the back dorsal "back" vowels and 
the converse unroundedness of the medial "front" vowels is supported by the 
fonnant frequencies (F1 and F2) obtained through spectrographic analysis of 
these units. 
In Section D, we dealt with the acoustic explanation of the scarcity of 
units at aperture 1. It has been argued that because of their perforated nature, 
only the edges of the teeth, among all the supraglottal places of articulation, are 
ideally suited for the production of fricatives at aperture 1. For, the hardness and 
irregularity of the surface of the teeth do not provide a natural seal. Thus, 
excitation can easily be produced by forcing air through the contact. Such a 
surface is ideally suited for the production of fricatives only. Consequently, 
aperture 1 is characterized by scarcity of units as compared to other constriction 
apertures (0, 2 and 3). In Arabic, there are only 4 units (fricatives) on aperture 1 
as opposed to 10 units on aperture 0, 9 units on aperture 2 and 5 units on aperture 
3. 
In Section E, we provided an acoustic rationale for the absence of the 
phonemes p and g in Arabic, in terms of the build-up of pressure needed for the 
production of stop consonants. As seen in Diagram I-l, there are some empty 
slots in the phonological paradigm for stops in Arabic. These slots are for the 
voiceless medial c, the voiced back dorsal g and post dorsal G. In addition, as 
noted earlier,/? is not a phoneme in Modern Standard Arabic. Although it is used 
as a positional variant in only 6 words in Arabic, the voiceless p has been raised 
to the status of a phonological unit only because it fills an empty slot in the 
phonological grid. The absence of the more complicated voiced g and G may be 
justified in terms of human behavior. (See Chapter II, Section Al(a)(i). However, 
the absence of the simpler voiceless labial p and medial c goes against our 
expectations in terms of human behavior. This skewing has been explained in 
terms of the pressure factor of acoustics. 
We have argued that, the production of stops requires a build-up of air 
pressure for the explosion needed for the excitation of the cavity. Whereas 
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voiceless stops are produced by this supraglottal excitation only, the glottis is 
also used in the excitation of the vocal cavity during the production of voiced 
stops. Consequently, in terms of the pressure factor for voiceless stops, the 
smaller the size of the cavity, the faster the build-up of pressure, and hence the 
better. On the contrary, larger cavity is preferred for voiced stops to reduce the 
interference of air pressure with voicing. Therefore, the pressure factor entails 
the preference of voiceless stops formed at the back of the vocal cavity, such as, 
k and q, and the preference of voiced stops like b, formed at the front of the 
vocal cavity. 
These expectations were also proved valid for the syntagmatic 
distribution of voiceless and voiced stops in the word of Arabic. The frequency 
counts of these opposing units showed that there is an unusually powerful impact 
of the pressure factor of acoustics on the frequency of usage of all stop types in 
the fonnation of words in Modern Standard Arabic. 
To Conclude; 
1. The 40 phonological units of Modern Standard Arabic are classified 
into 6 vocalic units and 34 consonantal units on the basis of clearly audible 
versus less clearly audible distinction. 
2. The combinatory pattern of phonological units is examined in terms 
of audibility (keystones and flanking units) to provide a theoretical basis for the 
classification of the lexical units, into the monosyllabic, the bisyllabic, and the 
longer words in Modern Standard Arabic. 
3. For vowels, the excitation is produced entirely by the glottis, and they 
are distinguished from one another by the varying characteristics of the two 
resonant cavities (back and front) fonned by the medium-dorsum mass as 
articulator. The medium-dorsum mass is ideally positioned for the control of 
these two resonant cavities and, hence, is preferred as an articulator for vowels. 
4. The back cavity extending from the glottis to the back dorsum, due to 
the asymmetry of the vocal tract, has less vertical space to provide acoustic 
distinction to the "back" vowels. This problem is solved by forming another 
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extended front cavity, from the back dorsum to the lips, through the rounding of 
the lips. 
5. The scarcity of units formed at supraglottal aperture 1 is 
physiologico-acoustically motivated. For, only the edges of the teeth, with their 
irregular hard surface, are ideally suited as a point of articulation for the 
production of phonological units on that aperture. As a result, air can easily be 
forced through the spaces between the edges of the teeth without providing an 
air-tight seal. 
6. The empty slots, i.e. for p, c, ^'and G, in the phonological paradigm 
of stops in Modern Standard Arabic are mainly motivated by the pressure factor 
of acoustics (the build-up of air pressure). 
7. In terms of the pressure factor of acoustics, voiceless stops formed at 
the back of the vocal tract, such as, k and q, are favored. At the same time, in 
view of the same factor, there is a preference for voiced stops, such as b, formed 
at the front of the vocal tract. 
8. The pressure factor has also a profound impact on the syntagmatic 
distribution of all types of stops in the word of Arabic. 
9. Despite the fact that the pressure factor is highly instrumental in the 
formation of stops in Arabic, the overall phonological paradigm of Arabic stops 
is also motivated by the interaction of pressure factor (acoustic medium) with 
that of physiological mechanism and human behavior. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
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Chapter V 
Summary and Conclusions 
In this chapter, we make an attempt to briefly outhne all what has 
been done in the present thesis. We, then, end the chapter with the conclusions. 
In the Introduction, we have dealt with the historical setting of Modern 
Standard Arabic, the procedures utilized in the collection and analysis of the 
data, the theoretical principles of fomi-content linguistics that motivate the 
phonological analysis, and the scope of the study in Sections A, B, C, and D, 
respectively. 
In Chapter I, an attempt has been made to evaluate the role of 
physiological mechanism as an orienting principle, in order to provide 
justification for the phonological skewings that are encountered in the 
paradigmatic makeup and the syntagmatic distribution of phonological units of 
Arabic, in terms of the physiological parameters of articulators and apertures. 
In Section A, we have presented the phonological grid of Modern 
Standard Arabic (Diagram I-l), and highlighted the different aspects of the grid 
through comments. In the grid, the phonological units of Arabic have been 
appropriately placed on the relevant axes of the established 9 articulators and 7 
apertures, on the basis of their substantive characteristics in terms of the 
physiology of the vocal tract. 
The articulators postulated for the formation of the phonological units 
in Arabic are: the labium, the apex, the medium, the front dorsum, the back 
dorsum, the post dorsum, the velum, the pharynx and the larynx. These 
articulators play a significant role in the shaping and excitation of the vocal 
cavity. 
The degrees of apertures are subjected to two broad divisions. The first 
one, which is based on physiological mechanism, divides the apertures into 
absolutely defined, smaller constriction apertures (0 through 2), and relative, 
larger opening apertures (3 through 6). The second division, which is mainly 
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based on acoustics, draws a line between clearly audible (0 through 3) and less 
clearly audible (4 through 6) apertures, and, hence, divides the phonological 
units into the two categories traditionally termed as "vowels" and "consonants", 
respectively. 
On the intersections of the relevant axes of articulators and apertures, 
40 phonological units have been established for Modem Standard Arabic. Of 
these 40 phonological units, 34 are full-fledged "phonemes" and 6 are 
positional variants that have been raised to the status of phonological units 
because they fill empty intersections on the phonological grid. In addition, two 
highly abstract units of V(oicing) and N(asality), have also been placed on the 
phonological grid. For these two units are superimposed on other simpler 
phonological units to produce more complex units, such as, voiced stops and 
spirants on the one hand, and nasal consonants on the other, in Modern 
Standard Arabic. 
In Section B, we have set up a scale of adroitness for the supraglottal 
articulators with the apex as the most adroit, the dorsum and the labium as 
more adroit, the medium as less adroit, the pharynx as the lesser adroit, and the 
post dorsum as the least adroit. This scale was fornied with a de facto 
placement of the labium and the pharynx in relation to the scale of adroitness of 
the lingual articulators. On the basis of their structure and musculature, the 
labium was placed on the level of the dorsum, and the pharynx was gauged to 
be below the medium and above the post dorsum on the scale of adroitness of 
supraglottal articulators 
Further, we evaluated the impact of the hierarchy of adroitness of 
articulators on the paradigmatic makeup of the consonantal units and their 
frequency of occurrence in the monosyllabic words in Arabic. In view of the 
hierarchy of adroitness of articulators, we predicted that the apical consonants 
should be most favored both in the number of units and in their frequency of 
usage in the word, followed by the dorsal or labial consonants, the medial 
consonants, the pharyngeal consonants and the post dorsal consonants in that 
order. We evaluated these predictions and found out that the actual figures 
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were almost in perfect conformity with our expectations in terms of the 
physiological criterion of adroitness of articulators. 
In Section C, we have taken up the phonological phenomenon of the 
emphatic consonants in Arabic. After a short review of the various viewpoints 
to tackle this highly complex phenomenon of emphasis, we arrived at the 
conclusion that the emphatic consonants are produced by the apex with 
simultaneous coarticulation by the back dorsum. 
In accordance with the complex formation of the emphatic consonants, 
we predicated that these consonants should be disfavored vis-a-vis the simple 
apical consonants, both in the number of units and in their frequency of 
occurrence in the word in Arabic. This prediction proved to be true. Of the 15 
apical consonants, 10 are simple and only 5 are emphatic. Further, even when 
we compared the frequency counts for these 5 emphatic consonants with that of 
only their 5 non-emphatic counterparts, we found an extreme skewing in favor 
of the non-emphatic and against the emphatic consonants. 
In addition, we argued that in view of its extraordinary complexity, the 
voiced emphatic apico-interdental consonant d. should be the most disfavored 
emphatic consonant, and should be prone to elimination by its change to the 
emphatic apico-dental *z to fill an ideal slot on the grid for the emphatic 
consonants in Modem Standard Arabic. As the figures show, the emphatic 
apico-interdental d does have the lowest frequency of usage among all the 
emphatic consonants. However this highly disfavored emphatic consonant has 
maintained its original, Qur'anic pronunciation in conformity with the tradition. 
The physiological justification for the preference of the medium-dorsum 
mass as the articulator for vowels has been tackled in Section D. We have 
argued that the medium-dorsum mass, with its massy structure, wide 
rectangular shape and central position in the oral cavity, along with the labia is 
ideally suited for the formation of vowels. 
In Section E, we presented the vocalic system of Modem Standard 
Arabic, highlighting its ideal triangular configuration (a i u). In addition, we 
argued that, the front dorsal "central" vowel a is physiologically more favored 
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vis-a-vis the medial "front" vowel i and the back dorsal "back" vowel u. In 
consequence, it was predicted that the central vowel a: of the long vocalic 
system, and the central vowel a (schwa) of the short vocalic system should be 
more productively utilized than their front and back counterparts, in the 
formation of morphemes and words in Arabic. As it turns out, there is a vast 
skewing in favor of the central vowel and against their front and back 
counterparts in the two vocalic systems of Modern Standard Arabic. 
In Section F, we evaluated the impact of the asymmetry of the vocal 
tract on the back and front vowels of Modern Standard Arabic. Taking into 
consideration the shorter vertical space in the back of the oral cavity than in the 
front of that cavity in consequence of the angle of the jaws, and despite the 
parity in the number of units, we expected the back vowels in the two vocalic 
systems to be disfavored vis-a-vis their front counterparts. As hypothesized, 
there is a substantial skewing in favor of the front vowels and against the back 
vowels in the two vocalic systems of the Arabic language. 
In Chapter II, we have dealt with the justification for the paradigmatic 
makeup and the syntagmatic distribution of phonological units in Modern 
Standard Arabic, in terms of human behavior, as an orienting principle. 
In Section A, we have taken up three main dichotomies among the 
phonological units of Modem Standard Arabic that are motivated by the human 
trait of preferring fewer articulators over more articulators. These dichotomies 
are voiced versus voiceless consonants, simple versus emphatic apicals, and 
rounded versus unrounded vowels. And in accordance with our expectations in 
terms of preference for fewer articulators, the actual frequency counts of these 
opposing groups of units showed that there is a clear skewing in favor of the 
units produced by fewer articulators over those produced by more articulators. 
In Section B, we have studied the combinatory aspect of Modem 
Standard Arabic phonology through the assimilative trait of neighboring 
phonological units. In view of the human avoidance of fine, precisely 
coordinated movement of articulator, we predicted a favoring for the 
combination of similar phonological units over that of dissimilar units. These 
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expectations were proved true through the actual frequency counts of stops and 
spirants in the Arabic CVC and CVCC words. In addition, we highlighted the 
impact of the confluence of the human preference for fewer articulators, and 
the assimilative trait of neighboring units on the frequency of usage of 
voiceless and voiced stops in CVCC words in Arabic. 
Finally, in Section C, we have examined how human behavior 
orientation provides reinforcement to the validity of the phonological units in 
the grid. The phonological skewings in the grid, such as, the absence of the 
voiced counterparts of some voiced sops and spirants, and the use of 
articulators in the formation of phonological units. 
The role of communication, as an orienting principle, in the phonology 
of Modem Standard Arabic has been dealt with in Chapter III. 
In Section A, we have established the phonemic inventory of Modem 
Standard Arabic. By way of contrast through minimal and subminimal pairs of 
wards, we established 34 elemental units of communication ("phonemes") for 
Modern Standard Arabic, of which 28 are "consonants" and_6 are "vowels". 
In Section B, we have examined the combinatory pattern of the 
phonological units with a view to highlighting the role of communication in 
Arabic phonology. Here it is discussed, and illustrated with a list of examples, 
that the consonantal interchange in the initial and final positions in the CVC 
words brings about the formation of two well-defined words with entirely 
different meanings in Arabic. 
Further, it has been argued that the beginning of the word carries 
greater communicative load than the end of the word. Thus, in view of the 
differing communicative load associated with the initial and final positions of 
the word, we encounter a skewing in the distribution of phonological units in 
the two positions. It has been shown through the frequency counts that all the 
six types of consonants (apical, labial, dorsal, medial, pharyngeal and post 
dorsal) compete well in the communicatively important word initial position. 
However, the apical consonants, produced by the most adroit apex, are 
drastically favored as opposed to the non-apical consonants in the 
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communicatively less important word final position. This disparity in the usage 
of consonants in the initial and final positions is brought about by the 
communicative factor. 
In Section C, we have taken up homonymy as a communicative 
problem. It was argued that because of the communicative problem, a large 
scale homonymy is to be avoided in the languages. This claim was supported 
with an exhaustive list of all the 45 pairs of homonymous words found in the 
3134 monosyllabic words constituting the database for the present study. 
In Chapter IV, an attempt has been made to evaluate the impact of 
some select acoustic aspects that have a direct bearing on the makeup and 
distribution of phonological units in Modern Standard Arabic. 
In Section A, we have discussed the acoustic base of the clearly 
audible versus less the less clearly audible distinction of apertures. We 
explained that, it is on the basis of this classification of apertures in terms of 
audibility that the 40 phonological units of Arabic are divided into 6 vocalic 
and 28 consonantal units. This classification is reflected in the organization of 
the phonological units, as seen in the phonological grid of Arabic. 
It has been noted that the audibility provides the theoretical basis to 
divide the lexical units into the monosyllabic, the bisyllabic, and the longer 
words on the basis of the combination of keystone and flanking units. 
In Section B, we have taken up the acoustic justification for the 
preference of the medium-dorsum mass as the articulator for vowels. We have 
shown how two resonant cavities are formed within the supraglottal cavity and 
how significant the role these two cavities play in the production of vowels in a 
language. Then, we argued that, since these two resonant cavities can best be 
controlled by the medium-dorsum mass, it is preferred as the articulator of 
vowels, even over the most adroit articulator apex. 
In Section C, we have provided the acoustic rationale for the rounding 
of the lips in the production of back dorsal vowels. We argued that, due to the 
lack of vertical space in the back resonant cavity, which greatly effect the 
acoustic clarity of back vowels, the size of front cavity is increased through the 
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use of the lips (lip rounding), as an additional articulator. This justification is 
supported by the spectrographic analysis of the fonnant frequencies (F1 and F2) 
of the vocalic units of Arabic. 
In Section D, we have dealt with the acoustic explanation of the 
scarcity of units at aperture 1. It was argued that, since only the teeth tips, with 
their perforated nature, are ideally suited for the production of the frictionless 
turbulence characterizing the phonological units formed at aperture 1, all these 
units are produced with the teeth tips as their point of articulation. And, hence, 
aperture 1 is characterized by a scarcity of units, as compared to apertures 0, 2 
and 3. In Arabic, only 4 units are formed on aperture 1 as opposed to 10 units 
on aperture 0, 9 units on aperture 2 and 5 units on aperture 3. 
In Section E, we provided an acoustic rationale for the absence of the 
phonemes p and ^ in Arabic, in terms of the build-up of pressure needed for the 
production of stop consonants. 
We have argued that, the production of stops requires a build-up of air 
pressure for the explosion needed for the excitation of the cavity. Whereas 
voiceless stops are produced by this supraglottal excitation only, the glottis is 
also used for the excitation of the vocal cavity in the production of voiced stops. 
Consequently, in terms of the pressure factor, for voiceless stops, the smaller 
the size of the cavity, the faster the build-up of pressure, and hence the better. 
On the contraiy, larger cavity is preferred for voiced stops to reduce the 
interference of air pressure with voicing. Therefore, the pressure factor entails 
the preference of voiceless stops formed at the back of the vocal cavity, such as, 
k and q, and the preference of voiced stops like b, formed at the front of the 
vocal cavity. 
The frequency of usage of voiceless and voiced stops in the formation 
of words in Arabic not only was in conformity with our expectations in terms 
of the pressure factor of acoustics, but also reflected the powerful impact of 
that factor on the syntagmatic usage of all stop types in Arabic words. 
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Conclusions 
We conclude with the following observations: 
1) As presented in the phonological grid (Diagram I-1), a total of 40 
phonological units (34 consonantal and 6 vocalic) have been established for 
Modem Standard Arabic. 
2) In addition to highlighting the value relations of the phonological units, 
the phonological grid shows the phonetic substance of these units through the 
physiological parameters of articulators and apertures. Thus, unlike the 
phonemic inventory, it is not just a mere listing of the phonological units. 
3) In the present phonological analysis both phonetic substance and 
phonological value are weighed on equal scales. 
4) In the present study, physiological mechanism is a problem solving device 
(an orienting principle) that provides motivated rationale for the particular 
substantive makeup of the phonological units and the interrelationships of these 
units in the organization of the phonological grid and in the formation of 
morphemes and words in Arabic, as in any other language. 
5) The phonological analysis of Modern Standard Arabic undertaken here is 
based on the assumption that phonological units of a language are tied to one 
another in a non-random relationship, both paradigmatically and syntagmatically. 
This non-random distribution of phonological units is determined by 
physiological, human behavior, communicative, or acoustic traits. In other words, 
the phonological characteristics of a language are fully motivated by the 
orientations. The evidence that we have presented in validating the phonological 
analysis of Modem Standard Arabic, seems to prove this point beyond doubt. 
Therefore, this thesis may not only explain the inner mechanism of the Modern 
Standard Arabic phonology, but may also contribute to our understanding of the 
phonological theory that presents new procedures for the validity of 
phonological units, and their particular distributional pattems. 
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6) The thesis contains both theoretical and methodological innovations in the 
study of the phonology of Modem Standard Arabic. It abandons description in 
favor of explanation in terms of independently verifiable orientations, and 
presents quantitative procedures for the validating the phonological analysis. 
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Glossary of the Monosyllabic Words in Modern Standard 
Arabic 
The glossary presented below includes all the monosyllabic words 
of Modern Standard Arabic. These words were collected from a 
contemporary Arabic dictionary known as "?almuTjam-ul-wasi:t" 'the 
medium dictionary'. 
Each item of the glossary is presented in four columns. The first 
column contains the serial number of the entries. In the second column, we 
transcribe the entries in terms of the phonological units of Modern Standard 
Arabic, as established in Diagram I-l. In the third column, we present each 
entry in the Arabic orthography. The fifth columnprovides the gloss for all 
the entries in English. 
It may here, however, be pointed out here that, since, as stated in 
the Introduction, we have chosen only those words from the dictionary 
which appear as separate items. Further, despite the fact that many of these 
words have more than one meaning, we give only one gloss for each word. 
Finally, for the alphabetical order of the entries in the glossary, we 
follow the same order of the dictionary mentioned above. That is, entries 
are listed in accordance with the order of the initial consonant in the Arabic 
alphabet. This order is as follows: 
? b t 6 j h x d d r z s s s d i d T Y f q k l m n h w y 
For vowels, since no Arabic syllable starts with a vowel, they do not affect 
the arrangement of the data. Yet, within the minimal pairs which differ only 
in the vowel, the order of the vowels is as follows 
a i u (Cf entries number 157, 158 and 159.) 
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Serial 
No. 
Entries Arabic 
Orthography 
Gloss 
1 ?a: ! oh 
2 ?a:b U August 
3 ?a:h C' albumen 
4 ?a:s o-l myrtle 
5 ?a:l Ji mirage 
6 ?abb orncc o 
7 ?ibt armpit 
8 ?ibn son 
9 ?abb vi father 
10 ?itb nighty 
11 ?utm mountainous olive tree 
12 ?atw grant 
13 ?ier wake of 
14 ?aer Ji heel 
15 ?uer scar 
16 ?ael J^ i tamarisk 
17 ?iem sin 
18 ?ajr wage 
19 ?ajl J-i for the sake of 
20 ?ijl a herd of addaxes 
21 ?ah ci ah 
22 ?ax C' ah 
23 ?ix C! a word said for the camel to kneel down 
24 ?axx Ci brother 
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25 ?axx ci dirt 
26 ?ixx C! dirt 
27 ?ax5 ii i manner 
28 ?ix3 manner 
29 ?ax C' brother 
30 ?uxt Oii sister 
31 ?idd jl great bad (deed) 
32 ?udm inyimacy 
33 ?i3 jj when 
34 ?u3n uji ear 
35 ?i6n oil permission 
36 ?arb intelligence 
37 ?irb - J need 
38 ?urb vji newborn animals 
39 ?ire - J inheritance 
40 ?arz Jj i cedar 
41 ?urz Jji rice 
42 ?irs chj! origin 
43 ?ars (jSji cleave 
44 ?ard o ^ J land 
45 ?arm molar tooth 
46 ?irm M molar tooth 
47 ?ary honey 
48 ?izb vJ! cunning 
49 ?azr Jji strength 
50 ?izr jJ! lioncloth 
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51 ?azz J1 apses pain 
52 ?azl j j i hard living 
53 ?asr captivity 
54 ?usr JAJII retention of urine 
55 ?ass (JJ<i basis 
56 ?iss o"! basis 
57 ?uss (j-u! basis 
58 ?uss (JJI exponent 
59 ?ass (jli dry bread 
60 ?isr covenant 
61 ?asl origin 
62 o^! origin 
63 ?atr bow's curve 
64 ?itl J^! waist 
65 ?utm fortress 
66 ?uff Lii a word said to express disgust 
67 ?ufq horizon 
68 ?ukl JSi fruit 
69 ?al Jl the 
70 ?alb UlJi huge in number 
71 ?ilb small span 
72 ?alf Oil thousand 
73 ?ilf OJI inimate friend 
74 ?ill hostility 
75 ?am origin 
76 ?amt curvedness 
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77 ?amr order 
78 ?imr strange 
79 ?ams yesterday 
80 ?amq canthus 
81 ?amm the flag in the vanguard 
82 ?umm mother 
83 ?an d that 
84 ?in c\ if 
85 ?ant you (sg. Masc.) 
86 ?uns (JMj] joy 
87 ?ins (_yu\ mankind 
88 ?anf (Jul nose 
89 ?ahl Jfci relatives 
90 ?aw ji or 
91 ?awb - j i direction 
92 ?awj apogee 
93 ?a:r J disgrace 
94 ?aws CHji black-backed jackal 
95 ?i:f O j ) the plant striken by a plij 
96 ?awq J j i burden 
97 ?awn (jji time 
98 ?a:h ah 
99 ?awh oji ah 
100 ?ayr Jii penis 
101 ?ays there 
102 ?ays oiyi what 
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103 ?i:l Ji! a name of God (in Hebrew) 
104 ?aym widowhood 
105 ?a:n J right now 
106 ?ayn where 
107 ?i:h AJI go on 
108 ba:? f-L letter of the Arabic alphabet 
109 ba?j fat (boy) 
110 ba.'j fat (boy) 
111 bi?r well 
112 ba?z JW falcon 
113 bi?s what a bad 
114 ba?s CH'W war 
115 bu?s cyj^ poverty 
116 babb u healthy young (boy) 
117 babr hyrax 
118 batt a suit made up of wool or hair 
119 batr f amputation 
120 biff ^ honey wine 
121 batl unique 
122 baee 'du sever sickness 
123 baer 
i 
pimples 
124 baeq riverhead 
125 bajd group of people 
126 bujr evil 
127 bajm huge group 
128 baht pure 
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129 bahe searching 
130 bahr sea 
131 bax How great! 
132 baxt luck 
133 buxt a kind of camels 
134 baxr a kind of clouds 
135 baxs (JMLJ too little 
136 baxw soft 
137 bad? fiJ origin 
138 ba:dd JU inner thigh 
139 badd share 
140 budd Jj fatigue 
141 bidd 'li share 
142 badr a valley between Makkah and Madinah 
143 badr full moon 
144 hidS unprecedented 
145 badl substitute 
146 badw Bedouins 
147 baah c ^ tear 
148 ba3r seeds 
149 baai giving what one affords 
150 burt white sugar 
151 bart axe 
152 burt axe 
153 burj tower 
154 barh trouble 
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155 bard ^ji cold 
156 burd Jjj garment 
157 barr Iw land 
158 birr j j charity 
159 burr j j wiieat 
160 burs cyji cotton 
161 burs iJ'ji mat 
162 bard o^jj little 
163 bary ^ j j saliva 
164 barq (jjj lightning 
165 bark i^jj chest 
166 bizx low sandy ground 
167 bazr j j i seeds 
168 bizr jJj seeds 
169 bazz ji arms 
170 bizz j j breast 
171 bazw j j j equivalent 
172 bas a-j Enough! 
173 bis cw a word said to send the cat away 
174 basr frown 
175 busr fresh wet (thing) 
176 bast numerator 
177 basl offence 
178 bisr cheerfulness 
179 basr mud mixed with small stones 
180 bisr wet white stone 
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181 busr fertile (land) 
182 basm the distance between the end of the little 
finger and the ring finger 
183 busm thickness of garment 
184 bidT several (between 3 and 9) 
185 hudS marriage 
186 butm terebinth 
187 batn litter 
188 ba6r if rvri c VAX 
189 baTe resurrection 
190 bafd after 
191 buTd j&j distance 
192 baTr dung 
193 ba^d some 
194 baTl husband/wife 
195 ba^l idol 
196 bay] Ji^ mule 
197 bayw thistle 
198 bayy injustice 
199 baqs boxwood 
200 baqt LL furniture 
201 baqq wide 
202 baql JL legume 
203 bakr young camel 
204 bakl booty 
205 bal rather 
206 bait LL lathe 
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207 balh let 
208 bamm lowest sting of musical instrument 
209 banj henbane 
210 band clause (in law) 
211 bunt point (unit of font size) 
212 baijk lilL bank 
213 binn a layer of fat 
214 bunn coffee 
215 bin Oi son of 
216 bint CiL daughter 
217 baht calumny 
218 bahr misery 
219 buhr wide (land) 
220 bahs iMi cheerful 
221 bahl little 
222 bahw wide 
223 ba:? fW copulation 
224 ba:b door 
225 ba:j straight (way) 
226 bu:x C^ confusion 
227 bu.T j j j waste 
228 ba:z JW falcon 
229 bu:z mouth 
230 baws lhj j huge confused group 
231 baws color 
232 bu:s U^jj ditch reed 
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233 ew span of the outstretched arms 
234 baw*i t^ span of the outstretched arms 
235 bui'f t^ metatarsal bone 
236 bawq (ij^ the most sever (of every thing) 
237 bu:q trumpet 
238 ba.-l JW whale 
239 bawl J ^ urine 
240 ba:n uW kind of trees 
241 bawn OJi distance between two things 
242 bu:n UJi distance between two things 
243 ba:h copulation 
244 bu:h a yellow bird looks like an owl 
245 baww 'ji stupid 
246 bi:b drain 
247 bayt uw house 
248 bi:t CJJJ food 
249 bayd bad (food) 
250 bayd but 
251 bay5 termites' eggs 
252 bayf selling 
253 bayy hi lips redness because of loosing one's 
temper 
254 bayn on between 
255 bayn on separation 
256 bi:n on the distance equal to eyeshot 
257 bayy ^ said to a person whose father is 
unknown 
258 ta:? 3'^ '' letter of the Arabic alphabet 
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259 tu?m twin 
260 tibr row glod or silver 
261 tibT follower 
262 tabl Jfi hostility 
263 tibn hay 
264 taht under 
265 taxt I'lVi bed 
266 taxx soure (paste) 
267 turb soil 
268 tirb HJJ coeval 
269 tarx slight long cut (in surgury) 
270 tarr the thread used by bilders for alignment 
271 turs shield 
272 turk ^ j j Turks 
273 tusT one—ninth 
274 ta<is misery 
275 tuff UU nail's dirt 
276 tufl j i : spittle 
277 tifl too little 
278 taqn skilled 
279 tiqn skilled 
280 tikk ilj music tone 
281 talb loss 
282 tald ^ old inherited property 
283 tuld young eagle 
284 tilk that 
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285 tall hill 
286 tuU tulle 
287 dim plower 
288 tilw following 
289 tamr dates 
290 timm ? spade 
291 tinn Cy peer 
292 tu;t Cjjj mulberry 
293 ta:j crown 
294 tawr jj^ messenger 
295 ta:l bee youngsters 
296 tu:h aberrating 
297 taww * •• individual 
298 ti: this/that 
299 tayd ^ delibration 
300 ti.T a long piece of wood put between two 
walls to hold up the other ceiling woods 
301 lays OUJ he-goat 
302 tayT melting liquid 
303 ti:l hemp / hibiscus 
304 taym * slave 
305 ti:n fig 
306 tayh Ajj wasteland 
307 ea:? fli 4"" Arabic letter 
308 ea?r revenge 
309 ea?y weakness 
310 eabt brave 
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311 eaty dates' rind 
312 eady breast 
313 earb omentum 
314 eard light rain 
315 earr • t fast (horse) 
316 ea'ib i. V*-' flood 
317 eaTd butter 
318 eafr a poisonous gluey liquid flowing from a 
special kind of trees 
319 eayr •i mouth 
320 eufr jL the genitals (of the beasts of prey) 
321 eufl lees 
322 eaqb I t^)*! hole 
323 eiql Ji^ i weight 
324 eukl J^ bereavement 
325 eiib defective 
326 eule one-third 
327 eile ternate 
328 ealj ice 
329 eah excerement 
330 ealm dropping the "f of "fo'uilin" (poetics) 
331 eamd little inactive water 
332 eumm -1 then 
333 eumn one-eighth 
334 einn CH dry grass 
335 einy ^ second son 
336 eawb i gaiiaent 
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337 eawr JJ' OX 
338 eawl Jj i swarm (of bees) 
339 eu:m > garlic 
340 ei:I a kind of grass 
341 ji:m 5"^  letter of the Arabic alphabet 
342 ja?b hh navel 
343 ja?r M huge (man) 
344 ja?s heart 
345 jab? a hole in a mountain containing water 
346 jubb wide well 
347 jipt ^ magician 
348 jabr jfi- algebra 
349 jibs o^ gypsum 
350 jabl J ^ group of people 
351 jibl huge in number 
352 jubl J - dry trees 
353 jubn cheese 
354 jaee ^ wax 
355 juee mound 
356 juhr burrow 
357 jahs young ass 
358 jahl great 
359 jadd grandfather 
360 jidd very great 
361 judd ASb riverbank 
362 jadr wall 
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363 jadl (bodily) part 
364 jidl intact bone 
365 jady capricorn 
366 ja6b ecstasy 
367 ja6r root 
368 trunk 
369 jiai stump (of a tree) 
370 jiSm origin 
371 jiSy origin 
372 jurh wound 
373 jard shield 
374 jirr a word siad to send the dog away 
375 jarr genitive 
376 jirz thick fur 
377 jurz sterile (land) 
378 jars tone 
379 jirs sound 
380 jars (J'j^ cracking 
381 jarf thick grass 
382 jurf undercut bank 
383 jinii body 
384 jurm sin 
385 jurn Oj^ threshing floor 
386 jurw puppy 
387 jaz? repayment 
388 juz? part 
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389 jazr tide 
390 jizT onyx 
391 juzT e > axle 
392 jazl eloquent 
393 jazm jussive (mood) 
394 jizm the share of palm trees 
395 jisr bridge 
396 jasr huge (part of body) 
397 jism body 
398 jas? f (ji^ plentiful 
399 jasr stones formed in the sea out of shells 
and pebbles 
400 jass -OA the middle (of a thing) 
401 juss 'oi- part of the night 
402 jusm burden 
403 jiss gypsum 
404 jafd curly 
405 jaTr dung 
406 jafs manure 
407 jaW bulky 
408 jaff iJxA very little 
409 iuS\ wages 
410 jiTm ^ hunger 
411 jaW mud 
412 j iW wine made up of wheat and barley 
413 jift double-armed surgical instrument 
414 jafr jh' soothsying 
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415 jifs mean and wicked (person) 
416 jaf6 ^ hawser 
417 jaff group of people 
418 juff ijju spadix coat 
419 jafl shying 
420 jifl elephant's dung 
421 jafn uh eyelid 
422 jifn oh- sheath 
423 jilb ^ heartwood 
424 jalx grindstone 
425 jild skin / leather 
426 jalz hindrance 
427 jals ripened wine 
428 jils friend 
429 jilf Ok rude 
430 jail a?' packsaddle 
431 jull a- most (of) 
432 Jill a?' great 
433 jilm guts' fat 
434 jily scuttle 
435 jamd frost 
436 jumd solid and high 
437 jamz the remaining of a date stalk 
438 jumz the remaining of a date stalk 
439 jamf assembly 
440 jumT fist 
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441 jim*! fist 
442 juml thick rope 
443 jamm great 
444 jamb near 
445 jin'e kind 
446 jinh direction 
447 junh part of tlie night 
448 jund soldiers 
449 jins qmIx kind 
450 juok a musical instrument 
451 ja:nn jinn 
452 jinn jinn 
453 jahd trouble 
454 juhd effort 
455 jahr complete year 
456 juhr appearance 
457 jihd miscarried fetus 
458 jahl ignorance 
459 jahn thickness of face 
460 jawb shield 
461 jawh watermelon 
462 ju:x broadcloth 
463 jawd downpour 
464 ju:d generosity 
465 ja:r neighbor 
466 jawr JJ^ unjust 
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467 jawz middle 
468 ji:z valley side 
469 jaws middle 
470 ju:s chest 
471 ju:<f hunger 
472 jawf interior 
473 jawq (jj^ crowd 
474 ja:l side of (a well or a valley) 
475 jawl huge battalion 
476 ju:l Jj^ mind 
477 ja:m vessel 
478 jawm crowd 
479 jawn UJ^ sun 
480 ja:h oU dignity 
481 jaww air 
482 jayb LJ^ pocket 
483 ji:d neck 
484 jayr yes/certainly 
485 ji.T gypsum 
486 jays army 
487 ji:l J - generation 
488 ha:? 6"' letter of the Arabic alphabet 
489 ha:bb not hitting the target 
490 habb grains 
491 hubb love 
492 hibb lover/beloved 
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493 habr scholar 
494 hibr jp- ink 
495 habs jail 
496 hibs flat (water) 
497 habd weak sound 
498 habl rope 
499 hibn OP- ulcers 
500 habn rosebay 
501 hit? fLJA the restitched place of a ga 
502 hatt quick 
503 hitr very little (thing) 
504 hatf deatli/total loss 
505 hatm decree 
506 hatn twin 
507 hitn twin 
508 huee powder 
509 hael dystrophy 
510 hiel meager 
511 hajb interdict 
512 pilgrim 
513 hajj hajj (pilgrimage to Mecca) 
514 Jiijj hajj (pilgrimage to Mecca) 
515 hajr limitation of someone's lee 
competence 
516 hijr lap 
517 hujz direction 
518 hajl anklet 
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519 hijl anklet 
520 hajm size 
521 hide fluent speaker 
522 hidj JTA. burden 
523 hudj colocynth 
524 hadd Ix limit 
525 hadr hurrying 
526 hads anticipation 
527 hadl unjust 
528 hid! pain in the neck 
529 hu61 lap 
530 hi6l origin 
531 hudn short (man) 
532 harb war 
533 hare > arable land 
534 hirj cowrie shell 
535 hard solitary 
536 ha:rr > hot 
537 harr > heat 
538 hurr > free 
539 hirz amulet 
540 hars long time 
541 hars (J'j^ scar 
542 hurd glasswort 
543 harf aju letter 
544 hurf peppergrass 
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545 harq burning 
546 hizb 'r'J^ group 
547 hazz >• gruff (man) 
548 hazm high tough solid (land) 
549 hazn oj^ rugged and hard ground 
550 hash enough/stop 
551 hass a word expressing pain 
552 hass a-^ harshness 
553 hiss sense 
554 hasf thorn 
555 has] J*-^ nabk 
556 hisl lizard's child when coming out form 
the egg 
557 husn beauty 
558 hasw soup 
559 hisy heaped sand on solid ground 
560 hasd ^ group 
561 hasr resurrection 
562 hass lA* orchard 
563 huss o-^ latrine 
564 hasw padding 
565 hasr listing 
566 huss saffron 
567 hisn fortress 
568 hasw colic in the stomach 
569 hidb bow's sound 
570 hudb bow's sound 
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571 hi^ the mud stiking in the bottom of the 
tank 
572 hudr running wwith jumping 
573 hidn Cy^ bosom 
574 hit? fJa^ the remaing water in a vessel 
575 haM fortune 
576 hafr digging 
577 hm worn-out 
578 hafs lion cub 
579 ha:ff Liu encompassing 
580 haff lIA. concerned 
581 hafl assembly 
582 huqb long period 
583 hiqd malice 
584 hiqf long curved sand 
585 ha:qq middle 
586 haqq right 
587 hiqq a four-year-old camel 
588 huqq small pot 
589 haql Ji^ field 
590 haqw waist 
591 hakr little 
592 hukr little 
593 hikr seized property 
594 ha:kk importunate 
595 hikk doubt 
596 hukm judgment 
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597 halz > stinginess 
598 hals firm pledge 
599 hils (JJUi saddlecloth 
600 hilf tiia. confederacy 
601 halq throat 
602 hill lawful/permitted 
603 hall sesame oil 
604 hulm dream 
605 hilm meekness 
606 haly ornaments 
607 hamd JU^  praise 
608 hamd acid 
609 haml pregnancy 
610 himl burden 
611 hamm e heat 
612 hamw father-in-law 
613 hamy heat 
614 hin'e i l l sin 
615 hinj origin 
616 huqk worldly wisdom 
617 hinw twisted (thing) 
618 hawb need 
619 hu:b sin 
620 hu:t whale 
621 hawe wherein 
622 hawe lever and its surrc 
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623 hawj need 
624 ha:9 j u back 
625 hu:r houris 
626 hawz property 
627 haws ( j i ^ backyard 
628 hu:s (J'j^ wild camels 
629 haws objective 
630 hawd reservoir 
631 hawt a special necklace used to protect 
against envy 
632 hawf side 
633 hawq huge gathering 
634 hu:q framework 
635 hawk congener 
636 ha;] condition 
637 haw! J j^ year 
638 hawm huge herd of camels 
639 hu:m old wine 
640 huww red ants 
641 haye wherein 
642 ha:j a kind of spines 
643 hayd swerve 
644 hi:d •• twin 
645 hayr JP^ shelter 
646 hays food made up of dates, cheese and 
647 hays (J^ group 
648 hays trouble 
m 
649 hayd menses 
650 ha:f ciU a green blood vessel under the tongue 
651 hayf injustice 
652 ha:q JU severity 
653 hayq punishment because of bad deeds 
654 hayl water gathering at the bottom of the 
valley 
655 hi:n Oi^ a period of time 
656 hayr. perdition 
657 xa:? f-lL 7"" letter of the Arabic alphabet 
658 xab? f-L^ hidden thing 
659 xa:bb Vli relatives 
660 xabb a plain between two rugged and hard 
grounds 
661 xubb rind 
662 xapt law and wide land 
663 xibr a huge novel 
664 xabr JA plant 
665 xubz bread 
666 xibt little water remains in the tarJc 
667 xabl wounds 
668 xubl insanity 
669 xabn dropping the second consonant of the 
foot (poetics) 
670 xitl the hole of a rabbit 
671 xaey heaped mud 
672 xuee i i scum 
673 xaew the lower part of the adomen when 
relaxed 
674 xiey (cow's or elephant's) dung 
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675 xadd cheek 
676 xidr boudoir 
677 xads scratch 
678 xadf kJil rudder 
679 xadl perfectly plump 
680 xidn friend 
681 xa6q elephant's dung 
682 xur? f-j^ stool 
683 xarb threading hole 
684 xurb threading hole 
685 xart hole 
686 xurt quick (dog or wolf) 
687 xarj outlay 
688 xurj saddlebag 
689 xurr furrow 
690 xars large jar 
691 xurs food served on the c 
692 xirs large jar 
693 xars house rubbish 
694 xars spear 
695 xirs earring 
696 xurs earring 
697 xirt thickened milk 
698 xarq J > puncture 
699 xirq c3> witty (man) 
700 xurq fatuity 
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701 
702 
703 
704 
705 
706 
707 
708 
709 
710 
711 
712 
713 
714 
715 
716 
717 
718 
719 
720 
721 
722 
723 
724 
725 
xarm 
xurm 
xazz 
xazl 
xazm 
xass 
xasf 
xass 
xuss 
xasf 
xisf 
xusf 
xasl 
xasw 
xasb 
xisb 
xasr 
xuss 
xasl 
xasm 
xusm 
xusy 
xadb 
xadr 
xidr 
J > 
UJu^A 
spur 
end of (a hill) 
silk 
one of the metrical changes in poetry 
(poetics) 
an increment in the beginning of a verse 
that is not considered in metrics 
(poetics) 
lettuc 
humiliation 
rough 
hill 
voice/movement 
fawn 
fawn 
vile 
bad kind of dates 
spadix 
opulence 
waist 
cottage 
real danger 
adversary 
end/point 
tistis 
verdant plant 
the plant cut while still verdant 
uselessly 
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726 xadl J-Ull pure pearls 
111 xit? Li. sin 
728 xatb matter 
729 xitb fiance/fiancee 
730 xitb a word used before Islame while 
for a girl's hand 
731 xutb a word used before Islame while 
for a girl's hand 
732 xatr huge measure 
733 xitr bough 
734 xatt Iii line 
735 xutt district 
736 xitt the place delimited for a building 
737 xatm ^ nose 
738 xafd iuxurj' 
739 xuff LLk hoof 
740 xiff Lii light 
741 xaqq ^ groove 
742 xulb > ili mud 
743 xilb claw 
744 xuld iii lark 
745 xals mixed dry and wet plant 
746 xijs intimate friend 
747 xik flatterer 
748 xalT luxation 
749 xalT repudiation 
750 xalf Liii back 
751 xuif uili unblievable/unlogical 
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752 xilf Oli. teat 
753 xalq creation 
754 xall vinegar 
755 xill ' j i intimate friend 
756 xilm close friend 
757 xilw free of worry 
758 xamr wine 
759 ximr • malice 
760 xams five (fern) 
761 xamt bitter 
762 xaml velvet 
763 ximl real friend 
764 xumi real friend 
765 ximm the orchard without trees and fruits 
766 xumm a container made up of reeds used for 
chicken to lay eggs in 
767 ximb the space between each two fingers or 
ribs 
768 xin'e scatteted group 
769 xunn a container made up of reeds used for 
chicken to lay eggs in 
770 xinn empty ship 
771 xawx peach 
772 xawd soft polite young lady 
773 xawr gulf 
774 xu;r doubtful (women) 
775 xaws waist 
776 xaws o a j i little 
777 xu:s o a ^ fronds 
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778 xu:t soft (bough) 
779 xawy valley's curve 
780 xawf fear 
781 xa:q length 
782 xawq ring/earring 
783 xa:l Jli- uncle (mother's brother) 
784 xa:m raw 
785 xa:n hotel/inn 
786 xaww ^ hunger 
787 xuww honey 
788 xayr better (than) 
789 xi:r ^ dignity 
790 xays good 
791 xi:s enterwisted plants 
792 xays (J^ burlap 
793 xays little 
794 xayt V thread 
795 xi:t V group of (cows, ostriches or 
grasshoppers) 
796 xayf t J A skin 
797 xa:l uninhabited 
798 xayl horses 
799 xi:l rue 
800 xi:m brightness (of a sword) 
801 da:l letter of the Arabic alphal 
802 da?b J J habitude 
803 di?e d i i J permanent malice 
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804 da?l Ji^  wolf 
805 da?m any covered thing 
806 dubb LJ bear 
807 dabr back 
808 dibr the group of bees and wasps 
809 dubr anus 
810 dibs cwJ dates' honey 
811 daby tan 
812 dabq birdlime 
813 dabl bubonic plague 
814 dibl cunning 
815 dibn a pen made of reeds 
816 daer much/plentiful 
817 dier skillful in taking care of money 
818 da:jj servants of pligrims 
819 dajr beans 
820 dijr beans 
821 dujr beans 
822 dajm kind/type 
823 dijm close friend 
824 dajn darkenss because of heavy clouds 
825 dahs the plant when full of grains 
826 dahd slippery 
827 dahl a hole with a narrow top wide bottom 
828 dihm origin 
829 daxx smoke 
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830 duxx t' a house between orchards 
831 daxs (jiiij plumb 
832 daxl JiJ income 
833 duxn millet 
834 dadd jj fun 
835 dar? f j J hillock 
836 darb route 
837 darj at your disposal 
838 durj drawer 
839 da:rr jtJ productive 
840 darr > soul 
841 darz JjJ sewing place 
842 dars lesson 
843 dirs LHJ-^  shabby (clothes) 
844 dars LK'JJ child of the rat, the jerboa and the cat 
845 dirs O^jJ child of the rat, the jerboa and the cat 
846 divS tJ' hauberk 
847 darq CJJ-" solid 
848 dark ^J j consequence 
849 dass 'o-J tar 
850 dasm ^JLUi part of 
851 dast desert 
852 da7e the beginning of sickness 
853 diSe cLcj revenge 
854 dafr JtJ woodworm 
855 daTs frequently trampled down (road) 
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856 diTs O-CiJ cotton 
857 di^s rounded piece of sand 
858 dafm power 
859 dif? wormth 
860 dafr cunning 
861 dafT i i j plea 
862 daff Lij side 
863 duff LiJ tambourine 
864 difl Jij thick tar or asphalt 
865 dafn uij lazy (man) 
866 difn 62J buried 
867 daqr JSJ a beautiful meadow 
868 diqq little, tiny 
869 daqm sever dejection because of debt or a 
similar thing 
870 dakk level land 
871 dukk 'dj hard and huge 
872 dulb platan 
873 dais swindle 
874 dilf brave 
875 dall 'JJ someone whose appearance reflect 
his/her character 
876 dulm young serpent 
877 dalw bucket 
878 damj close friend 
879 dams person 
880 dums (JJIAJ great (pi) 
881 dims mixture of straw and animals dung i 
for getting fire 
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882 damf tears 
883 dimn fertilizer 
884 dam blood 
885 dinh Epiphany 
886 dann 'uJ large jug or vessel 
887 dahb defeated army 
888 dahr JAJ long period of time 
889 dahs (jjJ^i a place tha is neither sandy nor muddy 
890 dahl JAJ part of time 
891 dahm large number (of something) 
892 dahn very light rain 
893 dihn a tree like rosebay kills the beasts of 
prey 
894 duhn fat 
895 dahw jAJ brain/mind 
896 da:h C'^  embroidery 
897 da:? fiJ disease 
898 dawh a huge tent 
899 da:r house 
900 dawr JJJ turn 
901 di:s oyJ brave 
902 du:q duke 
903 dawk dljj kind of oysters 
904 dawm doum 
905 du.n UJJ inferior 
906 daww JJ wide desert 
907 dayr Ji-i monastery 
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908 di:k djj cock 
90'9 dayn debt 
910 di:n UJj religion 
911 6a:l Jlj 9"' letter of the Arabic alphabet 
912 6a: lj that (sing masc) 
913 6a:t owner of (fern) 
914 da:t self being 
915 6i?b wolf 
916 6a?m defect 
917 6ibb Ljj wild ox 
918 6ibh the animal prepared to be slaughtered 
919 6abr book 
920 6abl shell 
921 6ahl J - j revenge 
922 6uxr reservoir 
923 6ar? f-jj part of 
924 6irb Vjj impudent 
925 6arr j j small ants 
926 6ar^ tS' capability 
927 6arq cijj (bird's)droppings 
928 6arw j j j part of 
929 6ufr horror 
930 6aff ij&j deadly poison 
931 6aff Lij sound 
932 6uff Lij little 
933 aikr fame 
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934 6alq dJi glib 
935 6ull disgrace 
93(5 6ill disgrace 
937 5imr brave 
938 6a:mm defect 
939 6amm dispraise 
940 6amb sin 
941 6ih S j this (sing fern) 
942 6ahl (>j part of time 
943 6ihn clever 
944 6u: j j owner of 
945 6awb solution 
946 6awd Jj j a group of camels between 3 to 10 
947 6awq taste 
948 6a:l JI3 crest 
949 6i:x pride 
950 3ayl tail 
951 6i:m defect 
952 ra:? lO"' letter of the Arabic alphabet 
953 ra?d beautiful healthy toung (lady) 
954 ru?d •Sjj deliberateness 
955 ri?d sprout 
956 ra?s head 
957 ra?l Ji j young ostrich 
958 ra?m young camel 
959 ri?m white gazelle 
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960 ra?y opinion 
961 ri?y beautiful appearance 
962 ra:bb MJ stepfather 
963 rabb v j holder 
964 rubb SJj cooked dates'juice 
965 ribh gain 
966 rabs O^J cunning (man) 
967 rabd O^J wife 
968 ribd U^J the group of cows and other beasts 
969 rubd U^J middle/centre 
970 rabt ^ J connection 
971 rab<f house 
972 mhS one-fourth 
973 ribT y j quatrain fever 
974 raby irrigation 
975 ribq lasso 
976 rabl J^j a kind of plants tastes and smells like 
southern wood 
977 rabw JiJ asthma 
978 ratt master 
979 ritj unreachable 
980 ratx small pieces (especially of leather) 
981 ratq SJ darning 
982 rae? stupidity 
983 raee offal 
984 ried settled group of people 
985 raew JJJ curdled milk mixed with something 
sour 
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986 rujb the point of a rib 
987 rajf fibrillation 
988 rajl J - j pedestrian 
989 rijl J - j leg 
990 rajm stoning 
991 rajb wide 
992 raxs O^J shabby 
993 rahm womb 
994 rihm kinship 
995 ruxx ZJ roc 
996 ruxf O i j a kind of dye 
997 raxl J i j young she-sheep 
998 raxw J^J soft 
999 rixw ^ J soft 
1000 rid? f-^J supporter 
1001 radb M-iJ impasse 
1002 radh slight pain 
1003 ra:dd Jlj a person with a d( 
1004 radd J j rejected 
1005 radd Jj reply 
1006 rad^ t'J saffron 
1007 radf LiJj rump 
1008 radm debris 
1009 rudn oJj sleeve 
1010 raSl J i j despicable 
1011 ruz? f-jj disaster 
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1012 ruzz j j rice 
1013 rizz j j thunder's sound 
1014 razq ciJj rain 
1015 rizq ciJj livelihood 
1016 razn Ojj testing the purity of an element in 
alloy 
1017 rizn oJ j side 
1018 rast CluiJ the first of the seven main keys (in 
music) 
1019 rass O-J metal 
10'20 rusy i ^ j wrist 
1021 rasl J^J long and flowing (hair) 
1022 risl J^J slowness 
1023 rasm drawing 
1024 rasw part of a conversation 
1025 rash sweat 
1026 rusd iui J reason 
1027 rass O-J splash 
1028 rasq a stage of shooting 
1029 rasn O^J groove 
1030 rasd J successive rain 
1031 radh small gift 
1032 rudx t^J contused seeds 
1033 radx little 
1034 radd U^J contused dates 
1035 ridh a kind of trees eaten by camels 
1036 radm white stones 
1037 ratb wet/soft 
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1038 rutb pastures of green tre 
1039 rati rotl/bound 
1040 rit] rotl 
1041 ra'^ b menace 
1042 ru'fb the part of an arrow 
arrowhead is fixed 
1043 ra*ie eardrop 
1044 rafj a lot of sheeps 
1045 raW thunder 
1046 tuS6 the hole of the arro\ 
1047 raTl spur 
1048 ru-^ l J t j garland 
1049 ri^m grease 
1050 rafn CPJ sunstroke 
1051 rify pasture 
1052 rayd Jfrj affluecne 
1053 rays O^J blessing 
1054 raym inspite of 
1055 raym disgrace 
1056 riym disgrace 
1057 rafd j i j share 
1058 rifd support 
1059 rafs o-ij shovel 
1060 rafd O^J nutriment 
1061 rafi indicative (mood) 
1062 rafy fertile 
1063 raff lij shelf 
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1064 riff daily 
1065 ruff straw 
1066 rifl tail 
1067 raqs U^J good luck 
1068 raqs U^J dance 
1069 raqt spot 
1070 raqq parchment 
1071 riqq (JJ slavery 
1072 ruqq J j wide soft (land) 
1073 raqm number 
1074 raqw JJ heap of sand or dust 
1075 rakb riders 
1076 rukh side/direction 
1077 rikz jSj hidden sound 
1078 riks dirt 
1079 rikk light rain 
1080 rakk •dj light rain 
1081 rukn U^J pillar 
1082 rime weak and dirty 
1083 rumh t - J spear 
1084 rimx group of trees 
1085 rumd mosquitoes 
1086 ramz > J sign./symbol 
1087 rumz > J gesture 
1088 rams U^J grave 
1089 rams (Jlaj bunch of basil 
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1090 
1091 
1092 
1093 
1094 
1095 
1096 
1097 
1098 
1099 
1100 
1101 
1102 
1103 
1104 
1105 
1106 
1107 
1108 
1109 
1110 
n i l 
1112 
1113 
1114 
1115 
rami 
rim 
rumm 
ramy 
ranh 
rand 
rariq 
ragk 
rinn 
rihb 
ruhb 
rahj 
rihs 
raht 
rihl 
rahn 
rihn 
rahw 
ra:? 
ra:b 
rawb 
rawe 
ra:h 
rawh 
ru:h 
ri;h 
J - j sand 
man'ow 
concern 
i ^ j age increase 
dizziness 
artemisia 
(Wj lie 
'il^j rank 
6j Rin Test in internal medicine 
V^j thin arrowhead/blade 
sleeve 
stratus 
o>A J the lower part of the bond (of a wall) 
JaAj group 
(>j stratus 
(> j pawn 
trustee 
jAj wide 
f-h a kind of trees 
v b about/around 
VJJ curdled milk 
t j j j animal droppings 
^ i j windy 
^ j j happiness 
CJJ soul 
wind 
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1116 ra:d Jlj pioneer 
1117 rawd J j j indulgence 
1118 ru:d J j j slowliness 
1119 ra:z Jlj ganger 
1120 rawz j j j testing the purity o 
alloy 
1121 raws O^JJ defect 
1122 raw*! £JJ war 
1123 ru:f t J J mind 
1124 rawq J j j pavilion 
1125 ri:q prime 
1126 rawm earlobe 
1127 ru:m f j j rum 
1128 ru:n O j j hardship 
1129 rayb doubt/suspicion 
1130 raye slowness 
1131 rayd spur 
1132 ri:d Aij the thing one seeks 
1133 rayr j i j bad 
1134 ri:r JLl bad 
1135 rays lAL) leafy 
1136 ri:s tAij feathers 
1137 rayT bloom 
1138 rayf highland 
1139 ri:T dust 
1140 ri:f Ciij countryside 
1I4I rayq ciiJ pure 
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1142 ri:q saliva 
1143 raym grave 
1144 ri:m white gazelle 
1145 ra:n ulj thick veil 
1146 rayn UiJ rust 
1147 za:y (^Ij 11"' letter of the Arabic alphabet 
1148 zi?m pedigree 
1149 zabd i f j gift 
1150 zabr strong 
1151 zibr Jij written (record) 
1152 zabn Oij narrow 
1153 zujj end of the e'bow 
1154 zajm hearing something of a hidden word 
1155 zahf army 
1156 zahm crowd 
1157 zarb pinfold 
1158 zirr j j button 
1159 zarT t j j plants 
1160 ziTb part of property 
1161 zu'i'r Jp-j loafer 
1162 za^f uifrj long wide armature 
1163 zifr burden 
1164 ziff small feathers 
1165 zifn sunshade 
1166 ziqq J J water skin 
1167 zakk bony 
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1168 zalj falsity 
1169 zalt quick walking 
1170 zalf i-iJj position 
1171 zilf orchard 
1172 zalq ci^ J slippery 
1173 zull clj slippery 
1174 ziml (>j lazy 
1175 zailj Negro 
1176 zifij j^J Negro 
1177 Zand ii j flint 
1178 ziqk i^J zinc 
1179 zih »J great 
1180 zuhd asceticism 
1181 zahd -14J small amount 
1182 zahr jAJ blossoms 
1183 zuhr J i j the first three nights of a month 
1184 zahq ti^j safe land 
1185 zuhm civet 
1186 zahw jAj glamor 
1187 za:j ^ t j concentrated sulfuric acid 
1188 zawj ^ j J husband/wife 
1189 za:d Jlj supply 
1190 za:r J j dance party arranged to send out ghost 
somebody's body 
1191 zawr j j j spectrum 
1192 zu:r j j j falsehood 
1193 zi:r jjJ highest sring(s) 
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1194 za:y a kind of crows 
1195 zawl J j J clever 
1196 za:m one quarter 
1197 za:n uO beech 
1198 zu:n Ojj idol 
1199 zayt oil 
1200 zi:j level 
1201 zayy aberraliuii 
1202 zayf fake 
1203 zi:q hem 
1204 zayn OiJ beautiful 
1205 si:n OH- 12^ '' letter ofthe Arabic alphabet 
1206 sa?b tjUij water skin 
1207 su?r remnant 
1208 su?l request 
1209 sa?w jLu< direction 
1210 sibb UixjJ abuser 
1211 sapt t ' l j i u Saturday 
1212 sabh free time 
1213 sabr appearance 
1214 sabt * ' •• lank 
1215 sibt Lful grandson 
1216 sabf seven (fern pi) 
1217 sab'f predatory animal 
1218 subT one-seventh 
1219 sibq (Ji^ contestant 
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1220 saby gr^ captives 
1221 sa:tt " I - sixth 
1222 sitt six (fern pi) 
1223 sitr veil 
1224 sajj ^ loose motion 
1225 sujh middle 
1226 sajr full 
1227 sajf rhymed prose 
1228 sajf curtain 
1229 sijf curtain 
1230 sajl J ^ huge bucket 
1231 sijn jail 
1232 suht ill-gotten property 
1233 saht ^^^ worn out garment 
1234 sihr magic 
1235 sahr the lungs and heart of an aimal 
1236 suhr the lungs and heart of an aimal 
1237 sahq worn-ut garments 
1238 suhq remoteness 
1239 sahl white thin dress 
1240 sahn crowd 
1241 sihn lP— protection 
1242 saxt ija^ sever 
1243 saxa ^ hot 
1244 sux6 placenta 
1245 suxl J ^ dates with soft seed 
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1246 saxl vile 
1247 suxn clP^ hot 
1248 sa:dd Jlul straight 
1249 sidd true speech 
1250 sidr nabk 
1251 suds one-sixth 
1252 sidl necklace 
1253 sidl Jj-- curtain/veil 
1254 sudl JjUu curtain/veil 
1255 sudm buried well 
1256 sar? spawn 
1257 sir? f. spawn 
1258 sirb flight/flock 
1259 sarb chest 
1260 sarj saddle 
1261 sarh dooryard 
1262 sard consequent 
1263 sirr secret 
1264 surr umbilical co 
1265 sarf soft rod 
1266 sir'i' soft rod 
1267 surm rectum 
1268 sarw JJ^ cypress 
1269 sath surface/roof 
1270 satr line 
1271 sat'i ^kui spreading 
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1272 satl pail 
1273 satm sword end 
1274 sa'ib liquid 
1275 siTr price 
1276 suTr J ^ madness 
1277 sa'ff commodity 
1278 suTn skin bottle 
1279 saTn tallow 
1280 saW ^ piece of the night 
1281 sifw s*^ piece of the night 
1282 safh jti-i versant (of a mountain) 
1283 safr J ^ passenger 
1284 sifr M book 
3285 satT garment 
1286 saqb very tall/long 
1287 suqd a horse prepared in aspecial way for the 
race 
1288 saqr ji*- heat 
1289 suqt •laiu' miscarried fetus 
1290 saqt ^ dew 
1291 siqt •lai-' wing 
1292 saqf ceiling 
1293 suql waist 
1294 saqy irrigation 
1295 siqy placenta 
1296 sakb tail 
1297 sakt CA-i pause 
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1298 sukr intoxication 
1299 sakk liui pin 
1300 sukk iiLu a narrow well 
1301 sakn jjlu/ dwellers 
1302 sukn house 
1303 salb < tt i ^ quick walking 
1304 silb LjluJ plow's rod 
1305 suit rye 
1306 salh Jliuj droppings 
1307 sulh ^iul ghee dregs 
1308 salx skin 
1309 silx skin 
1310 sals string 
1311 salt sharp-tongued 
1312 salf crack 
1313 si\S l^ui similar 
1314 salf huge knapsack 
1315 silq jLu. wolf 
1316 silk tdlui thread 
1317 sa:ll jLu ravine 
1318 sail JAJ frail 
1319 sail tuberculosis 
1320 sill a - tuberculosis 
1321 salm Islam 
1322 silm l^uu peace 
1323 samt way 
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1324 samj distasteful milk 
1325 samh generous 
1326 samd Xvui permanent 
1327 samt indigent 
1328 simt h.n, necklace 
1329 sumt woolen garment 
1330 saml' hearing 
1331 samf ^lilJI earwitness 
1332 sim*! an animal belongs to the canine family 
1333 samk ceiling 
1334 sumk thickness 
1335 sa:mm toxicant 
1336 samm poison 
1337 samm threading hole 
1338 summ poison 
1339 simm poison 
1340 samn ghee 
1341 samb aeon 
1342 sunh middle (of the road) 
1343 sinx origin 
1344 sand AIuj a kind of Yemeni garments 
1345 sind Pakistan 
1346 sant acacia 
1347 sint wrist 
1348 sinf carpus 
1349 sinf ^ A pod 
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1350 sinn age 
1351 sahb peneplain 
1352 suhb steppe 
1353 sahd pretty 
1354 sahf scales (offish) 
1355 sahl easy 
1356 sihl a dust-like sand formed by the flood of 
water 
1357 sahm share 
1358 sahw inattention 
1359 saw? f-J^ bad 
1360 su:? evil 
1361 say? bad 
1362 sa:j ^lui teak 
1363 su:j a paint mad out of mud 
1364 sawd a level versant 
1365 su:r wall 
1366 sa:s (j^ Lui moth 
1367 su:s moth 
1368 sawt ^JAJ, whip 
1369 sa:T hardship 
1370 saw*i one hour of the night 
1371 sawy size 
1372 sa:f ciLw bond 
1373 sawf cijMi procrastination 
1374 sawf will 
1375 sa:q jUi leg 
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1376 su:q market 
1377 sa:m death 
1378 siyy ^ similar 
1379 say? the milk coming first from the 
stimulated udders 
1380 si:? the milk coming first from the 
stimulated udders 
1381 sayb fragrance 
1382 si:b apple 
1383 sayh ^ stripped garment 
1384 si:x t ^ brochette 
1385 si:d ^ wolf 
1386 sayr j i^ belt 
1387 sayT t f " flowing water 
1388 sayy size 
1389 sayf sword 
1390 si:f i-i^ coast 
1391 sayl torrent 
1392 si:n 13"" letter of the Arabic alphabet 
1393 sa?f (wound) corruption 
1394 sa?m the north west of the Arabian Peninsula 
1395 su?m f j ^ evil omen 
1396 sa?n affair 
1397 sa?w J ^ aim 
1398 sa:bb youth 
1399 sabb become a youth 
1400 sibr j i^ span of the hand 
1401 sibT to eat one's fill 
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1402 sibl J ^ (lion) cub 
1403 sibh like 
1404 satt to scatter 
1405 sasn rough 
1406 sajb condemnation 
1407 sajr quarrel 
1408 sajw grieve 
1409 suhh j-i stinginess 
1410 sahr ja-i the bottom of the valley 
1411 saht ita-i a bar to support small hanging branches 
of a tree 
1412 sahm fat 
1413 saxb a splash of milk 
1414 suxb a splash of milk 
1415 saxs individual 
1416 sadd fasten 
1417 sidq c j ^ mandible 
1418 sa:66 J^i abnormal 
1419 saSw j i " musk and its odor 
1420 sarb drinking 
1421 sirb drinking 
1422 saij drain of water from the hill to the plain 
1423 sarx prime, crack or fracture 
1424 sarr evil 
1425 sarz j j ^ strength 
1426 sart condition 
1427 sar*f t ^ Sharia, Islamiclaw 
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1428 sirT tJ^ lute string 
1429 sarq ( j j ^ east 
1430 sirk ^jiii share 
1431 sarm i bay 
1432 sary colocynth 
1433 sazr • i glance sideways at 
1434 sisS ^IJIUI (sandal) thong 
1435 sisf I Luui a dry loaf 
1436 sitm powder put in the eye for cure or sight 
strenghtening 
1437 sisb draging or pulling 
1438 siss skilled thief 
1439 sa^ oaJl fishhook 
1440 siss fishhook 
1441 sasw cleaning stick for teeth 
1442 sat? buds 
1443 satb < .kS a tall good-Jooking person 
1444 satr part 
1445 satt shore 
1446 sidf 1. hard bred 
1447 saTb utiul people 
1448 siTb 1 tm valley 
1449 sa'fr hair 
1450 siTr verse 
1451 spider's web or ray 
1452 sayb riot 
1453 suyl JLi work or business 
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1454 safr jiji edge 
1455 sufr edge 
1456 safS even; as in even numbers 2, 4, 6, etc 
1457 siff even; opposite of odd 
1458 saff 1 to be or become transparent 
1459 siff transparent 
1460 siff favor 
1461 saq6 speedy-sighted person 
1462 saqr secret or important matter 
1463 sa:qq jLi difficult 
1464 saqq LP gap 
1465 siqq part 
1466 sukd jLi giving in return for no reward 
1467 sukr gratitude 
1468 sakk suspision 
1469 sakl js-i confusing or problematic issue 
1470 siki JiJi similar or like 
1471 sukm ^ giving as a reward 
1472 silw a piece of meat 
1473 sams sun 
1474 samt JLiJi spices and colours mixed with food 
1475 samf beeswax 
1476 saml union or unity 
1477 siml bunch or cluster 
1478 samm - i smell 
1479 samf t earrings 
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1480 sann (JXJ vessel for water made of goat's skin 
1481 sahb a mountain peaked with ice 
1482 sahd honey 
1483 suhd honey 
1484 sahr month 
1485 sahm gallant 
1486 sawb a mixture of things espicially liquids 
1487 sa:r good-looking 
1488 sawr a type of honeybee 
1489 sa:s QIILU cotton wool 
1490 saws rubbing with hand or toothache 
1491 sawt race 
1492 sawT the second-delivered of a twin 
1493 su:f tJ^ ben-oil tree 
1494 sawf UtJ^ harrow 
1495 sawq longing 
1496 sawk thorns 
1497 sawl the reminder of water in a vessel 
1498 su:m type of wood used for making handles 
of machines 
1499 sa:h oLi Persian king 
1500 say? something 
1501 sayb white hair 
1502 si:t < noi (printed) calico 
1503 si:h wormwood 
1504 sayx old man 
1505 si:d plaster of Paris 
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1506 si:z type of wood uesd for making cumbs. 
and containers 
1507 si:s type of dates with weak pip or without 
pip at all 
1508 si:s non-ripe dates due to misuse of 
pollination 
1509 sa-S ^Ui common or widely known 
1510 sayf similar or like 
1511 si:T women-companion 
1512 si:q fissure or rift 
1513 si:k diJi cheque 
1514 sayn defect 
1515 sa:y (/Ui tea leaves 
1516 sa:d jUa 14"" letter of the Arabic alphabet 
1517 sabb pour 
1518 subh morning 
1519 sabr patience 
1520 subr J^ edge or peak 
1521 sibr edge or peak 
1522 siby dye 
1523 sahn plate 
1524 sahw clean sky; or sunny day with no clouds 
1525 sadd lua keep away from 
1526 sadr forepart 
1527 sad<? crack 
1528 sudy temple 
1529 sadq Jiua perfect 
1530 sidq truth 
1531 sarh edifice 
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1532 sarm leather 
1533 sirm a piece of every thing, isolated group, or 
shoe 
1534 saTb hard or difficult 
1535 saTl tali 
1536 siyw inside 
1537 safh forgiveness 
1538 sufr copper 
1539 sifr zero 
1540 saff I A to line up 
1541 sifq door shutter 
1542 sufn Oi-fl a vessel made of leather used for food 
by the nomads 
1543 safvv clarity 
1544 saqb the prime pillar in the tent 
1545 saqr •• hawk 
1546 suqT region 
1547 suqi JLua waist 
1548 sakk document 
1549 suib hard or soild 
1550 salt OLo prominent or smooth 
I55I sum l^iua reconciliation 
1552 said solid; rigid; firm 
1553 salq jLfl yelling 
1554 sa:ll DL-s wild ass or onager 
1555 suU rotten meat 
1556 sill adder 
1557 samd lofty place 
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1558 , simr pool; or an area in a river where water is 
quite and deep 
1559 samy glue or gum 
1560 sanj cymbal(s) 
1561 sunT l^ua manufacturing 
1562 sin*) manufacturing 
1563 sinf category 
1564 sinw twin, double, duplicate; one of two, one 
of a pair 
1565 sahr melting 
1566 sihr son-in-law; brother-in-law 
1567 sah hush or be quiet 
1568 sa:b type of trees with milky liquid 
dangerous on eye 
1569 sawb LJJ^ direction 
1570 ' sa:t Cilua to become well known 
1571 sawt sound; voice; or vote 
1572 si:t reputation 
1573 sawr JJ-a the side of the neck, or the river bank 
1574 su:r horn, bugle 
1575 sa:*f ^lui measure for scaling seeds 
1576 s u : f wool 
1577 sawm fasting 
1578 sa:? f Lu3 liquid that gets out with the amnion 
after deHvery 
1579 sayd hunting (for animals); and fishing (for 
fish) 
1580 si:r destination; or end 
1581 s i :s non-ripe dates due to misuse of 
poUination 
1582 sa:f iJLd hot 
1583 sayf summer 
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1584 si:q dust in a whirlwind 
1585 da:d jLd 15"" letter of the Arabic alphabet 
1586 di?b sea creeper, or pearls 
1587 da?n jLia sheep 
1588 dabb dabb lizard 
1589 dibh ash 
1590 dibr a horse with tight flesh 
1591 dabs (JMJJ^ miser, niggard. 
1592 dibs stupid 
1593 dahS the area from the middle of the upper 
arm till the armpit 
1594 dibn the area between the armpit and the 
waist in humanbeings 
1595 dahk spadix of palm tree; light or 
astonishment 
1596 dahw forenoon; morning 
1597 daxm huge; big; large 
1598 didd Oua opposite 
1599 darb i_j jua kind, sort, type; or multiplication in 
mathematics 
1600 durr to harm, damage, hurt 
1601 dirr strong, powerful 
1602 dirs molar tooth 
1603 dar^ f breast in human mammals; and udder in 
animal mammals 
1604 dirT tJ^ similar or like 
1605 durm type of trees similar to oak found in 
many parts of Lebanon 
1606 dirw hound, or hunting dog 
1607 da7 a sound said to restrain or to oust the 
camel 
1608 diTf am .U double; multiple 
1609 diye bunch, bundle 
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1610 dayt pressure, compression 
1611 diyn malice 
1612 dafr braid, plait, pigtail or belt 
1613 daff LLa indigent, destitute person 
1614 duff 1 fl. an insect similar to tick dangerous on 
human skin 
1615 dill rib 
1616 da:li iJLb deviating, astray 
1617 dali to deviate from what is right or to go 
astray 
1618 dull deluded 
1619 din tpa delusion 
1620 dimd Xvia intimate friend, close friend 
1621 damr atrophied, atrophic 
1622 damz a lonley hill mostly conisits of red 
stones without soil 
1623 dimn (jAjja within; included in, implied in 
1624 dan? Pijui children 
1625 dagk straits, pinch, poverty 
1626 dinn Cy^ too close or too dear to some one 
1627 dahr peak of a mountain 
1628 dahl shallow water 
1629 daw? light 
1630 dawj valley twisting 
1631 dawn rennet 
1632 dayh milk mixed with water 
1633 dayf guest 
1634 di:f side 
1635 dayq poverty, destitution 
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1636 di:q narrowness, and it also means asthma 
1637 da:i JUi nabk, Christ's-thom 
1638 daym injustice, inequity, grievance; 
oppression 
1639 ta:? 16"' letter of the Arabic alphabet 
1640 tabb to be come skillful or proficient 
1641 tubb skiilfulness, dexterity, proficiency 
1642 tibb medicine, cure, treatment 
1643 fabx cookery 
1644 tabf temper or nature 
1645 tibq identical 
1646 tab! drum 
1647 tibn firewood; crumbs, fragments, or a house 
made of mud 
1648 tuby nipple, teat 
1649 tiby nipple, teat 
1650 tihn flour 
1651 tarh C > subtraction 
1652 tirh C > subtracted 
1653 tard parcel, package or discharge,expulsion 
1654 tarr > early hair of baby-hare that comes after 
delivery 
1655 turr > side 
1656 tarz pattern, type; form, shape 
1657 tirz J > pattern, type; form, shape 
1658 tirs leaf, sheet; newspaper or a written page 
that was erased 
1659 tarf u i > eye lid 
1660 tirf t j j h generous; or non-stable 
1661 tarq c i> geomancy; or trap 
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1662 tirq J > trap; fat; or force 
1663 tarm honey 
1664 tast washtub; washbowel 
1665 tass 0»ia washtub; washbowl 
1666 tast washtub; washbowl, washbasin; basin 
1667 tass 'oila water splashing 
1668 tafm taste 
1669 tuW bait, lure, or vaccine 
1670 tafn impugn or appeal 
1671 tafh eruption, exanthem, efflorescence 
1672 taff LiL top of a mountain; sea shore; house-
door 
1673 tafl Jih soft, supple, yellow-coloured soil 
1674 tifl jih child 
1675 tafw newly rising soft plants 
1676 taqs ritual 
1677 taq cracking sound 
1678 tiq croaking 
1679 taqm set, kit 
1680 tiib uiUa demand, wish, desire 
1681 taih jdL banana tree or acacia tree 
1682 tim pale; or tick( small skin insect sucking 
animals blood) 
1683 tils oJia inproperly erased or wiped off writing; 
dirty clothes 
1684 talS tU. an overlooking place, or the cover of 
palm tree spadix 
1685 tii'f towery area which looks over the other 
surroundings 
1686 tajf wasting, squander; or wrong, injustice, 
oppression 
1687 taiq unbound 
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1688 tilq absolute, or unprohibited, unforbidden 
1689 tall beautiful; or dew 
1690 till injustice 
1691 tulm table, dining table 
1692 tilw wolf 
1693 tame menstruation 
1694 timr rags, tatters, shabby clothes 
1695 timl over painted dress; thief; fool 
1696 ta:mm huge; stagnant water 
1697 tamm sea 
1698 timm much quantity of water, huge number of 
things 
1699 tamy mud 
1700 tin? c Aia doubt, suspicion, or the reminder of 
water in a basin 
1701 tumb 1 t'U a rope for fastening the tent, or a root of 
a tree 
1702 tanf ledge, eaves, molding 
1703 tunf ^ fl*U ledge, eaves 
1704 tann very sweet red dates 
1705 tunn ton, or human fathom 
1706 tuhr cleanliness, purity 
1707 tahm people 
1708 tahy cooking 
1709 ta:d jiL heavy, or rage, fury, camel 
1710 tawd high mountain, steady hill 
1711 tawr phase; type, category 
1712 tU.T mountain 
1713 ta:s O-Ua drinking vessel; tazza 
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1714 taws O-ji" moon 
1715 tu:s O-jia anti-constipation drug 
1716 taw"? obedient 
1717 tawf pontoon; or a wall constructed around a 
piece of land 
1718 ta:q JIL neckband, collar; band; ribbon 
1719 tawq hoop, circle 
1720 tawl favor, grace, kindness 
1721 tu;l length 
1122 ti:i doing things in the long run 
1723 tayy inclusion 
1724 ta:b ulL to become kindhearted; pleasant 
1725 ti:b • •• perfume, scent 
1726 ti:h the main wooden piece of the plow or 
the plough 
1727 tays in abundance 
1728 tayf vision, phantasm; or rainbow 
1729 ti:n (lyia clay, mud, sand 
1730 6a:? fUi 17"' letter of the Arabic alphabet 
1731 6a?b uUa brother-in-law 
1732 6a?r > equal part 
1733 di?r wet nurse 
1734 Sirr a sharp pointed stone; weapons made 
of granite like spears 
1735 6arf container 
1736 5ufr nail 
1737 ^ lameness 
1738 M f • uselessly, in vain 
1739 6iif uiUa hoof; cloven hoof 
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1740 6ili shade 
1741 M m ice; or teeth shining 
1742 6im? the middle of moustache 
1743 6imb i root or trunk of a tree 
\1AA 6ann to guess, or believe 
1745 6ahr back in human body or animal 
1746 Quhr ji^ ^ noon 
1747 *fayn 18"' letter of the Arabic alphabet 
1748 Tab? twin 
1749 •fib? burden 
1750 •fubb sleeve 
1751 fabd slave 
1752 Tabr river bank 
1753 Tibr river bank 
1754 •fabr J f - suitable 
1755 Tubr J f - suitable 
1756 fibr J f - suitable 
1757 fabs kind of plants 
1758 Tab] huge 
1759 5itb blaming 
1760 Titr > marjoram 
1761 Titq noble 
1762 futm wild olive 
1763 "taer > the plant irrigated only by rain 
1764 Tajb t.l>c. back 
1765 Tujb I i^C. vainglory 
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1766 fijl calf 
1767 Tujm non-Arab 
1768 Sidd twin 
1769 Sudd acne 
1770 Tadl J ^ justice 
1771 ^idl twin 
1772 *iudm poverity 
1773 fa6b charming 
1774 'fuSr excuse 
1775 raceme 
1776 Ti9q cluster 
Mil faSy the plant irrigated only by rain 
1778 fidy the plant irrigated only by rain 
1779 Turb Arabs 
1780 furr > valley sides 
1781 "iirs O-jC- husband/wife 
1782 furs O - J ^ wedding 
1783 •iars throne 
1784 Turs ear 
1785 fard width 
1786 Tird honor 
1787 <furd O^JC- width 
1788 <farf c i j C smell 
1789 ^urf u4 j C crest 
1790 Sud patience 
1791 Sid u i j t patience 
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1792 farq C3> the bone with a little flesh on 
1793 Tirq ciJ^ vein 
1794 firw JJ' direction 
1795 Tury the horse without a saddle 
1796 •lazm firm will 
1797 Tasb offspring 
1798 Tusb 1 « • offspring 
1799 night watchman 
1800 "lass 'o-ft available 
1801 fuss huge vessel 
1802 Vis] able to take care of (wealth) 
1803 Tasm dry bread 
1804 Tusb herbs 
1805 fisr jAjifr piece 
1806 'iasr ten (fem.) 
1807 fusr one-tenth 
1808 Tuss (jic nest 
1809 *?ass nest 
1810 fasb a kind of metric changes (poei 
1811 Tasr ^ afternoon 
1812 "lusr shelter 
1813 fasf glume 
1814 fisl intestine 
1815 Sadd JUdfr clipping/trimming 
1816 "ia-M 'oilfr a camel that eats small thorny 
1817 small thorny trees 
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1818 
1819 
*iadin 
•fudw 
a wooden tool used for winnowing 
grains 
member (of the body) 
1820 ^utb ^ cotton 
1821 "fitr perfume 
1822 Tatf . aUr- cotton 
1823 Titf / iUe. side (of the body) 
1824 devoid of wealth and education 
1825 "faSm bone 
1826 fuSm major part of 
1827 ^afj intestine 
1828 intestine 
1829 fafr JC sand 
1830 Tifr Je, boar 
1831 <fufr brave 
1832 •fafs (Jaic- gall oak 
1833 ^afl Jifr the fat around the testis of a ram 
1834 fafw jic- courtesy 
1835 Tuqb 1 isr. end 
1836 faqd contract 
1837 •iiqd thread 
1838 Taqr > origin 
1839 *iuqr Jit, middle (of a house) 
1840 faqq '3F- undutiful 
1841 •laql mind 
1842 "iuqm sterility 
1843 Siqy meconium 
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1844 Tikr habit 
1845 *iaks ^ySC. opposite 
1846 Sakk '6s. sever hotness 
1847 fukl JSC cunning 
1848 Tiki cunning 
1849 fikm ^ bundle 
1850 Talb 1 lie- notch 
1851 Tilb sterile (land) 
1852 Tilj donkey 
1853 Said neck nerve 
1854 Sals food 
1855 Talt ^ the trace of the brand on the neck 
1856 Sulf 1 ate. fodder 
1857 S\lf i atr- heavy .eater 
1858 Talq J i t a kind of trees used for tanning 
1859 Tilq valuable 
1860 Silk gum 
1861 Sail old 
1862 Talm world 
1863 film science 
1864 Tulw top 
1865 <filw top 
1866 Tamd XaC premediation 
1867 Tamr life 
1868 *iumr life 
1869 Tarns suitable 
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1870 fumq depth 
1871 Taimm public 
1872 *famm ^ uncle 
1873 Tind ijc- with 
1874 Sanz she-goat 
1875 Tans eagle 
1876 faqk part of the night 
1877 fann 'CP direction 
1878 finw direction 
1879 'fahd oath 
1880 Tahr adultery 
1881 5ihr adultery 
1882 Tihn colored wool 
1883 Ta:j ivory 
1884 *iawd Jjft old road 
1885 Su:d JjC aloes 
1886 eid 
1887 Taw6 shelter 
1888 Tawz Jjfr grapes seeds 
1889 fawd never, at all 
1890 •iawf uijc condition 
1891 Tawq j j c obstacle 
1892 J j c sustenance 
1893 faim year 
1894 Tawn support 
1895 Sa:h taint 
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1896 fayb defect 
1897 fa:r disgrace 
1898 Tayr donkey 
1899 'Fiir jp caravan 
1900 "iays (JjjC life 
1901 origin 
1902 V best strong camels 
1903 Sayq iif- share of water 
1904 'iayn CJP eye 
1905 'fiyy > faltering 
1906 yayn 19"^  letter of the Arabic alphabet 
1907 ya'.z > gas 
1908 yibb end 
1909 7ubb valley 
1910 yubr J>p end 
1911 yabt a bundle of cropped plants 
1912 yaee thin/bad 
1913 yad tomorrow 
1914 ya\66 Jlc a vein in the eye 
1915 yarb west 
1916 yard hut 
1917 ya:rr > a well digger 
1918 yarr > edge of a sword 
1919 yirr inexperienced 
1920 yurr coot 
1921 yaxz leather stirrup 
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1922 yars o i j c planted 
1923 yirs o - j c . seedling 
1924 yard Jaj. girth 
1925 yarf l i > a kind of trees 
1926 yarq t 3 > utmost extent 
1927 yurm loss 
1928 yarw j > wonder 
1929 yazr J > abundance 
1930 yuzz > a tribe of Turks 
1931 yazl yam 
1932 yuss cunning (man) 
1933 yusl washing 
1934 yisl lotion 
1935 yusn twig 
1936 yass fresh 
1937 yadn wrinkle 
1938 yafr Jt abdomen 
1939 yifr calf 
1940 yufr male young ibex 
1941 yaff Lifr dates dry leaves 
1942 yafq light rain 
1943 yufl J i f r unmarked 
1944 yale untrue (dream) 
1945 yal6 J i l c tough 
1946 ya:ll ' J lP a valley with a lot of trees 
1947 yill rancor 
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1948 yimd sheath 
1949 yamr deep 
1950 yimr malice 
1951 yumr saffron 
1952 yamd fjojti. obscure 
1953 yumd (Ja-*^ sleep 
1954 yamt iuP low (land) 
1955 ya:mm sad/hot 
1956 yamm grief 
1957 yamy cover (of clouds) 
1958 yamb I ^ big gain 
1959 yunj coquetry 
1960 yunm gain 
1961 yawe help 
1962 yawj relaxed because of drowsiness 
1963 ya:r Js, laurel 
1964 yawr j j t depth 
1965 ya:t group 
1966 yawt jajC hollow 
1967 yayt depression 
1968 yawl Jjfr the headache caused by drinking wine 
1969 yu:l ghoul 
1970 yayb ^ unseen 
1971 yaye rain 
1972 yayr but/except 
1973 yayd little 
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1974 yi:d (J^ spadix 
1975 yayS rage 
1976 ya:f Uk\£' a kind of trees 
1977 ya:q sound of a crow 
1978 ya:q cormorant 
1979 yayl spring 
1980 yi:l thicket 
1981 yaym - .A rr- clouds 
1982 yayn OF thick (trees) 
1983 fa:? fu 20"" letter of the Arabic alphc 
1984 fa?r rat 
1985 fa?s axe 
1986 fa?l Jli good omen 
1987 fa?w jU cleft between two mountains 
1988 fatt 'ui crack in the rock 
1989 fath conquest 
1990 fatx unrattling anklet 
1991 fitr small span 
1992 futr a mat made of palm leaves 
1993 fatq split 
1994 fatl kink 
1995 faee colocynth 
1996 fajj mountain pass 
1997 fijj unripe 
1998 fajr daybreak 
1999 fujl radish 
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2000 fuhs obscenity 
2001 fahl bull 
2002 fahm coal 
2003 faxt trap 
2004 faxx trap 
2005 fax6 l i i thigh 
2006 fadm cretin 
2007 faa3 A2 unique 
2008 fart feces 
2009 farj aperture 
2010 farx u fledgling 
2011 fard unique 
2012 furr 'J best 
2013 farz j j a low place between two hills 
2014 firz j j share 
2015 fars (jiji furniture 
2016 fars seeds of the doum fruits 
2017 fard u^J notch 
2018 fart excess 
2019 furt versant (of a mountain) 
2020 farT e ^ branch 
2021 fary M wide opening 
2022 firy M futilely 
2023 farq ciji difference 
2024 firq J j i portion 
2025 fum dJ oven 
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2026 farw jJ furs 
2027 firz j j young goat 
2028 fazz j i quick and light (man) 
2029 fash passport 
2030 fasx weak 
2031 fisq ^ debauchery 
2032 fasl bad 
2033 fass o^ stupid 
2034 fisl the cover of the howdah 
2035 fish Easter 
2036 fa^ stone (of a ring, etc.) 
2037 f i^ 'oaS stone (of a ring, etc.) 
2038 fuss stone (of a ring, etc.) 
2039 fasl cM season 
2040 fadd scattered (people) 
2041 fadl J J a i favor 
2042 fatr > cleavage 
2043 fitr fast breaking 
2044 futr mushroom 
2045 fasa rude 
2046 f i ^ l verb (in grammar) 
2047 fa?m plump 
2048 faym remaining parts of food between teeth 
2049 fuym mouth 
2050 fayw henna blossom 
2051 faq? a small dig in a room used as a water 
container 
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2052 faqr poverty 
2053 faqS t i i the worst kind of ti 
2054 fuqm jaw 
2055 fiqh Ail jurisprudence 
2056 fikr conception 
2057 fakr interest 
2058 fa:kk aii old 
2059 fakk jaw 
2060 filj kind 
2061 falh split 
2062 fll6 lli camel's lever 
2063 fals o-ii fils 
2064 falq parting 
2065 filq split 
2066 fulk ship 
2067 fall iron filings 
2068 fill ai barren (land) 
2069 full 'Ji Arabian jasmine 
2070 fi:lm film 
2071 filw one-year-aged foal 
2072 fam mouth 
2073 find twig 
2074 fann 'di art/skill 
2075 firm skillful 
2076 fahd cheetah 
2077 fihr stone 
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2078 fuhr a Jewish festival in the 14"^  of March 
2079 fahm understanding 
2080 fawt Ciji the space between any two fingers 
2081 fawj troop 
2082 fawh spreading of a smell 
2083 fawd temple 
2084 fa:r muscle 
2085 fawr JJ^ the moment 
2086 fu:f pellicle 
2087 fawq above 
2088 fu:q fortune 
2089 fu:! beans 
2090 fa:h can not keep a secret 
2091 fu:h mouth 
2092 fay? shadow 
2093 fayj clouds 
2094 fayd saffron's leaves 
2095 fayd abundance 
2096 fayS death 
2097 fayf desert 
2098 fi:l elephant 
2099 qa:f uilJ 21"" letter of the Arabic alphabet 
2100 qabb hub 
2101 qibb the part of the backbone between the 
buttocks 
2102 qubh ugliness 
2103 qabr grave 
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2104 qabs oaI a disease in the liver 
2105 qibs origin 
2106 qabd iJoA hold 
2107 qibt copts 
2108 qabl before 
2109 qubl intention 
2110 qabw vault 
2111 qitb gut 
2112 qatt 'ui intended lie 
2113 qutr side 
2114 qit") a beehive in a cave 
2115 qitl experienced 
2116 qahb old man always coughs 
2117 quhh pure 
2118 qahr old man with a good he 
2119 qaht drought 
2120 qihf 1 braincase 
2121 qahm very old 
2122 qidh arrow shaft 
2123 qad 
•• may 
2124 qidd 'ik thong 
2125 qudd ' i codfish 
2126 qadr volume 
2127 qidr cooking pot 
2128 quds blessings 
2129 qidm in the ancient time 
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2130 qudm ahead 
2131 qidw main 
2132 qa:66 '315 attacking 
2133 qur? f j i menstruation 
2134 qurb proximity 
2135 qarh zJ fester 
2136 qurh fester 
2137 qird monkey 
2138 qa:rr cold 
2139 qarr 'J howdah 
2140 qurr 
• •• 
Ji chilliness 
2141 qars sever coldness 
2142 qirs sever coldness 
2143 qars (J>J gathered from different places 
2144 qirs oiji shark 
2145 qurs a^J disk 
2146 qard u^J loan 
2147 qird (Joj loan 
2148 qar*f e i gourd 
2149 qarf red leather 
2150 qirf u i j rind 
2151 qarq cijS cluck 
2152 qirq level bottom 
2153 qarm master 
2154 qurm a platan-like tree 
2155 qarn uJ horn 
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2156 qirn OJS peer 
2157 qarw jJ trough 
2158 qiry ^^ any thing on the same way 
2159 qazh what is put in the cooking pot like 
cumin, coriander, etc. 
2160 qizh what is put in the cooking pot like 
cumin, coriander, etc. 
2161 qazz Ji one who feel dusgusted of food 
2162 qizz JS one who feel dusgusted of food 
2163 qazz silk 
2164 qazm dwarf 
2165 qazw jjS one who never disports 
2166 qass priest 
2167 qist justice 
2168 qust a kind of indian wood used in medicine 
2169 qasm opinion 
2170 qism share 
2171 qisb (-uia rust 
2172 qisr rind 
2173 qass j j i a chaff 
2174 qasf pathroom sweepings 
2175 qisT pathroom sweepings 
2176 qusb waist 
2177 qasd 
•• 
AiWtiS little 
2178 qasr palace 
2179 qasr 
• • 
decolorization 
2180 qa:ss ' o i i i storyteller 
2181 qass sternum 
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2182 qasT crush by nails 
2183 qasf revel 
2184 qisl J-aS chaff 
2185 qadb t alfalfa 
2186 qadd pebbles 
2187 qutb • ,u* pole 
2188 qatr rain 
2189 qitr melted zinc 
2190 qutr side 
2191 qat LS only/just 
2192 qatt Li short curly (hair) 
2193 qitt Li cat 
2194 qut*f t ^ coHc 
2195 qitT part (of the night) 
2196 qitf 1 «U«i picked fruits 
2197 qutn cM cotton 
2198 qa'fb huge thick vessel 
2199 qaTr bottom 
2200 qaTs Ouxi bad sand 
2201 qa'fs howdah 
2202 qu'f'? very salty water 
2203 qa*fn big bowl 
2204 qafw wooden pulley 
2205 qafr jii wilderness 
2206 qafs jjiij short slippers 
2207 qafi a wooden tool was used in war like a 
tank 
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2208 qaff back 
2209 quff Lii short 
2210 qafl JiS dry tree 
2211 qufl Jia lock 
2212 qafw ^ a glow at the beginning of rain 
2213 qalb heart 
2214 qulb cambium 
2215 qalt cA hole 
2216 qilh dirty garment 
2217 qald silver armlet 
2218 qild share of water 
2219 qalz weak (man) 
2220 qals o-Ia hawser 
2221 qalf small axe used by the builder 
2222 qilf sail 
2223 qulT quick walking 
2224 qilf tough place 
2225 qill as tremble 
2226 qull as little 
2227 qilw light 
2228 qaly alkali (chemistry) 
2229 qam? the place where the vestock cat 
kept to be fat 
2230 qamh r^ wheat 
2231 qams bad 
2232 qimt a rope of fibers 
2233 qimT cupule 
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2234 qumb calyx 
2235 qand candy 
2236 qins descent 
2237 qinT weapon 
2238 qunf trumpet 
2239 qinn 'oi serf 
2240 qunw date bunch 
2241 qinw date bunch 
2242 qahd narcissus 
2243 qa:b (short) distance 
2244 qu:b eggs 
2245 qa:t uili qat 
2246 qu:t OjS food 
2247 qi:t ^ food 
2248 qa:d jii quantity 
2249 qawd jji spare horses for defending the caravan 
2250 qayd ^ docile 
2251 qa:r asphalt 
2252 qawz JjS high heap of sand 
2253 qaws o-ja bow 
2254 qu:s o-ji hermitage 
2255 qawt flock of sheep 
2256 qu:f LijS upper part of the ear 
2257 qa:q cormorant 
2258 qa:l gossip 
2259 qawl JjS speech 
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2260 qayl J i chieftain 
2261 qi:l speech/utterance 
2262 qawm kinsfolk 
2263 qa:h prestige 
2264 qiyy ; smooth level land 
2265 qay? vomit 
2266 qayh pus 
2267 qayd bond 
2268 qi:d quantity 
2269 qi:r tar 
2270 qa:s measure/extent 
2271 qays 
•• 
hardship 
2272 qi:s 
<• 
measure/extent 
2273 qayd equal 
2274 qay6 •M midsummer 
2275 qi:q stupid 
2276 qayn goldsmith 
2277 ka:f uiu; 22"'' letter of the Arabic alphabet 
2278 ka?s glass 
2279 kibd liver 
2280 kibr pride 
2281 kubr eminence/ dignity 
2282 kubs plug 
2283 kibs earth used to fill up a well, etc. 
2284 kabs male-sheep 
2285 kabl chains 
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2286 katt slim person 
2287 kath scratch or mark that may affect skin 
2288 katr small howdah 
2289 kitr small howdah 
2290 kitr hump 
2291 katf shoulder 
2292 kitf shoulder 
2293 ka:ee what falls out in the field after harvest 
2294 kaer spadix of palm trees 
2295 kuer major part of 
2296 kaef crowd/ group 
2297 kuhh the most pure/ absolute 
2298 kuhl kohl/ eysliner 
2299 kadb white spots that appear on nails of kids 
2300 kadh drudgery 
2301 kuds CH-ii heap 
2302 kads oi-ii wound 
2303 kadn baggage 
2304 kidn baggage 
2305 karb anguish 
2306 kard the base of the neck 
2307 kurd Kurd people 
2308 karr attack 
2309 kurr measure used by Iraqi people 
2310 kurz J j i carpetbag of the shepherd 
2311 kirs (jij^ rumen 
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2312 kurk fur garment/ shawl 
2313 karm vine 
2314 karh hardship 
2315 kurh hatred 
2316 kuzb earning 
2317 kasb earning 
2318 kusb oil/ fat extraction 
2319 kisr side (of a house) 
2320 kasr fraction 
2321 kasm crumbs of dry things 
2322 kash sash 
2323 kasf scouting 
2324 kask liLii flour and milk that are dried up and 
cooked when needed 
2325 kisk dJiS flour and milk that are dried up and 
cooked when needed 
2326 kusk koisk 
2327 kudr adrenal gland 
2328 kaM short-tempered person 
2329 kaQm suppression 
2330 kaSh ankle 
2331 kifs phalanx 
2332 kafk cake 
2333 kuf? fuiS well qualified 
2334 kaft CjiS. light-footed man 
2335 kuft cliS horse which is so swift-jumping that its 
difficult to control 
2336 kafr small village 
2337 kaff Lis palm of the hand 
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2338 kifl Jis share 
2339 kafy ^ sufficiency 
2340 kify sufficiency 
2341 kufy sufficiency 
2342 kalb dog 
2343 kils u - K lime 
2344 kilT shabby or frowsy person 
2345 kilf J i l 5 adorer 
2346 kull JS all/ every/ each 
2347 kail JS who is dpendent on others 
2348 kalm ^ wound 
2349 kam how much/ many 
2350 kam? truffle 
2351 kimr type of dates 
2352 kams small udder 
2353 kim*) noise 
2354 kumm sleeve 
2355 kamm quantity 
2356 kimm calyx 
2357 kanz treasure 
2358 kin^ F water that remains at the root of a 
mountain 
2359 kinf u u S any bag-like container 
2360 kinn OS shelter 
2361 kunh essence 
2362 kahb old camel 
2363 kahf Ul^ cafe 
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2364 kahl rather old person 
2365 ku:b cup 
2366 ku:x cottage 
2367 kawr j j s increase 
2368 ku:r forge 
2369 ku:z mug 
2370 ka:s glass 
2371 kaws tyj^ sea rage 
2372 ku:s set square 
2373 ka:T carpal end of the ulna 
2374 ku:f carpal end of the radius 
2375 ku:k coke 
2376 kawm heap 
2377 kawn the universe 
2378 kaww hole in a wall 
2379 kay to/ in order to 
2380 ka:? coward 
2381 kay? coward 
2382 ki:? coward 
2383 ka:h the versant of amountain 
2384 kayh the versant of amountain 
2385 kayd cunning 
2386 ki:r Jrfs forge 
2387 kays u-ji courtesy 
2388 ki:s oyS bag/sack 
2389 kays absolute miserliness 
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2390 ki:s miser 
2391 kayf how 
2392 kayl measure 
2393 la:m 23 letter of the Arabic 
2394 la: V no 
2395 lu?m meanness 
2396 la?m convened/ assembled 
2397 li?m similar to 
2398 la?y distress 
2399 iubb core 
2400 libd felted wool 
2401 labs wear/ dressing 
2402 libs wear/ dressing 
2403 iubs confusion/ ambiguity 
2404 labk mess/ confusion 
2405 lujj depth of the sea 
2406 iujh orbit 
2407 lahb electrode 
2408 lahh narrow 
2409 lahd grave 
2410 lahs what appears at the tips 
2411 lahf LiaJ foot of a mountain 
2412 lahm H flesh/ meat 
2413 lahn tune /melody 
2414 lahy the two jawbones 
2415 laxf fine buuter 
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2416 luxm type of fish 
2417 laxn white part in baby's foreskin befc 
circumcision 
2418 lidm stupid 
2419 lasa well-spoken 
2420 lizb narrow path 
2421 lazz doorjamp 
2422 lizz adjoining 
2423 lizq ciii adjoining 
2424 lazn hardship 
2425 liss prime of herbage 
2426 lisn language 
2427 iisb straits in a valley or mountain 
2428 liss thief 
2429 lass thief 
2430 [isq adjacent 
2431 litx idiot 
2432 ia:tt LV malicious 
2433 latT palate 
2434 iutf uikl kindness 
2435 laaa strict person 
2436 iaSt roof 
2437 iuft Lx! place at the bottom of a wall or a 
mountain 
2438 la<f hard luck/ it's ok 
2439 lafn damnation 
2440 laW greedy person 
2441 layb uJd wrong/ bad speech 
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2442 luyd gills 
2443 luyz >3 puzzle 
2444 layn vigor 
2445 luyn side of uvula that is opposite the throat 
2446 layw nonsense 
2447 lift Oil turnip 
2448 lafj lowness 
2449 lufj water passage 
2450 lafh hotness 
2451 iafS word/ utterance 
2452 laff LiJ mixed 
2453 liff group/ party 
2454 lifq ciiJ one of the two parts of a wrap 
2455 laqh pregnancy 
2456 laqs mange 
2457 laqf tiii sharp-witted 
2458 laqq talkative person 
2459 lakk aj lac/ lakh 
2460 lam not 
2461 lamh glance 
2462 lams (JJU>1 touch 
2463 lams (JaJ a kind of sweet made up of wheat, water 
and honey 
2464 lamk kohl/ eysliner 
2465 Ian not/ never 
2466 lihb mirage 
2467 lahd low as well as burdensom person 
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2468 lahf sorrow 
2469 lihm any old living being 
2470 lahw ^ amusement 
2471 law if 
2472 iu:b bees 
2473 lawe might/ power 
2474 lawh c ^ board 
2475 iu:h c ^ thirst 
2476 la:6 jv silk garments made in china 
lAll law5 side of a mountain 
2478 lawz Jji almonds 
2479 laws cyji eatable thing 
2480 laws O^jl pain in the ear 
2481 iawt dress/ shawl 
2482 lu:f uij] luffa 
2483 iu:q any thing that is soft like food ,etc. 
2484 la:m terror 
2485 lawm terror 
2486 lawn colour 
2487 lawh mirage 
2488 iaww secret speech 
2489 li:t ^ surface of the neck 
2490 layt Cul would that 
2491 laye i J lion 
2492 lays t>u! not 
2493 ii:t LJ skin 
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2494 li:f uiJ fiber 
2495 li:q black thing put in khol 
2496 layl night 
2497 li:m matching in harmony with 
2498 li:n softness 
2499 mi:m 24"' letter of the Arabic alphabet 
2500 ma: U not/ what/ which 
2501 ma?j idiot 
2502 ma?d j'U soft/ flexible 
2503 ma?q canthus 
2504 mu?q far points of a land 
2505 mu:q far points of a land 
2506 ma?n mattock 
2507 mitr metre 
2508 mats white spots that appear on nails of kids 
2509 matk dl» citron fruit 
2510 matn text 
2511 miel ^ like/ similar to 
2512 majd glory 
2513 majr big army 
2514 majl a torn in the nerve at the bottom of the 
hock of a horse 
2515 maht ('i^« hard/ difficult 
2516 muhh (egg)yolk 
2517 mahd absolute/ unmixed 
2518 mahl remoteness 
2519 mahw darkness of the moon 
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2520 
2521 
2522 
2523 
2524 
2525 
2526 
2527 
2528 
2529 
2530 
2531 
2532 
2533 
2534 
2535 
2536 
2537 
2538 
2539 
2540 
2541 
2542 
2543 
2544 
2545 
muxx 
maxr 
maxn 
madd 
mudd 
ma6y 
mar? 
mir? 
mur? 
mart 
marj 
marx 
mard 
marr 
murr 
marz 
mars 
mars 
mard 
mirt 
mar"? 
mary 
marq 
mirq 
marn 
marw 
brain 
white clouds that come before summer 
man that is rather short 
rise of the sea 
ancient measure 
t/j-* pre-seminal fluid 
man 
man 
(•J* man 
wasteland 
grassland 
t j * kind of trees 
a fresh (tree used as a tooth clesning) 
rope 
> bitter 
jj* spigot 
tyj* continous walk 
o-j- land whose surface is swept by rain 
doubtness 
^j* woolen or silk wear 
grass 
mucus/ spittle 
wool 
iSj* wool 
uj^ fur 
flint 
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2546 mazj mixed 
2547 mizj honey 
2548 mazh C> spikes 
2549 mizr j > type of wine 
2550 muzz > a mixture of sweet and sour taste 
2551 mizz > favour 
2552 muzn a > rain clouds 
2553 l l i u ^ v> j > perfection 
2554 mas? (•(JMA mid of road 
2555 mish monk garment 
2556 ma:ss urgent/ akin 
2557 mass mania 
2558 misT ^UtA wind of the north 
2559 mask skin 
2560 misk musk 
2561 misr ^ » .j ^  man of reddish complexion 
2562 miss t A * whey 
2563 mist comb 
2564 must comb 
2565 mas5 Jii* thorn 
2566 misy red mud used as dye 
2567 masq red mud 
2568 misq slim man 
2569 masw laxative medicine 
2570 masd rain 
2571 misr division betweet two thigs 
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2572 masi serum 
2573 madd sharp and painful 
2574 midd (Ja^ no 
2575 mutr corn spikes 
2576 matw palm punch 
2577 mitw corn spikes 
2578 ma"f with 
2579 ma*fd ixjk clove of any fruit 
2580 maTz goats 
2581 mafs ^JaxJt. cramp 
2582 maTq wasteland 
2583 maTl necessary/ urgent 
2584 maTn favour 
2585 maW ripe dates 
2586 maye iL. hard westler 
2587 mayd eggplant 
2588 mays (jii* stomach ache 
2589 mays OaL. stomach ache 
2590 mayl Ji- milk that is suckled from a pregnant 
mother 
2591 maqt ^ type of marriage in which a man 
marries his stepmother (before Islam) 
2592 muqt LI. string used for hunting 
2593 maqt IiL. hardship 
2594 maqi Ji- bottom of a well 
2595 muql ^ type of glue used in medicine 
2596 makr cunning 
2597 maks toll/ tax 
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2598 makn Oi- eggs og lizards and locusts 
2599 mil? full quantity 
2600 male i i . outset of night darkness 
2601 mulj seeds 
2602 milh salt/ salty 
2603 malh witticisms 
2604 maid soft/ tender 
2605 majs naked 
2606 milt ill. knave 
2607 malT united group 
2608 mily stupid 
2609 malk lilU king 
2610 mulk dix property 
2611 milk property 
2612 man c> who 
2613 min from 
2614 mun'6 ilt since/ ago 
2615 mu6 it since/ ago 
2616 mann ( > type of old measure 
2617 mah Ka stop! 
2618 mahd cradle 
2619 mahr dowry 
2620 muhr foal 
2621 mahl slowness 
2622 muhl melted metal 
2623 mahw pearl 
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2624 mawt death 
2625 mayt dead 
2626 mawj water waves 
2627 ma:5 ju good-tempered person 
2628 mawr disturbance 
2629 mu:r j j - dust flying in air 
2630 mawz J j - bananas 
2631 ma:s (JMIA diamond 
2632 ma:s (jiU worthless house furniture 
2633 mu:q ^ canthus 
2634 ma:l Jl- property/ money 
2635 ma:? fL. water 
2636 ma:h yolk 
2637 mayh duck-like walk 
2638 mayd for (the sake ol) 
2639 mayz > • sublimity 
2640 mays (JMiA hackberry 
2641 mi:l J e mile 
2642 mayn telling lies 
2643 nu:n (ly 25 '^' letter of the Arabic alphabet 
2644 nu?y a canal digged around the tent to 
protect it against the flood 
2645 na:y ^u reed pipe 
2646 napt Cm plant 
2647 nabQ ^ trifle 
2648 nabr stress 
2649 nibr tick 
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2650 nabd o ^ pulse 
2651 nabf a kind of trees used for making bows 
2652 naby scurf 
2653 nabq ci^ j rhamnus 
2654 nabl J^j arrows 
2655 nubh wit 
2656 nath ^ transpiration 
2657 natr excessive 
2658 naer J^ prose 
2659 naet ^ the plant just appeared above the 
surface of the land 
2660 nuje ^ shield 
2661 nujh ^ success 
2662 najd ^ highland 
2663 najd Najd (an area in the Arabic peninsula) 
2664 naj6 ^ tough speech 
2665 najr hewing 
2666 najz about to achieve (^mething) 
2667 naj"? pasture 
2668 najl son 
2669 najm star 
2670 najw ^ excrement 
2671 nahb span 
2672 naht nature 
2673 nahr throat 
2674 nahs o ^ misfortunate 
2675 nahd o ^ tight flesh 
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2616 nahl bees 
2677 nuhl J ^ donating 
2678 nahn we 
2679 nahw way 
2680 nihy a kind of ripe dates 
2681 nahy ghee bottle 
2682 naxb coward 
2683 nuxx pure 
2684 nadb smart and witty 
2685 nudh plentifulness 
2686 nidh opulence 
2687 nidh heaviness 
2688 na:dd JU livelihood 
2689 nadd ij incense 
2690 nidd 'n peer 
2691 nads Oijj hidden sound 
2692 na6r J^ vow 
2693 nard backgammon 
2694 nazr little/small 
2695 nazz y ooze 
2696 nizz y ooze 
2697 nazl t y death struggle 
2698 nazy Satanic temptation 
2699 nuzf uijj weakness caused by 
2700 nazh virtuous 
2701 nas? strongly intoxicant ( 
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2702 
2703 
2704 
2705 
2706 
2707 
2708 
2709 
2710 
2711 
2712 
2713 
2714 
2715 
2716 
2717 
2718 
2719 
2720 
2721 
2722 
2723 
2724 
2725 
2726 
2727 
nis? 
nash 
nasr 
nisr 
nasT 
nusy 
nasq 
nusk 
nasi 
nasy 
nisy 
nas? 
nasr 
nasz 
nass 
nast 
nasb 
nusb 
nash 
nush 
nasr 
nass 
nas*i 
nusT 
nis*i 
nisf 
f (j-*j 
- i-(jiJ 
( l u l l 
associate 
the frotted skin of dates 
vulture 
vulture 
wrist 
sap 
conjunction 
offering 
offspring 
forgetten 
neglectable 
youths 
publishing 
elevated place 
half 
quick stinging 
swindle 
statue 
advice 
advice 
supporter 
text 
white skin or garment 
white skin or garment 
white skin or garment 
half 
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2728 nasi Juaj arrowhead/ spearhead 
2729 nadh sprinkling 
2730 nadx rain 
2731 nadr gold 
2732 nidr wife 
2733 nidw 1 emaciated/worn 
2734 nat") leather rug 
2735 nutq pronunciation 
2736 nitl ^ dregs 
2737 niQr peer 
2738 na6m poetr>' 
i m na*ib quick 
2740 naTt attribute 
2741 na"i§ JJIJU coffin 
2742 na'Ff serpentine place 
2743 naTl shoe 
2744 niTm how (good, brave, etc.)! 
2745 nuTm comfort 
2746 nafw • J " the part of the upper lip just below the 
nose 
2747 naTy obituary 
2748 nayd male ostrich 
2749 nuyd • • • Oaxj the highest point in the gristle of the 
shoulder 
2750 nafh coldness 
2751 nafx haughtiness 
2752 nafr people rushing to a battle 
2753 nifr bad 
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2754 nafs soul 
2755 nifd the dead bees in the honey 
2756 naft Lij oil/naphta 
2757 nift M] oil/naphta 
2758 naft Lij blister 
2759 naff ^ benefit 
2760 nafl supererogatory performance 
2761 nafy negation 
2762 naqb hole 
2763 naqe tattling 
2764 naqh summer white clouds 
2765 niqh C i : experienced 
2766 naqd cash 
2767 niqd thin young person 
2768 naq6 jii safety 
2769 naqr snap of the fingers 
2770 niqr pit 
2771 niqz pure water 
2772 nuqz well 
2773 naqs a toll of a bell 
2774 niqs ink 
2775 naqs ^Jju mark 
2776 naqs o a i j weakness 
2777 naqd (Joij cassation 
2778 niqd j j i i ] debris 
2779 naqT the water gathered in the brook 
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2780 niqf uiij the fledgling when coming out of the 
egg 
2781 naql shortcut 
i m naql JSJ mixed nus or crackers 
2783 nuql Jii mixed nus or crackers 
212,4 naqw the bone of the upper arm 
2785 niqw the bone of the upper arm 
2786 niqy bone marrow 
2787 nakb disaster 
2788 nike the woolen thread that is unraveled to 
be retwisted 
2789 nikh husband/wife 
2190 nukd little 
2791 nukr wit 
2792 nikr bad 
2793 nuks relapse 
2794 niks short 
2795 nikf disdained 
2796 nikl fetter 
2797 nimr tiger 
2798 nims mongoose 
2799 nams h • tittling 
2800 nann weak hair 
2801 nahb Vfi loot 
2802 nahj straight and clear (way) 
2803 nahd Jfi breast 
2804 nihd the equal share paid by each one of a 
travelling group 
2805 nahr river 
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2806 nahz taking by hand 
2807 nahs uif j having litte flesh 
2808 nahd rough land 
2809 nahk exaggeration 
2810 nahy interdection 
2811 nahy crook 
2812 nihy crook 
2813 na:r jU fire 
2814 nawr blossoms 
2815 nu:r light 
2816 naws oajj zebra 
2817 nawd valley 
2818 nawt decoration 
2819 nawT e ^ kind 
2820 na:f uiU yoke 
2821 nawf Liji sound 
2822 na:l JU share 
2823 nawl loom 
2824 nawm sleep 
2825 ni:m soft (garment) 
2826 nu:n shark 
2827 nawh finishing every thing 
2828 ni:? raw 
2829 na:b vU canine tooth 
2830 ni:r yoke 
2831 nayt death 
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2832 ni:q iii^ long (mountains) 
2833 nayl ciM obtainment 
2834 ni:l OH Nile 
2835 ha:? fU 26"' letter of the Arabic alphabet 
2836 ha: u here it 
2837 hapt Ci^ stupidity 
2838 habr lower land 
2839 hubr ^ scrap of hemp 
2840 habw slight fire 
2841 hatt Citi dead; or foot steps 
2842 hutr > a frenzy of grief 
2843 hitr > falsehood; injustice 
2844 hutk (iSiA midnight 
2845 hity a part of the night 
2846 hujj ju yoke 
2847 hajr midday 
2848 hujr delirium, raving 
2849 hajs whispering 
2850 hajf late night 
2851 hajl desert 
2852 hajm ^ vessel for milking 
2853 had? fiA the first third of the night 
2854 hud? fiA the first third of the night 
2855 hadb i-i^ milking with the fingers 
2856 hudb lashes of the eye brows 
2857 ha:dd JU echoic sound usually of magic nature 
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2858 hadd coward; or generous 
2859 hidd exahust; or coward 
2860 hadr loss; squandering 
2861 hidf iJjA stout person with tall neck 
2862 hidl JiA yogurt 
2863 hadm in vain 
2864 hidm old man; old clothes 
2865 hady sacrifice and offering 
2866 hadd 'JA sharp 
2867 hida sharp 
2868 hadr much 
2869 harj abundance; dream; or killing 
2870 hirj clumsy, awkward 
2871 bird ostrich 
2872 hurd •ijA turmeric 
2873 hirr > cat 
2874 hurr > abundance of water or milk 
2875 hars wildcat 
2876 hirs old dress 
2877 hart gaimt meat 
2878 hirt gaimt meat or old animal 
2879 harf (J jA unriped fruit 
2880 hirq old dress 
2881 harm a type of citrus tree 
2882 hury big store for food; narrow bay 
2883 hizr aggrieved or defrauded person 
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2884 hazl J > jesting 
2885 hazm intestine light clouds 
2886 hus QJJL hush or a sound to restrain goats 
2887 hasr jjjt, delicacy 
2888 hass fragile, or cheerful 
2889 hasm barren land 
2890 hass soild 
2891 hadl JJaA much 
2892 hadm digestion 
2893 hidm .^uaA bottom of the valley 
2894 hatf 1 aUt, light milk 
2895 hatl continuing rain; or fatigue 
2896 hit! JlaA fool; thief; wolf 
2897 hutl falling heavily; raining heavily 
2898 haft tranquil land; raining fast; foolishness 
2899 hiff LiA thin person; beehive with little honey 
2900 haqb space or capacity 
2901 hiql JiA tall an clumsy; young ostrich 
2902 hakk heavy rain; corrupt-minded person 
2903 hulb thick hair; tail hair in animals like horses 
2904 haij Jight sleep; false news; obscure dream 
2905 hals emaciation 
2906 hall flimsy 
2907 him? shabby 
2908 hamz insanity 
2909 hams whispering 
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2910 himl flimsy tent 
2911 hamm sadness; or intention 
2912 himm old man 
2913 hin? painting with tar 
2914 hind OlA a group of camels 
2915 hinw a period of time (especially at night) 
2916 hah 'U a sound uttered in remembering 
something 
2917 ha:h »u a sound uttered in threatining 
2918 haw? determination 
2919 hu:d Jews 
2920 ha:r jU tumbledown 
2921 hawr JJA cattle 
2922 hu:z pepole 
2923 haws huge number of people at war 
2924 ha:^ eu miser; coward 
2925 huS enmity 
2926 hawf i-ijlh hot wind 
2927 hu:f hurricane 
2928 ha:l JU cardamom 
2929 hawl fear 
2930 hawm light sleep 
2931 hawn disgrace 
2932 hu:n people 
2933 hu:h ft jA coward 
2934 haww > aperture 
2935 hay? calling for meal 
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2936 hi:y? calling for meal 
2937 hayt come! come on! 
2938 hi:t iIJA hole 
2939 hayj war; storm 
2940 hayd JjA huge unstable 
2941 hayr Ji^ levanter 
2942 hi.T less than half of the night 
2943 hayd softness 
2944 hayt hJi roaring ; evil 
2945 ha:S eu coward 
2946 hayf dry and hot wind 
2947 hayq thin and tall man 
2948 ha:l JU heaped sand 
2949 hayl J^ landslide 
2950 haym swearing in God's name 
2951 ha:h «u threatening expression 
2952 hayy come on! 
2953 wa:w j i j 27"' letter of the Arabic alphabet 
2954 wa?b v i j stong hoof 
2955 wa?j hunger 
2956 wa?d Arab pre-Isiamic habit of burying girls 
alive 
2957 wa?l Ji j refuge 
2958 wa?m warm house 
2959 wa?n d j stout man 
2960 wa?y c/ij promise 
2961 wabd tarn 
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2962 wabr daman 
2963 wabl downpour 
2964 warm pigeon sounds 
2965 wutt pigeon sounds 
2966 watr j j j a name of almighty God; odd number 
2967 witr a name of almighty God; odd number 
2968 watn (lyj up side dov/n delivery of a baby 
2969 wae? fUJJ sprain, wrench 
2970 waer t type of dress 
2971 wier » cozy bed 
2972 wael J i j fibers 
2973 waj? bad 
2974 wajb coward 
2975 wajj ostrich 
2976 wajd pool 
2977 wujd capacity 
2978 waj 3 k ' j tarn; basin 
2979 wajr cave 
2980 wajz rapid; fast 
2981 wajs O-^J whispering 
2982 wajm buildings in deserts to guide travelers 
2983 wajn O^J tough stony land 
2984 wajh prominent person 
2985 wahd alone 
2986 wahr J^J malice 
2987 wahs (J^j beast 
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2988 
2989 
2990 
2991 
2992 
2993 
2994 
2995 
2996 
2997 
2998 
2999 
3000 
3001 
3002 
3003 
3004 
3005 
3006 
3007 
3008 
3009 
3010 
3011 
3012 
3013 
wahs 
wahf 
wahl 
vvahy 
waxz 
waxs 
wax3 
waxm 
waxy 
wadd 
wudd 
widd 
wadT 
wadT 
wadq 
wady 
wa3q 
warb 
ware 
wire 
warx 
ward 
wird 
wan-
wars 
wars 
O ^ J comedo 
opluent 
J-J mire or mud 
inspiration; revelation 
stinging 
( j i i j bad 
discarding, throwing 
sluggish, dull 
intended road 
h Arab pre-Islamic god 
J j Arab pre-Islamic god 
j j passion or love 
grave 
t ' j cowries 
rain 
white liquid discharge( 
urine 
j j j spermatic fluid 
corruption 
i j j 
CJJ 
J j j 
J j j 
' j j 
l h j j 
C^JJ 
inheritance 
inheritance 
type of tree 
rose 
watering place 
haunch 
type of leguminous plant 
substance made of milk 
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3014 wark hip 
3015 wirk d j j hip 
3016 wary ( / j j pus in the abdomen 
3017 wizr j J j burden 
3018 wa/z j j goose 
3019 wazy UJ shivering 
3020 wazm f j j quantity, amount 
3021 wazn uls balance 
3022 wash wood fixed at the lower part of a well to 
ensure no sand slide 
3023 wish grasses or weeds 
3024 wast ja^J between or among 
3025 wis"i capacity 
3026 wusT capacity 
3027 wasf uLnJ cracks in camel's body due to fatness 
3028 wasq ( i - j freight 
3029 wisq freight 
3030 wasm feature; or peculiarity 
3031 wish a member of rabble, or mob 
3032 wasf t ^ J little plants or little spadix 
3033 wasy i - i j little or few 
3034 wasq scattered grasses for grazing 
3035 wasm tatoo 
3036 wasy brocade 
3037 wash distance between ring finger and index 
finger 
3038 wisr bond 
3039 wasT kinglet 
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3040 wasl J-aj connection; or receipt 
3041 wusi Joaj joint 
3042 wis! Juaj joint 
3043 wasm disgrace, dishonor 
3044 wadT form, shape, appearance 
3045 watb canteen; big breast or udder 
3046 wath mud that clutches on the animals' hooves 
or birds' claws 
3047 waTb wide 
3048 wafe easy and soft 
3049 wa*ir solid place; rough road 
3050 waTs CHfrj foot steps 
3051 waTf Ljc-J lower land 
3052 wafq CJ^ J irascible; bad-tempered 
3053 wafl ibex 
3054 wa*im a distinguished line in a mountain 
3055 waTn LPJ shelter; refuge 
3056 wa*iy preservation; respect 
3057 wayb wicked 
3058 wayd JCJ wicked 
3059 wayr rancor, spite, grudge 
3060 wayf t i c j solid land 
3061 wayl uninvited person in a meal 
3062 waym fool 
3063 wayy war 
3064 wafd •"J delegation 
3065 wafr J j surplus 
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3066 wafz j i j hurry 
3067 wafd O^J hurry 
3068 wafi clouds or high place 
3069 wafq in harmony 
3070 wafl J^j little or few 
3071 wafy high land that overlooks others 
3072 waqb wicked; or tarn 
3073 waqt time 
3074 waqr J j a hole in a stone 
3075 wiqr J j heavy load 
3076 waqs (J^J the beginning of mange 
3077 waqs L^J movement; or sound 
3078 waqs O^J defect 
3079 waqt ^J a hole in a solid place for collecting rain 
water 
3080 waqT sound of foot steps or rain dripping 
3081 waqf uisj pause 
3082 waqq shrike's cry 
3083 waql ifij continuation 
3084 wakt traces 
3085 wakd intention; aim 
3086 wukd intention; aim 
3087 wukd effort; endeavor 
3088 wakr jSj nest 
3089 waks O^J a small portion 
3090 wakf leather rug 
3091 wakn nest 
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3092 wale uncomfirmed agreement 
3093 wuld son; offspring 
3094 wild sou; offspring 
3095 wals betrayal; deception 
3096 walq succession 
3097 walm shackle; or belt 
3098 wann OJ weak 
3099 wahd JAj lower land; or hole 
3100 wahz > J short (man) 
3101 wahs evil 
3102 waht U j group 
3103 wahq ci^j notted rope 
3104 wahm illusion 
3105 wahn uAj weakness 
3106 wahh i j sadness 
3107 wahy torn 
3108 way oh 
3109 wayb woe onto (him) 
3110 wayj the long piece of wood put between two 
oxes 
3111 wayh woe onto (him) 
3112 ways o y j poverty 
3113 wayl tk) destruction 
3114 wayn (IWJ black grapes 
3115 wayh come on ! 
3116 ya:? 28"^  letter of the Arabic alphabet 
3117 ya: b oh (vocative) 
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3118 ya?s desperation 
3119 yabs dry 
3120 yatm •• worry 
3121 yad Jj power 
3122 yadd hand 
3123 yarf tJi the child of an addax 
3124 yasr ease 
3125 yusr wealth 
3126 yasb L t 1 t jasper 
3127 yasni jade 
3128 yafr sheep/goat 
3129 yak dj one 
3130 yamm sea 
3131 yumn blessing 
3132 yu:h one of the names of ti 
3133 yu:d iodine 
3134 yawm day 
